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ABSTRACT
VOLUME II
TECHNIQUES DEVELOPMENT - LEAR SIEGLER
This second volume of a three-volume final report discusses results of a
number of integral programs undertaken at LSI in developing the PRESTO
concept. It contains six separate appendices--each covering one of the




• Launch Vehicle System
• Regression
• Optimization
With the exception of Launch Vehicle System, each appendix presents results
of one particular technique development as related to the overall PRESTO
concept synthesis.
The Performance, Reliability, and Economics appendices are concerned with
the system simulation techniques necessary to generate mathematical models
describing these particular system characteristics. The models are required
to have some independent system variables in common for overall concept
implementation.
The Launch Vehicle System appendix is devoted to the definition of a Study
Launch Vehicle System (SLVS) to which a modification of the PRESTO
concept was applied for demonstration purposes.
The Regression appendix presents an approach to multiple regression curve
fitting of data on a set of systemparameters in order to generate an expression
describing the behavior of one of the parameters in terms of the remaining
(independent) parameters. This technique is intended for use in conjunction
with any one or all of the Performance, Reliability, and Economics simulators
in developing mathematical models of the various system characteristics.
The Optimization appendix presents a method which may be employed to




TECHNIQUES DEVELOPMENT - LEAR SIEGLER
A final report in three Volumes is herewith submitted by Lear Siegler, Inc.,
Instrument Division to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Headquarters in fulfillment of Contract NASw-938. The study, entitled
Launch Vehicle Optimization Study -- Phase II, was pursued under the
technical direction of the Launch Vehicle and Propulsion Program Office,
Code SV, NASA Headquarters, by the following participant organizations:
LSI Instrument Division
LSI Defense Systems Operations
The University of Michigan
This summary report of the Phase II Launch Vehicle Optimization Study is




Volume I contains a general review of the
program, an exposition of the PRESTO concept
and techniques, a presentation of its application
to a Study Launch Vehicle System, and a dis-






Volume II contains a comprehensive review of
the PRESTO simulation and optimization tech-
niques, as formulated and applied at LSI, in
addition to a description of the Study Launch





Volume III contains a report of related efforts
compiled by the University of Michigan under
the direction of Dr. Frank H. Westervelt. It
includes documentation on the Westervelt Per-
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Of increasing interest to systems analysts is the use of digital computers
for system simulation. Historically, the analog computer has been the
primary tool in machine simulation of a system. As the speed and flexi-
bility of digital machines has improved, the use of digital computers has
become more appealing. The reason for this is that for many types of
problems, digital simulation can provide m.3re reliable and accurate re-
sults with less over-all engineering time and effort.
The trend towards use of digital computers for system simulation has
resulted in the expenditure of considerable effort towards developing
digital computer programs capable of translating analog computer simu-
lations directly to digital computer form. Since the first attempt by
Selfridge _ in 1955, there have appeared a number of such programs; best
known perhaps are DEPI z, ASTRAL 3, DEPI 44,DYSAC 5, PARTNER 6, DAS 7,
JANIS 8, MIDAS 9, and PACTOLUS io.
A basic requirement for the above mentioned programs is that the set of
system equations (or state model) has been developed by the systems
analyst in a form suitable for analog computer simulations. This state
model development comprises a considerable portion of the overall system
simulation effort. The use of a digital computer to develop the state model--
automatically -- constitutes a major breakthrough in the system simulation
area. This is the strong point of the MISSAP* program discussed inSection
2 of this Appendix.
Once a system state model has been constructed, calculation of the system
variables for a given set of component parameter values and input variables
becomes efficient and accurate. However, the construction of a true
performance model as conceived during the PRESTO concept development
requires a considerable extension of the state model construction discussed
in Section 2.
This extension involves the following considerations. Thorough analysis
of system performance generally involves many repeated calculations of
the system variable values for various combinations of component para-
meter values within their allowable ranges. This is required in order to
assure that the system variables will lie within certain desired limits for
*The Michigan _StateSystem _Analysis program (MISSAP) is a digital
computer program being developed at Michigan State University under
the sponsorship of International Business Machines Corporation.
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the allowable ranges on the system component parameters. An increasingly
popular approach to this problem involves Monte Carlo techniques. These
techniques will yield a frequency distribution for each of the system vari-
ables for a given set of frequency distributions on the system component
parameters. However, this approach is very tedious and time consuming.
Construction of a true performance model involves a further extension of
this approach in that a functional relationship is desired which explicitly
relates the frequency distributions of the system variables to the frequency
distribution of the system component parameters. With such a model, the
effect of adjusting any or all of the component frequency distributions
could be computed directly.
Three approaches to this problem are discussed in Section 3 of this
Appendix. Each of these, essentially, consists of exercising the system
state model discussed in Section 2. The merits of these approaches have
not been thoroughly established and much work remains to be done in this
area. However, it is felt that these may provide significant break-throughs
in the area of system performance simulation.
Section 4 contains a list of references which were used in the concept
development.
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2 STATE MODEL GENERATION
This section deals primarily with the development of the system equations
(referred to as the system "state model"). The state model is developed
by the digital computer through use of various aspects of linear graph
theory.
Section 2.1 explains in detail the MISSAP state model formulation procedure.
Section 2.2 illustrates this formulation technique by means of a simple
example using an electrical RLC network.
Section 2.3 describes some of the modifications that are necessary to
include additional components into the formulation procedure. The
present version of MISSAP is restricted primarily to linear electrical
networks. However, the general state model formulation technique is
extendable to include non-electrical and non-linear components.
Section 2.4 illustrates the simulation of a reasonably complex electrical
system made up of components presently in the MISSAP library. These
include a non-linear model for a transistor. This example demonstrates
the capability of the state modeling technique and provides some insight
into the possibilities offered by this method for launch vehicle simulation.
2.1 MISSAP FORMULATION PROCEDURE
The information on the type of components and their mode of
interconnection is supplied to the computer via punched cards giving the
component type, the network node numbers between which the component
is connected, its orientation, and the particular coefficient values
describing the components such as resistance, capacitance, amplitude,
rise-time, initial conditions, etc. In addition, the user must supply the
voltages and currents desired as outputs by specifying appropriate volt-
meters and ammeters in the network. The remainder of the formulation
and solution is conducted automatically by the digital computer.
Associated with each element is both a voltage and a current variable,
but either one or the other of these may be eliminated by the computer
at the outset since the terminal equations for the element could then
supply the missing variable. For example, if a resistor's voltage is
eliminated, the product of the resistance and the current could supply the
missing variable.
The method of choosing which variables should be eliminated and the
method of how the equations relating the remaining variables should be
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written to insure correct formulation has been developed by Reed and
Seshu II Koening and Blackwel112 , Wirthl3 and Reid a4
' , •
The technique of choosing which variables should be eliminated proceeds
in the computer as follows.
The element-node incidence matrix is generated from the element-current
summations at each of the nodes of the network as
_.I =0 Eq. 1
where the rows of _ correspond to nodes and the columns correspond to
elements. Next, rows of 0,. are added and/or subtracted and/or permuted





i =0 Eq. 2
where U is the unit matrix and S is the matrix obtained by forcing this
particular form.
The order of the variables in Is, the branch currents, and I c , the chord
currents will, in general, be different from their order in I since the
columns of 0_ will have been permuted.
The form required for Equation 2 will not give a unique result. However,
not all equations of this form will yield the desired matrix properties in
the following development. The additional requirement which must be met
in forming Equation 2 is that of determining which columns of 0_ to per-
mute in forming the unit matrix; certain columns, i.e. elements, must be
preferred over others. This order of preference is as follows going from










In many cases, there are advantages to be gained as far as subsequent
numerical accuracy is concerned if a finer gradation of preferences is
made within the above groups. For example, the smaller resistances
are given preference over the larger valued resistances.
Equation 2 will always contain at least one row of zeroes, since at least
one node current summation is not independent of the rest. In general,
there may be p parts to the circuit, that is, p separate sections which
have no connection whatever, or are connected by mutual inductances,
transmission lines, or dependent sources. In the general case there
would be p rows of zeroes.
The rows of zeroes of Equation 2 may be discarded leaving
= 0 Eq. 3
from which I s is obtained as
IB = - SIC Eq. 4
Thus the currents of the elements having currents I B , i.e. the branch
currents, may be expressed in terms of the chord currents.
In a similar manner, the chord voltages can be expressed in terms of the
branch voltages. It can be shown _2 that the columns of S provide the
required circuit information and that
V¢ = S T V s Eq. 5
where S v is the transpose of S given in Equation 3.
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Thus, if the branch currents and the chord voltages are eliminated by
Equations 4 and 5, the remaining variables are the chord currents
and the branch voltages.
When the equations are checked at this point, all the voltage sources and
ammeters must be in the set of branches, and all the current sources
and voltmeters must be in the chord set or the solution does not exist for
this network.
Next, the circuit equations are written from the specifications using the
variables determined above. These equations are
d--_--MX + AX + BE(t) = 0 Eq. 6
dt
where
X = Eq. 7
and E(t) is the set of driving functions specified. The coefficient matrices --
M, A, and B -- are implied by the specifications and generated by the pro-
gram.
The derivatives of all the variables in X are, in general, not required,
that is, some of them are simply algebraic variables. Likewise, all the
equations in Equation 6 are not differential equations -- some are
algebraic. If Equation 6 is rewritten in partitioned form, this separation
of differential and algebraic equations and variables can be displayed as
M21
+ AA21[X] IBI
A21 A22 j X o B_
E(t) = 0
Eq. 8
where the X_ are the variables whose derivatives are required and the
X o are the algebraic variables.
If Equation 8 has been properly partitioned, then the sub-matrix M_t
will have maximum rank. Entries within M2_ indicates that some of the
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capacitors and inductors will not require differential equations because of
their interconnection in the network. For example, if three capacitors
form a circuit in a network, the time derivative and magnitude of two of
the capacitor voltages are sufficient to determine the time derivative and
magnitude of the third. Since the X a also contains the variables associated
with the elements that are specified drivers, entries in M la and Ma2 indi-
cate that the time derivatives of the corresponding drivers are required
for the solution, e.g., circuits of only capacitors and voltage drivers.
The operations on Equation 8 proceed as follows. Entries in Ml2 and
M22 are deleted and a new coefficient matrix for the derivatives of the
specified drivers is formed. The first equation is then multiplied by
-I
Mal The resulting new first equation is then mulitiplied by Mal and
subtracted from the second equation. The equation then is
-aT
o Xo a.2, o...2 l.Xoj
E(t) E'(t) =0
Eq. 9
The solution to Equation 9 exists only if G--a a-I exists, so the second equation
of (9) may be multiplied by CL 22-I . This effects the solution for the
XQ in terms of the Xd, and X o may be replaced in the first equation.
The form then is
d__ X + O,.X + _E(t) + _E'(t) = 0 Eq. 10
dt
Equation 10 is in a suitable form for numerical or analytic solution.
This equation is solved numerically the the present version of MISSAP.
2. 2 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
The following example parallels exactly the preceding explanation
of the MISSAP formulation technique.
Consider the electrical network shown in Figure A-1.
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(SPECI FI EDI
Figure A-I. Example RLC Network
A linear graph of the network is implied by the interconnection and
orientation information that is supplied in the input specification by
the user. This graph is given in Figure A-2.
®
Figure A-2. Linear Graph for Example Problem
A-IO
The element-node incidence matrix of Equation 1 is then automatically




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
-1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0"
0 1 1 -1 -1 -1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 -1 -1









Note that the element subscript in Figure A-2 corresponds to the number
given to the element in Equation 11.
To obtain the form that is given in Equation 2, the columns of the coeffi-
cient matrix of Equation 11 are first permuted so that the elements are





1 3 6 2 7 4 5 8
m
-i -I 0 -I 0 0 0 0
0 1 -1 1 0 -1 -I 0
0 0 1 0 -1 0 1 -1










= 0 Eq. 12
Adding rows a, b, c and d and replacing row d by the sum provides a
bottom row of zeros, i.e.,
d' = a +b + c +d = 0
Performing the following operations




















7 4 5 8
d
1 1 0 1
-I -I 0 -I
-1 0 1 -1
0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1
-I -I 0 -I













= 0 Eq. 13
Eq. 14
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which can be verified by Figures A-1 and A-2.
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The form of the equations that are stored in MISSAP to describe the
components that are used in the example is as follows:
V I a function of time determined by the input specification.
(Note: There are presently six time functions available
for use as voltage drivers. A seventh can be used to







(an initial value of v 3
specification)















V 7 R 7 i 7
i 8 = 0
Eliminating the branch currents and the chord voltages that are given















0 0 0 0
0 1 0 -R 2
1 -1 -1 0






0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
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where e(t) is the specified function for v,.
and 7.
This is the form of Equations 6
Separating the algebraic equations from the differential equation provides the





i 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
I
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
I
o o o 11o o o o
o o o ol o o o o
0 0 0 O I 0 0 0 0
o o o o I o o o o
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 I 0 -1 1 1
C3 C3 C3 C3
I
0 0 0 -I 0 0 1 1
Cel C6 C6
-1 0 0 O I 1 0 0 0
I
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
L5 I
0 0 0 0l 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 [ 0 -R 2 0 0
-1 -1 0 0 I 1 0 -R -r 0
I
























Note that for this particular example
MI2 = M21 = M22 = 0
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Hence, the derivative of e(t) is not necessary and the number of differential
equations in Equation 20 cannot be reduced. The bottom half of Equation
20 provides
1 0 0 0
0 -R 2 0 0
1 0 -R 7 0





0 0 0 0
-1 0 0 0
+1 +1 0 0














or by premultiplying this equation by the inverse of the coefficient matrix






01 0 0 0
0 0 0
R2
-I __-i 0 0
R T R_










Substituting Equation 22 into the top half of Equation 20 provides the desired








/ 1 + 1 _ 1 1
\ C3R 2 C3R 72 C3R 7 C 3
1 1 1
-C6---_-' C6R_ 0 ---C6

















The numerical solution of these differential equations, along with Equations
14, 17, and 22 provide sufficient information to determine the time response
of any variable of the system given in Figure A-1.
2.3 POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS
The extension of the present version of MISSAP to mechanical, electro-
mechanical, hydraulic and other systems that have direct linear electrical
analogs is trivial. That is, any system that can be simulated on a linear
analog computer can als0 be simulated with the present version of MISSAP by
simply including the additional equations that describe the non-electrical
components. This type of extension will not be discussed further.
The use of topological linear graphs and complementary "through" and "across"
variables for the description of multi-terminal electrical, mechanical, and
hydraulic components has been described by Koenig and BlackweU. 12 This
technique provides a basis for formulating the state model of a general linear
system in the same fashion that is presently used in MISSAP for two terminal
electrical components. The properties of the branch and chord sets that are
used with this general technique are identical to those that are presently
exploited in MISSAP and result in nearly the same matrix algebra that is
described in the previous section. While there are some subtleties involved
in the formulation of a state model with multiterminal components, these
areas are well defined and can certainly be included in a computer program.
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The formulation of a state model for systems composed of non-linear
components (especially those containing trigonometric functions) is
necessary to completely simulate a launch vehicle by this technique.
Fortunately, the state model formulation for these non-linear systems
exactly parallels the formulation process that is used in MISSAP
through Equation 8 of Section 2.1, with Equations 6 and 8 replaced
by first order non-linear differential equations. At this point,
however, there is no guarantee that the resulting algebraic equations,
which are now non-linear in nature, can be explicitly solved for the
desired variables to obtain the final state model form. In cases
where the "inversion" of these non-linear algebraic equations is
impossible, the complete system of equations
d Xd = f (Xd, Xo, E (t)) Eq. 24
dt
0 = g(x_, Xo, E(t)) Eq. 25
(where g is the system of non-linear algebraic equations that cannot
be explicitly solved for x o in terms of E(t) and xd) is solved numeri-
cally in the following fashion. Initial conditions Xd /t = 0) are prescribed
for the dynamic elements of the system. Since the values of E(t=0)
and x d (t =0) are known, Equation 25 can be solved by numerical
iteration for xo(t = 0). This provides the necessary information for
the evaluation of _ in Equation 24 and the start of a numericaldt
solution to the differential equations. The first step of the numerical
solution provides a new value of x d at a later time h. These new
values are then substituted into the algebraic equations and a new
value of Xo determined numerically. The new value of x o is sub-
stituted into the differential equations and the numerical solution
continues.
The validity of the non-linear formulation and solution technique has
been demonstrated in a recent version of MISSAP by the inclusion
of a non-linear transistor model in the component library. The
example in the following section contains this non-linear model.
2.4 NON-LINEAR EXAMPLE




























R 7 = 10 6
Rs = i06
L i = 3x103
C I = I000x10 -12
Ct = .001xl0 -6
K i = _10 6
K2 = -10 6
-20[I-e -3x1020 [1 - e-3X 106t_
A I = Ammeter
V2- 6 = Voltmeter
-6
Xi L/meter = .25x10
C/meter = 100xl0-12
Length = 1000 meter
E e = +20
E c = +20
6(t_sx106)] U Et-sxl0
The transistor T a characteristics are given by the following quantities;
Reverse saturation current of the emitter-base junction = 10 -6 amp.
Reverse saturation current of the collector-base junction = 10 -6 amp.
Alpha forward = 0.990
The initial voltage of C, is assumed to be + 20 volts. All other initial
conditions are assumed to be zero.
Figure A-3. Electrical Network for Non-Linear Example
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A listing of the data deck prepared for the network shown in Figure
A-3 appears in Figure A-4. An explanation of how the MISSAP data
deck is prepared is included as Figure A-5 of this Appendix.
The F card specifies the solution interval in real time and indicates
the completion of the data. Note that two cards are necessary for the
description of transistors and transmission lines.
A Control Data Corporation 3600 digital computer was used to execute
MISSAP with this data deck. Computation time was 7 minutes 30
seconds.
The voltages and currents of the network given in Figure A-3 can be
approximated accurately by inspection if the following are noted:
l. The damped tank circuit composed of L I , R I , and C t does
not affect the remaining network.
. The characteristic impedance of the transmission line is
50 _. Hence, the initial pulse height to the transmission
line is 20 x _--_ After the single pulse, the input reflection
coefficient is - 2/3.
. The output reflection coefficient of the transmission line is
essentially + 1.
4. The electrical length of the transmission line is
length
- 5_ sec.
. The output of the transmission line drives an analog sign
inverter.
. The transistor output is summed with + 20 volts and drives
an analog integrator.
The outputs that were computed and plotted by MISSAP are in excellent
agreement with the predicted results. These computed outputs are
given in Figure A-6. Plot number 1 shows the current as measured
in the RLC tank circuit by meter A_, shown in Figure A-3. Plot num-
ber 2 is the voltage measurement as measured by meter V2 . Plots
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numbered 3 through 6 are the voltages as measured by meter V3 through
V6 , respectively. The transistor output V6 indicates the saturation
and cutoff present in the non-linear Ebers-Moll transistor model
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P = PLOT O1--_TYPE NU_qUF#,
CN = CONNECTION NODES
iVllSC• = COIVlPOiqLNT VALOLS, LINI" LP__INGI-IIB_
PLOTTING INI-URMATION, LTC,
|NI[IAL
Figure A-4. Example Problem Data Listing
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TNE ,_=_-r.,ATJON CARDS ARE READ WITH THE FORTRAN FORMAT
(Al_lXol3, iXtl3,1X0130AEl2o4)
======_==_=_=_=_==__=_=_=__=_=_========__==_=============___=__=_=___=========_=
I 3 5 7 9 11 13 14 25 26 37 38 49 50 61
================================================================================
TYPE NODES DATA 1 DATA 2 DATA 3 DATA 4
================================================================================
E 0 X y A
VOLTAGE SOURCE CONNECTED BETWEEN NODES X AND Y SUCH THAT
E(T):AtVIT) WHERE VIT) IS THE VOLTAGE METERED AS INDICATED BY THE
NEXT CARD IN THE DATA DECK .
EXAMPLE
E 0 10 20 50.0
V 05 06
ALSO E(T)=AeIiT) WHERE lIT) lS THE CURRENT METERED AS INDICATED BY
THE NEXT CARD IN DATA DECK
EXAMPLE
E 0 01 02 IOeO
A 07 04
eeo.eooo oeo oouoe_oooaeoo oeuooeeooeeeoeoQo OeoeeeemDooeeeoeooeee god DoDge oDD*lee* Do
E 1 X y A T l T2 K
SINOSOIOAL VOLTAGE SOURCE CONNECTED BETWEEN NODES X AND Y WITH TH =.
FOLLOWING EQUATION
EIT) =AeiUIT-TI )-uIT-T2) )_SINFI2tPI_K_( T-TI I I
WHERE Pls3o|AISge,oo)oteee
EXAMPLE
E I 15 07 IOeO 1o2 3o75 2*0
• ** oooloeoeIee*leee*ieo*eleoooe eeleHeeoe oeoloeeoeeeaeeeooe°.e eee e°l *oleleelee oo
E 2 X Y A TI T2 K
EXPONENTIAL VOLTAGE SOURCE CONNECTED BETWEEN NODES X AND Y WITH
THE FOLLOWING EQUATION
E(T ) :AtiUiT-TI ) ( |-EXPF (-KI' ( T-T| ] ) )-U(T-T2 ) ( i-EXI::'F I-K'll" (T-T2) ) ) }
EXAMPLE
E 2 O0 12 5*0 2*0 3o0 tOeD
NOTE - K OF THE ABOVE FORMULA IS A FLOATING POINT NUMBER •
eoe.eeeoeeeeoeo eeeeoeeoe oeeloeo e eloeoeoee eo teoooeeooe ooeeoe_eeeee eeoleeeeeeoeeeo
E 3 X Y A T I T2 T3
A TRIANGULAR VOLTAGE SOURCE CONNECTED BETWEEN NODES X AND Y WITH
FOLLOWING EQUATION
EIT) =A* (U(T-TI) *(T-T! )/( T2-TI ) -UiT-T2) _( T3-Ti )/(T2-T ! )*(T-T2I/(T3-T2) }
t(I-U(T-T3) )
EXAMPLE
E 3 O0 Ol 10,0 1,0 2.0 4,0
J J I I I I I i I I J I o i I Jl I I J I i • I _ 11 I J i ) . I I I. I i i • I • I I t t I I i I I J j I i j I j I o j i i j i I I j I I I i j I j I i i j j
E 4 X y A T1 T2
A SINE SQUARE VOLTAGE SOURCE CONNECTED _ETWEEN NODES X AND Y WITH
FOLLOWING EQUATION
EIT I :A*IUiT-TI l-U( T-T2 ) )*(SINFI2*PI_IT-TI )/(T2-T] ) I )*'2
WHERE Pl=3ilA159*eeeeoo. Be
EXAMPLE
E A OI O0 25.0 0,0 3*0
• B*,'.,*.*,*.**O0*'*.O_*.**.*'. "'*o,**, • *B'O*** _" "''* ''''''**e ''' "B*,**Oe*O0**..
E 5 X Y A TI T_
A RECTANGLK-AR PULSE VOLTAGE SOURCE CONNECTED TO NODES X AND Y WITH
THE FOLLOWING EQUAT ION
E iT) =AAi (UIT-TI)-uIT-T2) )
EXAMPLE
E 5 00 II 3.5 10.0 lloO
IF TI AND T2 ARE 50TH ZERO* ABOVE CARD REPRESENTS A UNIT IMPULSE
F UNC T I ON.
EXAMPLE
E 5 OO 21
it1111t IIIIIIIlltllllill III!111111111111illllllllttlllliilliil Iii iii Illllltlllll
E 6 X Y
VOLTAGE SOURCE CONNECTED _ETWEEN NODES X AND y WHERE VOLTAGE IS








WHERE N DENOTES THE NUMBER OF DATA CARDS AND IS LESS THAN O_ EQUAL TO
iO0 AND WHERE Xii) IS THE VALUE UF VOLTAGE AT TIME TI[) . LINEAR INTER-
POLATION DETERMINES T_E VALUES OF X AT POINTS INTERMEDIATE TO THE GIVEN
T VALUES°
EXAMPLE
E 6 01 02








NOTE -- ¥_ERL CAN _ AT MOST TWO SUCH DRIVERS IN EACH SET OF DATA *
`______•••_-ee•___`_-•--__o••_•I•*'•__o_o'*___oo*'_eo_-o_o*_-*'__6"i_'o_o'e6*`'_
FOR CURRENT SOURCES REPLACE LETTER (E) WITH LETTEP (II IN ABOVE CARDS *
THERE CAN BE AT MOST 25 VOLTAGE AND CURRENT SOURCES IN ONE DATA SET.
THERE MAY BE NO VOLTAGE OR CuRPENT SOURCESo
NOTICE - DATAI TO DATA4 MUST ALWAYS BE FLOATING pOINT CONSTANTS•
_i_________________________i_____________________________________i______________
( IN THE FOLLOWING CARDS LETTER (J) DENOTES A LABEL NUMBER WHICH aS NOT
N_EDED _UT IS ALLOWED FOP IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES,)
_i________________i________i________i______i____________________________________
C J NI N_ A VO
CAPACITOR WITH CAPACITANCE A AND INITIAL VOLTAGE VO CONNECTED
BETWEEN NODES Ni AND N2 •
EXAMPLE
C 02 Ol 02 0.0002 0,0
_•_•*_*•`•*_**••_*_*•_•_••,•*-o_o_o_o_oe_•-o_oioo•`e_e-•••eoo_``*
R J NI N2 A
RESISTOR WITH RESISTANCE A CONNECTED BETWEEN NODES NI AND N2 •
EXAMPLE
R Ol 02 05 O°IOE+06
L J Nl N2 A IO
INDUCTOR WITH INDUCTANCE A AND INITIAL CURRENT IO CONNECTED BETWEEN
NODES NI AND N2 .
EXAMPLE
L 04 05 08 O*OOOl lOiO
M J NI N2 LI I01 K21
M J N4 N3 L2 102 K|2
ABOVE TWO CARDS REPRESENT _UTUAL INDUCTANCES WITH ONE INDUCTOR
HAVING TERMINALS NI AND N2 • SELF INDUCTANCE LI• INITIAL CURRENT I01 AND
COEFICIENT OF COUPLING K21. SECOND INOUCTO_ HAS TERMINALS N4 AND N3o
SELF INDUCTANCE L2• INITIAL CURRENT IO2 AND COEFFICIENT OF COUPLING
KI2.
NOTE -- KI2 ANO K21 MUST BE LESS THAN 0*999 ° (FOP PERFECT COUPLERSo
K=I,O • USE DEPENDENT SOURCES• E 0 01_ 1 O *)
EXAMPLE
M Ol 02 03 OeO01 0.0 O.B
M Ol 05 07 OeOl 1.2 0*75
X J NI N2 O L C P
X N N4 N3 G LI RI R2
THESE TWO CARDS PLUS THE N CARDS THAT FOLLOW THEM DENOTE A TRANS-
MISSION LINE WITH N METERS PLACED ALONG IT * D IS THE LENGTH OF THE
LINE* LeCIRI AND G ARt THE USUAL PARAMETERS DEFINED PER METER LENGTH*
LI, Rll AND R2 ARE PARAMETERS FOR DISTRIBUTED LINE LOADING SUCH THAT RI
AND LI ARE CONNECTED IN SERIES AND TOGETHER ARE IN PARALLEL Wl TH R2 e N IS THE
NUMBER OF METERS PLACED ALONG THE TRAN_ISSION LINE. CARDS FOR THESE METERS
MUST FOLLOW THE ABOVE TWO CARDS AND MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING FORMAT t
V J Xl X2 X3
WHERE Xl AND XZ ARE AS EXPLAINED FOR I_ETEPS AND X3 DENOTES THE
DISTANCE OF THE METERS FROM THE INI•N2} END OF THE TRANSMISSION LINE* NOTE THAT
NI AN{) N4 MUST BE ON THE SAME LINE*
EXAMPLE
x 06 Ol 02 lOO*O O*Ol 0*02 IOO*O
X 03 OA 03 0,5 O*l IO*O 12,0
A Ol 1,0 O*I 50*0
A 02 0*0 99*0 75*0
V 03 2.0 1.0 IOO*O
NOTE -- NO MORE THAN 6 TRANSMISSION LINES AND NO MORE THAN A TOTAL OF 25
LINE METERS MAY BE SPECIFIED IN ONE SET OF DATA•
D J NI N2 A B
DIODE CONNECTED _ETWEEN NODES NI AND N2 WITH FORWARD DIRECTION FROM
NI TO N2e
THE EQUATION FOR THE DIODE IS GIVEN BY
ID=At(EXPF(BIVD)-I*0)
WHERE ID AND VD ARE THE DIODE CURRENT AND VOLTAGE RESPECTIVELY*
IF THE CARD FIELD CORRESPONDING TO A 15 LEFT BLANK_THE VALUE |*OE-6 WILL
BE USED FOR A,
IF THE CARD FIELD COR_ESPONOING TO _ IS LEFT BLANK• THE VALUE 39e0 WILL
BE USED FOR B,
EXAMPLE
D 02 03 05 I•OE-8 24,0






















T J NI NE A B
T J N3 N4 C D
THE ABOVE TWO CARDS REPRESENT A TRANSISTOR WITH THE FORWARD
DIRECTION OF THE EMITTER--BASE JUNCTION FROM N1 TO N2 AND THE FORWARD
CURRENT OF THE COLLECTOR--BASE JUNCTION* B IS ALPHA FORWARD AND D IS T






WHERE IE AND IC ARE THE EMITTER AND COLLECTOR CURRENTS RESPECTIVELY i
VE AND VC ARE THE EMITTER-BASE AND COLLECTOR-BASE VOLTAGES RESPECTIV_
ANy OR ALL OF THE DATA F|ELDS MAY BE LEFT BLANK IN WHICH CASE Tile F0






T Ol 05 06 I*OE-8 0*99 i
T 01 0S 08 I*OE--7 30.0
DIODES IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 16.
V J NI N2 Xl X2 X3
REPLACING (Vl WITH (A) DENOTES AN AMMETER*
MISSAP* X2 DENOTES THE SCALE FOR SUCH A PLOT AS FOLLOWS
X3 IS ALSO USED AS AN UPPER 80UND FOR INVERSE
FOURIER TRANSFORM PLOTS* (SEE PART B BELOW*}
UP TO EIGHT METERS MAY HAVE THE SAME PLOT hRJMBER IN WHICH CASE THE OU
THEy MEASURE WILL UE PLOTTED ON THE SAME AXES* XI MUST BE AN INTEGRAL
SEQUENCE STARTING WITH VALUE I*O *E.G* l*O • 2.0 * 3*0 • ********
ABOVE THE BREAK*
X2 IS THE TIME DIVISION USED FOR PLOTTING AND CORRESPONDS TO THE TIHE
IF ALL METERS WITH THE SAME XI VALUE MEASURE CONSTANT QUANTITIES THEN
INSTEAD OF THE PLOT THE FOLLOWING IILL BE PRINTED OUT
'CURVES OF CONSTANT VALUES - PLOT SUPPRESSED* *
QUANTITY* THE MAGNITUDE ANO PHASE IILL BE PLOTTED OVER A THREE DECADE
OF FREQUENCY ON LOG-LOG SCALES • THE I_OT WILL BEGIN AT A FREQUENCY TI
F CARLO* )
X2 DENOTES THE N_BER OF F_INTER PAGE LINES THAT THE THREE BECADE FREq
SCALE WILL OCCUPy. IF X2 IS LESS THAN 51, THE vALuE OF X2 WILL BE RESI
O*IE-EA NO PLOT WILL BE PROOuCEO TO AVOID POSSIBLE INACCURACIES*
IF X3 IS DIFFERENT FROM ZERO•THErec£procal of FOuRIER TRANSFORM OF THE
QUANTITY METERED WILL BE PLOTTED, VALUE OF X3 DENOTES THIS UPPER BOUM
ALL VALUES LARGER THAN THIS UPPER BOUND WILL BE PRINTED OUT
C ) A NEGATIVE INTEGER (IN FLOATING POINT FORMAT) IS A REQUEST FOR A
PARAMETRIC PLOT* QUANTITIES MEASUREO BY TWO METERS HAVING THE SAME NEe
XI VALUES WILl. BE I_LOTTEO ONE AS A FUNCTION OF THE OTHER• THE PARAMETI
WHICH RELATES THE TWO BEING TIME* X2 INDICATES THE TIME INTERVAL REPRI
A NU_ER FROM O TO g * THESE NUMBERS INCREASE IN THE DIRECTION OF I NCI
TIN Et AFTER REACHING NUMBER 9 THE SEQUENCE WILL BE REPEATED STARTING I
ZERO• AN() SO ON*
PARTS OF THE HETW0RK_ THIS IS IN ADDITION TO THE 25 METERS ALLOWED IN
TRANSMISSION LINE SYSTEMS*
NOTE - THE MAXIMUM LENGTH OF TIME PLOTS AND FOURIER TRANSFORM PLOTS I:
CONFINED TO FIVE PAGES* THIS 1S A SAFEGUARD AGAINST UNNECESSARy OUTRU"
F T
THIS CARD MUST TERHINATE A DATA SET(EXCEPT FOR POSSIBLE TABULAR DATA
WILL BE OBTAINED FROM TIME EQUAL TO ZERO TO TIME EQUAL TO T*
















tline (3 of 3)
• •
PLOT NO. I ." "° °,''°,



































































Figure A-6. Computer Outputs for Non-Linear Example (2 of 3)
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3 PERFORMANCE MODEL GENERATION
As discussed in the introduction to this Appendix, it is desirable to
construct a performance model such that the system variable frequency
distributions may be expressed as functions of the component para-
meter or coefficient frequency distributions. The problem of obtain-
ing an exact relationship of this type is impossible for all but the
simplest cases. However, it is felt that through use of carefully
chosen approximation techniques, a suitable solution to the problem
is obtainable. The following discussion is, therefore, limited to a
means of approximating the functional relationship for small pertur-
bations of the component coefficients about the nominal values. It is
felt that the small perturbation assumption is certainly justifiable in
studying such things as the accuracy of present day missile systems
since the component tolerances normally associated with these sys-
tems restrict the coefficients to a very small range.
For convenience, this section will deal primarily with an error anal-
ysis type of problem. In general, the performance analysis problem
is broader than this. However, the concepts discussed here could
conceivably be extended to include the entire performance analysis
area.
By first determining the error approximation function, the statistical
parameters (moments) of the system error distribution can then be
related to the statistical parameters of the components by means of
the approximation functions. For example, if the linear terms of an
m-dimensional Taylor series (m being the number of independent co-
efficient errors) is used for the approximation, the output error vari-
ance is given by
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
O'Ou t ---- a I cr I + a2o" 2 +,.. + amCrrn Eq. 26
where the a's are the constants determined by the Taylor series ex-
pansion. This type of functional relationship between the system out-
put and component statistical parameters is of the desired form for
optimization and can be used directly in the PRESTO minimization
technique.
The system state model that is explained and formulated in Section 2
of this Appendix, provides the basis for investigating three different
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methods of generating the system error versus component error
approximation function. In all cases, it is assumed that the system
model is given as
x = _ (_,U) Eq. 27
v = (x,u) Eq. 28
where fi is a column matrix (vector) of specified inputs to the system.
Equation 27 represents a system of n simultaneous non-linear differ-
ential equations and Equation 28 relates the output (v) of the system
(position, velocity, etc. ) to the state variable _ and the input ft.
The following three methods provide a technique for approximating
the unknown functional relationship
Av(t=T) = F (e,, _2' ""{m ) Eq. 29
whereAv is a system output error, {_ , 4 2 ,... _m are small compo-
nent coefficient errors and T is a terminal time. Since one would ex-
pect the system output error to be reasonably well behaved about the
nominal trajectory and have the property of being an "almost odd"
function of any single component error, i.e.,
(t T) F(0 0) ~ - F (0 0 .. 0/kV = = ,0, ..., 0,_, 0, .... , ,. ,
for E i small, the most logical first approximation to this function is
the sum of m linear terms. The best improvement of the linear
approximation seems to be a truncated m-dimensional Taylor series
about the nominal trajectory. For this reason, the truncated Taylor
series is selected for all three approximation methods that follow.
The mathematical details for the three techniques are provided only
for the linear and quadratic terms of the series. The same methodol-
ogy could, however, be used to generate any number of higher degree
terms if they are required.
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Since the details are somewhat lengthy, a brief word description is
given here for the convenience of the reader of how the linear Taylor
series coefficients (sometimes called sensitivity coefficients) are
obtained.
Method I. The differential equations describing how the sen-
sitivity coefficients change as a function of time are derived.
These differential equations are then solved simultaneously
with the system model given in Equation 27 between time equal
to zero and time equal to T. The sensitivity coefficients of the
system at time T can be determined algebraically from the
solution to the differential equations.
Method II. This method is basically the same as Method I
with one exception; a special property of the differential equa-
tions is recognized and exploited to reduce the number of
simultaneous differential equations that must be solved to
obtain the Taylor series coefficients.
Method III. The component coefficients are sequentially per-
turbed in the system model and the effect of this perturbed
coefficient is determined by re-solving the model. The change
in output divided by the coefficient perturbation provides an
approximation to the sensitivity coefficient.
The mathematical details of these methods follow.
3.1 METHOD I
The state model of the system with vector notation is
= g (x,u, _) Eq. 31
v = f (x,u, •) Eq. 32
where x, u and • are vectors with components x_, x 2. .. x,; u_, u 2 ... uq;
_l, •2 "'" •m respectively, and v is the single system output.
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At a particular time T, the truncated Taylor series expansion of the output
about the nominal solution is:
m(o)V = Vno m + L_ _ i +=1 nom j = =1 0 _k nom
t =T t =T
Ej G k.
Eq. 33
For physical systems, it is reasonable to assume that _ and





avTheproblem is, of course, to find the time varying coefficients a _1
and(o a2 v
t} _)nom evaluated at T seconds.
To determine the first degree coefficients, differentiate (2) with respect
toe I :
av af(x,u,_ ) ax Of(x,u,_)
- X +
a_ I ax a_i a_l
Eq. 34
where:













If x represents the nominal solution to Equation 31 i. e.,
then
Xx= g (_,u,O),













where a_ i is the solution to the time-varying linear differential equations
obtained by differentiating Equation 31 with respect to _i •




G =0 _ =0
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ax, ax 2 ax.
a g2¢,,u,o)
ax I




















Since it is assumed that the initial conditions of Equation 31 are not
functions of the component coefficients, the initial conditions associated
with Equation 36 are zero.
In general, both the nominal system and Equation 36 must be solved simul-
taneously between t = 0 and t = T by numerical techniques. Note however,
that Equation 36 can be solved after the nominal solution is obtained if
0g (_,u, 0) and ao (x,u, 0). The first
is stored for later evaluation of -_-_--
degree coefficients of Equation 33 are obtained by substituting the solution
to Equation 36 at t = T into Equation 35.
The second degree coefficients of Equation 33 are obtained in a similar
manner. Consider
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a 2 [ af (_,u,O) n














t a_k ax, a_ ax2 Eq. 38
D2f r Oaf _2f
















The vector is the solution to
d
dt (a_x ,): Og¢_,,u,o) o_x + a_g¢,,u,o)
t)_.i O_k, 0 x 0_jae k 0e) 8e k







n (x_, 0)(a2g(_,u,O) + _ a2g u,






ag, (_,u,o) ag, ((,,u,O) ag. (x_,u,o)
a x, a x z a x.
ag_ (_,u,o)
_x I
Og. (xA,u,O) 0g, (_,u, 0)
Eq. 43
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o_ 6, o)gn U,
Oe i _ek
Eq. 44
O_g(_,u,o) o_g (_,u, o) O_g¢:,u,o)
Oej 0 x n
0 g(xA, U, 0) 0 g(x_,u,O)
A























= 0 Eq. 47
The solutions to Equations 42 and 36 evaluated at t = T are substituted into
Equation 37 to obtain the second degree coefficients.
Notice that Equation 42 is a set of time varying linear differential equations
ax
with the same homogenous part as Equation 36. The vectors a_ i and
ax
aq---k-"in Equation 42 are solutions to Equation 36 with i = j and i = k
respectively.
It is interesting to compute the number of differential equations that must
be solved for a tenth order system (n = 10) with fifty coefficient perturba-
tions (m = 50). In such a case there are:
m = 50 first degree terms in the Taylor series•
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(m) +(m) = 1 2751 2 ' second degree terms in the Taylor
series.
n = 10 simulation non-linear differential
equations to obtain _.
nm= 500 linear time varying differential
equations to obtain
_X
be i , i=1,2, --m.
These may be solved in groups of
10 simultaneous equations with
required in each group.
n = 12,750 linear time varying differential
equations to obtain
_2 x
, i=l, 2, ---m, j=l, 2, ---m
These may be solved in groups of
10 simultaneous equations with
" Ox c}x
x, c)_i and C)ek
required in each group.
3.2 METHOD II
ax
It was observed, for Method I, that the differential equations in
and 32x have the same homogeneous part. Marshall _5 has
c)_ i _e k
described a technique that exploits this property and, in many cases, reduces
the number of differential equations that must be solved. The mechanics of
this method are as follows.
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Introduce the adjoint system of equations
d _ g (_,u,0)
d-_'-h (t) = - A (t) Eq. 48
ax
where A (t) is an n x n matrix satisfying Equation 48 and A (t=0) = U
= unit matrix•












gl (_,u, 0) 0g, (_, u, 0)
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The Taylor series coefficients are determined by substituting Equation 49
and 50 into Equations 35 and 37.
An equation count with n = 10 and m = 50 provides:
n=10 ^non-linear differential equations to obtain x.
n = 100 linear time varying differential equations to
obtain A (t). These may be solved simultan-
eously in groups of 10 with _ required in
each group.
nm= 500 quadrature evaluations to obtain a x
The matrix A (t) and _ are a'i
required for each evaluation.
nI quadrature evaluations to obtain
a,j a, k
The matrix h (t), ax, c)x and {}x are
required for each evaluation.
3.3 METHOD III
A straightforward approach to the problem of obtaining the first and
second degree terms of the Taylor series of Equation 33 is to actually
perturb the component coefficients in the nominal equations and observe
their effect on the output.
To simplify notation, the output will be considered as only a function of an
input vector u and m component perturbations • i , "2 .... "m, i.e.
v = H (el, "2,'3, .... "m, u) with (V)nom = H (0,0,---0, u) Eq. 51
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For a sufficiently small increment in e. , say 8. , the first and second degree










0--0, 8_, 0--0, u) - H(0, 0, 0---0, u)
(H(0, 0, 0---0, u) - H(0, 0, 0--0, - 8_, 0--0, u) 1
8i J




- 8a, 0--0, u)]
Eq. 53
a%
...1..1 _ H(0, 0--0, 8j, 0,--0, 8k, 0--0, U) - H(0, 0, 0--0, 8i , 0--0, u)
8)L 8,




If, however, the 8 selected is too small, the above equations become ex-
tremely sensitive to numerical inaccuracies. Therefore to select 8 , a
rough approximation of the sensitivity of the output to a particular per-
turbation must be known prior to solving these equations for the Taylor
series coefficients.
For m = 50 and n = 10, the solution requires solving:





non-linear differential equations to determine
___._v and 02v , and
O_i O_i2
non-linear differential equations to determine
02v for i ¢ j .
These equations may be solved in groups of 10 simultaneous equations.
The equation count in Methods I, II, and III indicates the rather staggering
amount of calculations necessary to obtain only the first and second degree
coefficients of the Taylor series when the system is moderately large.
Higher degree terms require an unreasonable amount of calculation time
and are not considered worthwhile for this reason. The methods described
in this report could, however, be extended to cover higher degree terms
if the increased computation time could be tolerated.
The machine logic associated with the Methods I and II of this section are
considerably more complicated than that of III. This additional logic does,
however, reduce most of the non-linear differential equations that are
present in Method III to linear time varying differential equations. Since
the latter is, in general, just as difficult to solve numerically as the non-
linear case, Method III appears superior to both I and II. It may be possible
to substantially reduce the logic required in Methods I and II by analytical
differentiation at the component level and forming the differential equations
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Sample Cumulative Probability Functions
Example System for IBM 7090 Reliability
Simulator Discussion
RAPID Analysis, Data Transmittal Form I
(DTF I)
RAPID Analysis, Data Transmittal Form II
(DTF II)
RAPID Analysis, Data Transmittal Form Ill
(DTF Ill)
SYSTEM Subroutine
Subsystem 2 (SUBS2) Subroutine -- Sample
System
Subsystem 3 (SUBS3) Subroutine -- Sample
System
Equipment 3 (EQUIP3) Subroutine -- Sample
System
Core 1 Main Program, Logic Flow Chart
Core 1 Main Program, Program Listing
RAP01 Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart
RAP01 Subprogram, Program Listing
RAP02 Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart
RAP02 Subprogram, Program Listing
RAP07 Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart
RAP07 Subprogram, Program Listing
RAP08 Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart
RAP08 Subprogram, Program Listing
ALOAD Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart
ALOAD Subprogram, Program Listing
Core 2 Main Program, Logic Flow Chart
Core 2 Main Program, Program Listing
RAP04 Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart
RAP04 Subprogram, Program Listing
RAP03 Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart
RAP03 Subprogram, Program Listing
EQLOAD Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart































































PEXP Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart
PEXP Subprogram, Program Listing
Example System for IBM 1620 Reliability
Simulator Discussion
Sample Data Transmittal Form
SUBS 1 Subsystem
Sample Data Transmittal Form
SUBS 1 Subsystem
Sample Data Transmittal Form
SUBS1 Subsystem
Sample Data Transmittal Form
SUBS1 Subsystem
Sample Data Transmittal Form
SUBS3 Subsystem
Sample Data Transmittal Form
SUBS3 Subsystem
Sample Data Transmittal Form
SUBS3 Subsystem
Sample Data Transmittal Form
SUBS3 Subsystem
Reliability Model for 3-Resistor Basic
Example Network
Standard Simulator Output Format






















Mainline Program, Program Listing
Mainline Program, Logic Flow Chart
Mainline Program, Program Listing
Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart
Subprogram, Program Listing
Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart
Subprogram, Program Listing
Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart
Subprogram, Program Listing
Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart
Subprogram, Program Listing



























































































































































































The increasing complexity and cost of systems places an ever greater
burden on systems analysis. Analytical methods for conducting such an
analysis have been weak in many areas. The PRESTO concept of simu-
lation and optimization is a step toward improving systems analysis
techniques.
System reliability is a major portion of the systems analysis problem.
Since analytical methods have been either inadequate or impractical or
both, the simulation and analysis of system reliability has been more
an art than a science. However, increasing importance is being placed
on system reliability. Therefore, in developing PRESTO major
attention has been devoted to system reliability.
The focal point of the reliability study was the development and appli-
cation of a Reliability Simulator. This simulator is an integral part of
the PRESTO concept. As in other areas of simulation within the frame-
work of the PRESTO concept, the modern high speed digital computer
has been utilized in simulation to effect mathematical model generation.
This appendix contains a description of the mathematical basis for the
Reliability Simulator, with the basis being derived from a system
reliability analysis technique known as RAPID*. Two computerized
versions of the simulator are also presented.
* Reliability Analysis and _Prediction Independent of Distributions.
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2 RAPID TECHNIQUE
Functionally, RAPID may be considered to involve two distinct phases:
A Simulation Phase, and
An Analysis Phase.
The simulation phase requires a symbolic representation of the system
under study. This representation consists of defining the system as
being composed of a finite number of physically or functionally connected
elements. These elements individually may be of different types such
as electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, or pneumatic. For each of these
elements, a set of element modes is described. The modes of failure
are also described for the system. These descriptions serve as inputs
to the simulation phase.
The inputs are analyzed to generate a probabilistic model for the
system, with the model taking the form of an algebraic equation which
can be evaluated to determine the probability of the defined system
mode (failure) occurring.
The analysis phase of RAPID utilizes numerical data concerning the
probability of the defined element modes occurring as inputs, along
with the probabilistic model generated during the simulation phase.
The model is then evaluated and the probability of the system failing
in the manner defined is calculated. Reliability is equal to one minus
this probability.
One significant feature of the RAPID technique is the fact that the entire
simulation phase, and hence the model generation, is completely inde-
pendent of the source of numerical data. Therefore, the numerical
data can be changed without generating a new model for the system.
This also permits a different failure distribution function to be used to
describe each element, if required.
Another feature of the RAPID technique is the ability to consider systems
with standby or parallel redundancy. This provides a distinct advantage
over the "summing failure rate" technique. Various changes in en-
vironment can also be incorporated into the analysis as well as consid-
eration of non-catastrophic failures.
2.1 RAPID SIMULATION PHASE
This section describes the phase of the RAPID technique in which




The following network has been chosen to illustratethe tech-
nique and to define some of the nomenclature used in RAPID.
E 2
A O--,VV_ _,_ oB
Figure B-1. Basic Example Network
In general, a system is considered to be composed of N physically or
functionally connected elements. For the system shown, N is three and
the elements are defined to be identical resistors denoted by E_, E2, and
E 3 •
The system is then described by identifying and specifying the allowed
element modes for each element in the system.
2.1.1.1 Element Mode
The modes of an element are defined to be a set of mutually
exclusive states available to the element. This set is all inclusive in
that the element must always exist in one of the defined modes. The set
of element modes for the ith element can be represented symbolically
by 01 , 1 i , ..., K i • This represents the K+I element modes available
to element i.
The probability that element i exists in its Kith element mode can be
represented symbolically by P(Ki), or alternatively by P(i, K). The
latter form will be used in this report.
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By designating an element mode, K_, it is understood that the element
i also has element modes 0i, li, etc. up to and including K i available to
it. Since the element modes for a given element are an all inclusive set






The logical union of element modes li, 2i,..., K i is represented by the
symbol 0.'. Therefore, by definition
I
O_ = i i U2 u ...U Ki*.
Since the element modes are mutually exclusive, it follows directly
from the definitions that
P(i,O') = P(liU 2U ... UK )
= P(i, 1)+P(i, 2)+... +P(i,K) .
Therefore,
K




The logical union of element modes 0_ and 0: is represented symbol-
ically by Z_i, and is referred to as the supermode of element i.
P(i,0)+P(i,0') = P(0 iu0') : P(i,__) : 1.
*The symbols "U " and "[7 " signify the logical union and intersection
of events respectively.
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For the system under consideration (Figure B-I), the element modes
for each element (resistor} are defined as follows:
Element Element Mode Element Mode
Mode Name Description
0__ GOOD Ro -SRsR_<Ro+SR
1 OPEN R>Ro+SR
1
2 SHORT R<R o -SR
The underline is used here to denotethe mode number as a symbol and




Only one set of definitions is shown, since all three elements are iden-
tical in this example.
2.1.1.2 System States
A system state is identified by defining, for each element
in the system, the specific element mode in which the element exists at
a given time. For the system under consideration, one such system
state is identified by defining each resistor to be open. This system
state would be represented symbolically by
111 .
-I -2-3
The total number of system states, S, for a system of N elements is
given by
N
S = 1"[ (Ki+l) =
i=1
(K, +I)x(K2+I)x...x(K N +1).
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In the formula above, the symbol K i is treated as a numeric value.
K i can be thought of as the "highest numbered element mode" for the
element i, as indicated in Section 2.1.1.1 above.
For the system of three resistors (Figure B-I), the total number of











































1, 22 o 3 i
1 2 1
--I --2 - 3
1, 2
2 0 0




--I --2 - 3
2 1 0
--I -2 -- 3
2 1 1
--I --2 -- 3
2 1 2
--I --2 -- 3
2 2 0





Identifying all the possible system states for a given system, completely
defines the system for the RAPID technique.
2.1.1.3 System Definition Array
Listing all the possible system states for a system of any
reasonable size is a formidable task, yet the system must be defined
for the simulation phase of the RAPID technique. This same information
is conveyed to RAPID in a shorthand notation, by means of the System
_Definition Array (SDA).
The SDA is a single row array containing N entries for a system of N
elements. Symbolically, the SDA is represented as follows:
K, K2K3... __KN.
Each entry represents the "highest numbered" element mode for its
corresponding element. The first entry corresponds to element one,
the second to element two and so on.
For the example system of three resistors, the System Definition
Array is





The subscripts can be dropped for simplicity since the subscript of an
entry is identical to its position in the array. The underline can also
be omitted, keeping in mind that the entry is a symbol only. Thus, the
SDA for the example system would be written as follows:
2 2 2.
2.1.2 System Mode Description
In addition to the System Definition Array, the RAPID technique
requires a definition of the system mode under consideration. In effect,
this consists of symbolically representing those system states which
constitute that particular mode of the system.
In the case of the example system, the system mode to be simulated
will be defined as an open circuit between terminals A and B. This















The representation of one or more system states in a single
row or sequence of element mode symbols is called a system submode.
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A shorthand notation is utilized to convey all the system states which
represent this system mode under consideration to the simulation
phase of the RAPID technique.
In the example system, nine of the system states in the above listing
can be represented symbolically with a single row by the use of the
supermode/k. This single row (submode) would be as follows:
1w/k 2 A3.
Associated with each system submode is the order of the submode.
The order of a system submode can be determined by inspection by
counting the elements that are not represented by a supermode
symbol. The system submode
1,/X 2 A 3
would therefore be of order one, or a first order submode. A system
submode of order N for a system of N elements represents only one
system state. Submodes of order less than N represent more than one
system state.
2.1.2.2 System Mode Array
The System Mode Array (SMA) ts a collection of submodes
which are sufficient to describe the entire system mode under consid-
eration. Only those system states which make up the system mode may
be included in the array.
By utilizing the element supermode symbol, the system states listed in






This SMA can be further reduced to two submodes by representing the
first and third rows by a single submode;
/k I 1 2 13 •
This submode, however, contains one system state which also appears
in the second submode of the above SMA. That state is
1 1 1I 2 3"
The SMA for the open system mode is thus reduced to two submodes
(dropping the subscripts as before),
having a common system state, or "overlap," between them. This SMA
is easily written from an inspection of the system (Figure B-l), by
recognizing that
ao The system will be open whenever element Ei is open,
regardless of the condition of element E 2 or element E 3 .
Do The system will be open whenever element E2 and element E 3
are open, regardless of the condition of element E i •
These two statements lead to the two submodes of the SMA, respectively.
The listing in Section 2.1.2 of all the possible open system states for
the example system, made the overlap in the final minimum shorthand
representation of the SMA easily detectable. For large systems com-
prised of elements having numerous modes, however, the listing of all
system states for the system mode under study is not practical, because
of the magnitude of the listing. The shorthand SMA representation must
therefore be allowed without regard to any possible overlap involving one
or more system states, yet the final system mode representation for
constructing a mathematical model must be a collection of mutually
exclusive system submodes. This difficulty is overcome by application
of the RAPID STRIP* process to the SMA, so that mutually exclusive
*Sorting Technique for theRemoval of Intersecting __Probabilities
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system submodes are assured in the mathematical model of the system
mode.
2.2 STRIP PROCESS
This process can best be explained by means of an example.
Consider the SMA for the open mode of the three resistor systems
1 A A
A 1 1.
Let all the system states be represented symbolically by
(A A A)
and referred to as the available system states. Note that this is equiva-
lent to the SDA. The logical intersection of the first system submode
and the available system states is taken. This yields
(I /k /k) _ ( /k /k /k ) = (1 /k _ ).
The remaining states from this intersection comprise the available
system states and can be represented as follows:
(0AA)
(2A A).
The second system submode is now logically intersected with these
available system states. This can be shown as
(At i)(] (0 /x A)_-(0 i i)
(/% 1 1)_ (2 /k /k)= (2 1 I).
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This process of taking the logical intersection of successive system sub-
modes with the current available system states is continued until all the
system submodes have been considered. In the case of the example, the
process is complete.
The system states that make up the example system open modes are repre-
sented by the results from the above intersections;
(1 AA),
(0 1 1) 2
(2 1 1) 2 .
Note that these are mutually exclusive. The subscripts on the rows are used
here to indicate which system submode yielded that particular row. The infor-
mation required for the generation of the System Mode Model is now completed.
2.3 SYSTEM MODE MODEL
The System Mode Model is an algebraic equation for the probability of
occurence of the system mode under consideration. This is obtained by
summing the probabilities of occurrence for the mutually exclusive rows
generated by the STRIP process.
The System Mode Model for the example system is given as follows:
P(SYSTEM OPEN MODE)=P(1, 1)+P(1, 0)xP(2, 1)xP(3, 1)+P(1, 2)xP(2, 1)xP(3, 1).
By factoring P(2,1)xP(3,1) from the second and third terms, the equation can
be rewritten as
P(SYSTEM OPEN MODE) = P(1, 1)+[P(1, 0)+P(1,2)] x P(2, 1)xP(3,1).
The relationship of terms in the System Mode Model to submodes in the
System Mode Array can be made in the following manner. The Basic Submode
Probability will be defined as the probability of occurrence of a system sub-
mode, regardless of any overlapping. The Basic Submode Probabilities for the
example are given as
BP, = P(1,1) for the first system submode
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and
BP 2 -- P(2, 1) x P(3, 1) for the second system submode.
The probability of occurrence of the system submodes resulting from the
STRIP process, which has removed any overlapping of the original SMA sub-
modes, is called the Total Row Probability. For the first system submode,
the Total Row Probability is given by
TR I --- P(1,1) = BP t .
The Total Row Probability for the second system submode is given by
TR z = [P(1,0)+P(1,2)] xP(2,1)xP(3,1)
: [P(1,0/+P(1,2)]xBP2
The System Mode Model can now be rewritten as a series of algebraic
equations which collectively are identical to the above model for
P(SYSTEM OPEN MODE). For the example, the System Mode Model is written
as follows:
BP, = P(I, I)
BP 2 : P(2, l)xP(3, i)
TRI = BP l
TR2 = [ P(I, 0)+P(I, 2)] xBP2
P(SYSTEM OPEN MODE) = TR l + TR 2-
This form of the System Mode Model is used because it lends itself to com-
puterized implementation. Note that since the Total Row Probabilities are
mutually exclusive (the result of STRIPing the SMA), there need be no term
of the form
-TR i xTR 2
in the equation for P(SYSTEM OPEN MODE), as would be required for non-
mutually exclusive probabilities.
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2.4 RAPID ANALYSIS PHASE
This section describes the phase of the RAPID technique in which the
generated probabilistic model for the system reliability is used to calculate
system reliability as a function of time. The model for the three-resistor
example system is repeated here for easy reference.
BP, p(1,i)
BP z = P(2, l)xP(3, I)
TR I = BP i
TR2 = [ P(I, 0)+P(I,2)] xBP 2
P(SYSTEM OPEN MODE) = TR I + TR 2 .
The first step required in order to make use of the model is to determine the
element mode probabilities found in the model. For the example system, the
following are required
P(I,0); The probability of element 1 being in the 0 (good) mode,
P(I, I); The probability of element 1 being in the 1st (open) mode,
P(I,2); The probability of element 1 being in the 2nd (shorted) mode,
P(2, I); The probability of element 2 being in the ist (open) mode, and
P(3, I); The probability of element 3 being in the Ist (open) mode.
Most element mode probabilities are dependent on the lengtl_ of time the
element has been operating, from the time the element was placed into operation
(t = 0) until some later time, t. The distributions of element mode probabilities
as a function of time are therefore required.
2.4.1 Probability Distributions
The cumulative probability of occurrence of event as a function of
time will be referred to as the probability distribution for that event. The
mathematical expression describing this distribution for the modes of the
various system elements is required in the analysis phase of RAPID. A great
deal of investigation has been carried out in the field of reliability to determine
these functions for various component parts and equipments.
It has been generally shown that most electronic components follow an ex-
ponential distribution for the probability of failure at time t, having begun
operation at t = 0. That is,
-k t k = constant failure rate.Q(t) = 1-e ,
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Other types of components may follow different distributions; however,
Figure B-2 summarizes the probability distributions for the occurrence of a
failure, that have been found to be applicable for various types of components.
From the nature of failure distributions, it can be seen that the model for a
system must be evaluated for each point in time that the reliability value is
desired. This is required, since the element mode probabilities vary with
time.
The three resistor example system model will be evaluated to illustrate the
steps in RAPID analysis. Assume that the resistors follow the same proba-
bility distribution of failure given by
Q(t) = l-e- k Ktxl0 -6 .
In addition, let
- 10 failures per 106 hrs. (generic failure rate)
and
K = 10 (environmental factor),
and assume that the open and short modes of the resistors occur in the
following proportions:
Of all possible resistor failures occurring in a given time
interval, 90% will be in the open mode and 10% will be in
the shorted mode. These modes are mutually exclusive
and independent.
The probability distribution of the open and shorted modes can now be written
as
-.9 k Ktxl0 -6 l_e-90txl0_Qo (t) = 1-e --
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Figure B-2. Sample Cumulative Probability Functions
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Also, the probability of the "good" resistor mode is obviously
since
1-Q(t) = e-k Ktxl0 -6 = e-100txl0-6
P(GOOD) + P(OPEN OR SHORT) = i.
The model for the example system will be evaluated at time (t= 10), given that
the system was operating satisfactorily at t=0. The element mode proba-
bilities have been found to be
-lOOtxlO -6 -lO00xlO -6
P(1,0) = 1-Q(t) = e = e = .999
P(l, i) = P(2, I) = P(3, i) = Qo (t)= l-e -90tx10-6 = l-e -900xI0-6




Z p(1, k) -- 1,
ki :0
as pointed out in Section 2.1.1.1 above.
the model as follows
The mode probabilities are used in
BP, = P(I,I) = .0009
BP 2 = P(2, l)xP(3, I) =
2
(.0009) = .81xlO -6
TR l= BP l = .0009
TR z= [P(1,0)+P(1,2)] xBP2=(.O991)x.81x10 -6-.81x10 -6
-6
P(SYSTEMOPENMODE@t = 10) = TR_+TR 2 =.0009+.81x10 _ .000901.
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3 COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION
The RAPID technique as described in this report has been fully implemented
on two computers. The two Reliability Simulators differ in the manner of
implementing the RAPID technique because of differences in the two
computer systems. The two simulators are presented in detail in the
following sections.
Section 3.1 describes the contents and use of Data Transmittal Forms
which have been designed for inputting information to the computer
programs. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe the methodologies and
programs used to implement the RAPID technique on the IBM 7090 and
the IBM 1620 systems, respectively.
3.1 DATA TRANSMITTAL
Explicit instructions are presented in this section for recording
reliability data in order to obtain a RAPID analysis. Forms have been
developed from which the data are directly recorded for computer
utilization. These --Data Transmittal Forms (DTF) are identified by a
RAPID DTF number located in the title block of each form.
The blocks on each form are representative of the columns of an eighty-
column tabulation card. Each row on the DTF forms represents a card.
There are four terminologies used in this report with which the reader
may not be familiar. These are:
a. Floating point number,
b. Left justification,
c. Right justification, and
d. Alphanumeric characters.
A floating point number may be defined as one with a decimal point at
the beginning, at the end, or between any two digits of the number. Left
justification is the positioning of the left-most alphanumeric character
in the left-most position of the available field. Similarly, right jus-
tification is the positioning the right-most alphanumeric character in
the right-most position of the available field. Alphanumeric characters
consist of all the alphabetic characters (A through Z), all numerical
characters (0 through 9) and ten special characters: (.), (,), (+), ($),
(*), (-), (/), 0), (0, (=).
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3.1.1 Data Transmittal Form I
Data Transmittal Form I defines the system under consideration.
The system definition includes the following:
• TITLE CARD I
CODE: The CODE is a reference name under which
probabilistic results are permanently stored.
SYSTEM NAME: The SYSTEM NAME is the name assigned
to the system under consideration.
DA TE: The DATE represents the time at which
the analysis was performed.
• TITLE CARD II
H: The H is a System Mode Symbol which
represents the particular system mode.
MODE NAME: The MODE NAME is the name of the
system mode under consideration.
• SYSTEM DEFINITION CARD




The SYSTEM DEFINITION ARRAY defines
all the possible system states. The entries
of this array are the number of specified
element failure modes for each element in
the system.
• TIME CARDS
NT: The NT represents the number of tran-
sition times in the system mission.
TIME: The TIME represents the particular
transition times. These are normally the
times at which the environmental factors
change.
J: The J represents the number of desired
equal intermediate times at which output
data are requested in the interval defined by














































































































































































B-28 RAPID DTF I (page 4 of 4)
3.1.2 Data Transmittal Form II
Data Transmittal Form II defines the System Mode under
consideration. The system mode definition includes the following:
• SYSTEM MODE ARRAY CARDS
NS: The NS represents the number
of System Submodes (rows)
contained in the System Mode
Array.
SYSTEM MODE ARRAY: The SYSTEM MODE ARRAY
(SMA) defines the system
mode under consideration.
The SMA consists of System
Submodes which are an











































































B-31 RAPID DTF II (page 2 of 2)
3.1.3 Data Transmittal Form III
Data Transmittal Form III defines the elements comprising
the system. The information required to define these elements includes
the following:
, ELEMENT CARDS
EN: The EN represents the Element
Number which is assigned to a
particular element in the analysis.
NAME: The NAME represents the name
of the particular element.
S: The S conveys the manner in which
the element mode probabilities
are to be determined.
LAMBDA: The LAMBDA represents the
failure rate per million hours.
This entry is required only if
the probabilities are to be
computed from an exponential
failure distribution.
CODE: The CODE represents a name
under which the element mode
probabilities are stored.
MODE NAME: The MODE NAME represents the
name assigned to a particular
element mode.
C: The C represents the conditional
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B-35 RAPID DTF III (page 3 of 3)
3.1.4 Data Transmittal Form IlIA
Data Transmittal Form IIIA conveys the information which is
essential when the element mode probabilities are computed from an
exponential distribution. The information required includes the following:
• ELEMENT K FACTOR CARDS
EB" The EB represents the element
number which is associated
with the particular block of
K factors.
EE: Occasionally the K factors of
several elements are identical.
If this occurs, and if these
elements succeed each other,
then the first and last element
numbers of this sequence are
placed in EB and EE respectively.
K FACTOR: The K FACTOR represents
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B-38 RAPID DTF IIIA (page 2 of 2)
3.1.5 Data Transmittal Form IIIB
Data Transmittal Form IIIB conveys the element mode prob-
abilities which are discrete inputs. These probabilities are distinguished
from the computed ones in that they may not be related to any known
distribution. These probabilities must be given for all the transition
times and the intermediate times. The information required includes
the following:
• ELEMENT MODE PROBABILITY
CARDS
EN: The EN represents the particular
element number.
M: The M represents the par-
ticular element mode.
TIME: The TIME represents the
particular time.
PROBABILITY: The PROBABILITY represents
the probability of occurrence
of the particular element mode
at the corresponding time.
3.1.6 Data Transmittal Form IV
Data Transmittal Form IV serves as an aid to the analyst.
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................ I ......
................ I ..........
B-42 RAPID DTF IV(page 1 of I)
3.2 IBM 7090 VERSION
3.2.1 Introduction
This section describes the methodology for system reliability
simulation as written for the IBM 7090 computer. Each step is illustrated
relative to a hypothetical system. A main computer program controls
the simulation, calling for subroutines to perform the required operations
as each data set is processed. All references to computer source
statements are in the MAD* language.
Simulation of system reliability is accomplished on the IBM 7090
computer by repeated application of the RAPID technique to auto-
matically generate the desired probabilistic models until all the data
describing the system in detail have been exhausted. The models are
contained in subroutines which are automatically constructed during the
simulation. The execution sequence for the subroutines is "nested" in
a manner unique to the sequence in which the input data are processed.
3.2.2 System Description
Figure B-3 is given as an illustration for this discussion.
Since the analysis is automatic and continues until all input data have
been processed, the system complexity has no effect on the simulation
process except to extend the total running time on the computer.
The system is composed of four functional levels. At the subsystem
level are three subsystems; SUBS1, SUBS2, SUBS3, the second two of
which have additional components at lower levels. These subsystems
are the "elements" in the initial data set describing the SYSTEM. These
data define a system of 3 elements that is to be simulated. This is
designated System Number "1, " and is completely simulated by generating
a computer subroutine named "SYSTEM" before any lower functional
levels are considered.
The subroutine generated by the simulator uses the probabilities for
the various modes of the three elements SUBS1, SUBS2, and SUBS3.
These probabilities are defined in the SYSTEM subroutine by statements
calling either for computations using the exponential function or for
execution of other subroutines which are generated later in the simulation
procedure. It should be noted that these generated subroutines are not
being executed during the simulation. They are being constructed --
statement by statement -- for use in a reliability calculation at a later
time when simulation is completed.
*Michigan Algorithm Decoder; University of Michigan Executive System























































By noting the S codes (DTF III, col. 16) for the SYSTEM components
in Figure B-3, it can be seen that four separate simulations are per-
formed. That is, four subroutines having the names SYSTEM, SUBS2,
SUBS3, and EQUIP3 are generated by the simulator. These are nested in
their calling sequence so that a single execution statement is sufficient
to compute the system reliability when the simulation is completed.
This statement is
"EXECUTE SYSTEM. (PFAIL)".
The returned argument, PFAIL, is the probability of the SYSTEM
failure mode occurring for the mission described by the TIME CARDS
of the SYSTEM input data.
3.2. 3 System Inputs
The RAPID Analysis Data Transmittal Forms are used for
inputting the data for simulation. However, there are two differences
in the entry of certain data on the forms:
a. DATA TRANSMITTAL FORM I (FIGURE B-4)
TITLE CARD 1
SN: The SN is the System Num-
ber of the system under
consideration. (Allowed
characters: Integer)
"SN" is an indicator for directing the reliability simulator
through the input data. The data are processed in increasing
SN order.
b. DATA TRANSMITTAL FORM III (FIGURE B-6)
ELEMENT CARDS
S: The S conveys the manner
in which the element is to
be modeled.
(Allowed characters: 0, 1)
0 Element Probabilistic Model
An S code of "0" implies the element is comprised of components




































































for the element. A subroutine having the name of the element
must be generated. The element mode probabilities are com-
puted by this subroutine.
1 Element Exponential Failure Rate Model.
An S code of "1" implies the element has no components at lower
functional levels in the system. A failure rate exists for the element.
The element mode probabilities are computed using the exponential
function.
The input data from DTF I for System Number "1" are given in Figure
B-4. For this discussion, all elements will be assumed to have a
"good" and a "failed" mode only. Thus, the SDA is given with "1" for
each element.
The reliability simulator is capable of handling up to seventeen failure
modes for each of the elements having an S code of "1". For the sake
of simplicity, however, this discussion is limited to a single failure
mode for each element.
The TIME CARDS from DTF 1 follow the SDA in the input deck. These
are stored for later use in any calculations of the system reliability.
It is required that all TIME CARDS be identical for the various num-
bered "systems" in the simulator input data.
The SMA and SYSTEM element data are shown in Figures B-5 and B-6.
3.2.4 System Simulation
The input data for System Number "1" are processed by the
simulator. The complete data set is read before the RAPID technique
is applied to develop the model. The data are related in storage to
System Number by the use of double subscripts; the first is the System
Number and the second is the element number.
The SYSTEM model is developed and stored on magnetic tape in card
image form ready for insertion at a later time in the analysis into the
body of the subroutine called "SYSTEM" which is about to be generated.
After the model is stored, the opening statements to the SYSTEM sub-
routine are written onto another tape. The element data in storage are
then analyzed, noting by the S code whether the element is comprised
of components at lower functional levels (S=0), or is represented by an



































































































When an S code of "1" is recognized for SUBS1, a statement is inserted
into the SYSTEM subroutine calling for another subroutine, which will
use the exponential function to compute P(1, 1) and l-P(1, 1). These are
the probability of failure and probability of success, respectively, for
element "1" of the SYSTEM.
The data for element "2" (SUBS2) are processed next. Here the S code
is "0", and no failure rate is given. This is an indication for the sim-
ulator to insert the following statements intothe SYSTEM subroutine
being constructed:
i) "EXECUTE SUBS2. (PFAIL)
2) P(2, I) = PFAIL
3) PP(2) = i. -PFAIL :
The first statement here calls for another subroutine, SUBS2, which
will need to be generated later in the analysis. This is how the execu-
tion of the various subroutines is "nested" in the SYSTEM subroutine
in a sequence unique to the input data.
As each element is reviewed, statements are inserted into the sub-
routine being developed. The probability of failure and the probability
of success for element "2" are defined in the SYSTEM subroutine by
the presence of program statements 2) and 3) above.
An identical situation to that described for SUBS2 occurs for element
"3" (SUBS3). The S code of "0" results in generation of the following
statements for the SYSTEM subroutine:
"EXECUTE SUBS3.
P(3, I) = PFAIL
PP(3) = 1. -PFAIL"
(PFAIL)
Analysis of the input data for describing SUBS1, SUBS2, and SUBS3
as elements of the SYSTEM is now complete. The SYSTEM model is
read from the tape where it had been previously stored and is written
onto the tape where the SYSTEM subroutine is being developed.
The model resulting from application of the RAPID technique to a par-
ticular SDA and SMA has a standard form. That is, the model is given
in executable subroutine statements which occur in a standard sequence.
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The first series of statements define the probability of occurrence of
each row in the SMA, regardless of whether or not "overlap" exists
among rows (whether or not the row probabilities are mutually exclu-
sive). These are the basic row probabilities, BP(i).
The next statements in the model are the probabilities of each row
occurring with any overlap among rows removed. This reduction of
the SMA to contain only rows whose probabilities are mutually exclu-
sive is accomplished by the RAPID logic. These probabilities are
known as the total row probabilities, TP(i).
The next series of statements written on the tape where the SYSTEM
subroutine is being developed are for summing the total row probabil-
ities to compute the SYSTEM unreliability. In addition, the necessary
closing subroutine statements are written at this time.
A complete subroutine called SYSTEM has now been generated and
exists on a magnetic tape ready to be translated from the source lan-
guage to object code. The control program accomplishes this trans-
lation and the object version is again stored on a tape until it is needed
in a calculation of the SYSTEM reliability. Figure B-7 is the complete
SYSTEM subroutine in the source language.
When the analysis at the system level is completed, the next input
data to be processed will be for the subsystem functional level of the
SYSTEM. Each subsystem which appeared with an S code of "0"
when analyzed as a SYSTEM element must nowbe treated as a "system"
itself in order to generate the additional subroutines needed. Thus,
the procedure followed in generating the SYSTEM subroutine is applied
again.
The initial subsystem data card from DTF I will define the SUBS2 as
System Number "2" to be modeled. The SDA and SMA for this system









































Opening statements of SYSTEM subroutine
Result of finding code = 1 for SUBS1. The
three arguments indicate that P(I, I) and
PP(1) for system number "i" will be cal-
culated from the exponential function. Note
that PP(1)= I.-P(I,I).
Result of finding code = 0 for SUBS2
Result of finding code = 0 for SUBS3
SYSTEM Model
Sum individual row probabilities of SMA
Closing subroutine statements
Figure B-7. SYSTEM Subroutine
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The SUBS2 model is developed by application of the RAPID technique to
these data and it is stored on the temporary tape, just as in the SYSTEM
analysis. It can be seen from Figure B-3 that processing the SUBS2
data will yield a subroutine statement calling for the exponential function
to compute the element failure and success probabilities for EQUIP1 and
EQUIP2. The SUBS2 model is read from the temporary tape and written
on the subroutine tape. The summing statements and closing statements
are then written to complete the SUBS2 subroutine. See Figure B-8 for
the SUBS2 subroutine.
The SUBS3 data result in a call for the exponential function and for a
subroutine called EQUIP3. The EQUIP3 subroutine requires the
exponential function again.
Figures B-9 and B-10 illustrate the SUBS3 and EQUIP3 subroutines.
Review of Figures B-9 through B-12 will make it clear how the execu-
tion of all the subroutines is accomplished by a single call,
"EXECUTE SYSTEM. (PFAIL)".
3.2.5 Program *
The Reliability Simulator on the IBM 7090 computer is com-
posed of two parts. In order to make the simulator capable of analyzing
large systems comprised of elements having numerous modes, some
relatively large areas in memory must be reserved, thus requiring the
simulator to exist in two core loads. The main program for each of
the loads and their associated subprograms are briefly discussed below.
The execution sequence of the two core loads is followed for each
"system" simulation, with the resulting reliability model being stored
on magnetic tape for future use. Following is a listing of the simu-
lator programs with a brief functional description for each one.
Core 1 Main Program:
Figures B-11 and B-12 present the logic-flow chart and program
listing for the Core 1 main program. This calls upon the
various subprograms indicated to determine the validity of the
input information and to prepare it for the second core modeling
operations.
Core 1 Subprograms:
RAP01 (Figures B-13 and B-14)
This subprogram reads the cards containing the DTF I informa-
tion. Checks are made on each input card to assure the data
are in the proper order and some symbolic coding of the System
Definition Array is performed also.





























































Figure B-10. Equipment 3 (EQUIP3) Subroutine --Sample System
RAP02 (Figures B-15 and B-16)
This subprogram reads and checks the system Mode Array
(DTF II). The data on each SMA card are symbolically coded
and stored in three specialized tables. This minimizes the
amount of storage taken up by the SMA, since the element
supermodes are not stored. Their presence is noted by the
sequence of the table entries only.
RAP07 (Figures B-17 and B-18)
This subprogram reads and checks the cards containing the
DTF III information; element descriptions. The number of
modes for each element as indicated in the SDA, is checked
with the inputs. Any inconsistencies will cause a diagnostic
comment to be printed and the simulation of the current
"system" to be terminated.
The numbering of the RAPID subprograms is not sequential in
the Reliability Simulator on the IBM 7090. There are two
reasons for this. The first reason is that the number assigned
to the subprograms which perform identical functions in the
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two versions (IBM 1620 and IBM 7090} was kept the same, but
the IBM 7090 version does not require some of the IBM 1620
"utility" functions to be performed. The manner in which the
function is performed in the subprograms having similar
numbers differs considerably between the two versions. The
second reason for non-sequential numbering of the subpro-
grams in the IBM 7090 version, is that the operations during
the modeling phase are performed in a slightly different order
than on the IBM 1620 version.
RAP08 (Figures B-19 and B-20)
This subprogram reads and checks the K factor information
(DTF IIIA). Each element having an "S" code equal to "1" on
DTF III must have a K factor associated with it for each time
interval as defined on the TIME CARDS which were read by
RAP01. The inputs must be in sequential order by element
number, so that an array can be loaded with the K factors with
unique identification of each K with the correct element.
ALOAD (Figures B-21 and B-22)
This subprogram performs the single function of loading an array
called "A" with symbolic information relating to the SDA.
Core 2 Main Program: (Figures B-23 and B-24)
After Core 1 has accomplished all the functions described above,
the computer memory is loaded with another main program called
CORE 2, with its associated subprograms. The only part of
CORE 1 that is retained in memory is an area called "Program
Common," which contains critical information needed by CORE 2.
This serves as a "communication" area between core loads.
The process of constructing the subprogram containing the model
for the system being simulated is accomplished in CORE 2. The
available information is analyzed to generate the reliability model
which is temporarily stored on magnetic tape. The subprogram is
then developed, one statement at a time, and the model is inserted
at the appropriate point in the process. CORE 2 then calls upon
the computer executive system to compile the generated subprogram
and store it on magnetic tape.
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Core 2 Subprograms:
RAP04 (Figures B-25 and B-26)
This subprogram generates the basic probability equations
[BP(i)] for the reliability model, directly from the SMA
information. These are the opening n statements of the model,
where n is the number of system submodes in the SMA.
RAP03 (Figures B-27 and B-28)
The major logic involved in generating the total probability
equations [TP(i)] for the reliability model is incorporated in
this subprogram. Each row of the SMA is analyzed to remove
the "overlap" among the submodes. This assures that the final
system submode probabilities are mutually exclusive in the
reliability model. The equation is in symbolic form when RAP03
has completed the submode analysis.
EQLOAD (Figures B-29 and B-30)
This subprogram is called by RAP03 each time a submode has been
analyzed to load the submode probability equation onto magnetic
tape. This is accomplished by processing the symbolic represen-
tation of the equation and placing characters onto the tape in the
image of source program statements.
The function of the above programs is only to simulate a system. The
execution of the subprograms generated by the simulator in order to
evaluate system reliability must be performed in a separate program
existing as a third core load. This core is automatically loaded after
all models have been generated by CORES 1 and 2.
PEXP (Figures B-31 and B-32)
This subprogram is loaded with CORE 3 to calculate the element
mode probabilities from the exponential function, as required.
It is actually called by the generated subprograms comprising
the system reliability model whenever a probability is required




































































MAIN PROGRAM FOR RAPID CORL I
,,,,DEFINITION OF PROGRAM VARIABLES,,,,
WORKING ARRAY TU STORE RESIDUES DURING STRIP
DIMENSION VECTOR FOR A,
ORIGINAL SYMboLIC SDA FOR CURRENT SYSTEM
CURRENT CUND, PROD, LIST
COND, PROD, LIST _Y SYSTEM NO,
LL, COOL NAMES - CURRLNT bYbTLM (0 bCD CHAR,)
FAILURE RATE_ bY aYS, NO, ANO gL,
DI;_ENSION VECTOR FUN LAMuDA - USES SET, _O_R,
CURRENT SYSTEM MODE NAME (CENTEREU)
CURRENT SYSTEM NAME (CENTERED)
CURRENT SYSTEM CODE NAME
CURRENT SYSTEM bDA - NUT SYM#OLIC
SYMBOLIC wuRu @ITH ZERUc_ IN LeFT mALF AND I
BITS IN RT HALF
MODE NAMES FUR EILE,vILNTS -- CURR_NT SYSTEM
ELEMENT NAMES - CURRENT SYSTEM
NO, OF _LEMENTS BY SYSTEM NO, (NEL(0)= FON
CURRENT SYS,)
NO, OF INTERNAL TIMES bLTWEEN N AND IN+l) ST
NO, OF TRANSITION TIML_
TRANSITION TIM_S
NO, OF SO,MODES BY SYSTEM NO,
SYMBOLIC WORD WITH ZEROLS IN RT HALF AND I
BITS IN LEFT HALF
S CODE FOR ELEMENTS IN CURRENT SYSTEM
SDA BY SYSTEM AND ELEMENT NO, -- NUT SyIvJ_ULIC
K FACTORS _Y SYS, NO,, TIME INT,, AND EL, NO,
ELEMENT O_51GNATION FUR SJ_IA SHORT FURIvl
MODE NO, FUR TH_ LL, UF IDEN, PVSITIuJ_ IN TI -
SMA SHORT FORM
ORGANIZATION OF SMA _Y INC, ORDgR OF ROWS -
INDICATES POSITION IN TI WHERE ROw bEGINS°
TRANSITION TIMES
CURRENT SYSTEM ELEMENT FAILURE MATES









































PRINT UCU RLSULTS LRROR,LSI I ),,,Lb(B),LNI I ),,,LNI_6)*LUI I i,,,
ILD(46)
pos NEL,LSDA(I),,,LSDA(50),NELISN) ,SOAISN, |),,,5_AI_N,NELISN)
l)
PRINT OCTAL RESULTS A( l, I),,,AII,INEL+i)/_)
EXECUTE ALOAD,INEL,LSDA,A,AVAIL)
PRINT OCTAL RESULTS A( I, I),,,A(I,INEL+I )/2)
EXECUTE _APO_,(N_L,NSIbN),T|,T2,L_UA,ENN_R,T3)











PRINT COMRIENT $0 CORE 1 COMPLETE_$
EXECUTE SELPGM,(2)
E'M
Figure B-12. Core 1 Main Program, Program Listing (2 of 2)
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ENTRY
_LOOK AT COLSO NO Ii J'C'_ ._ ,,





IS y LEFT JUSTIFY.._;'--... ',E_,"-'-'__ . _ YES/ SY TEMI ! CENTER1
MARl: = t _ " _ SYSTEM _'_,.(LS_RAY)J I NA E
NO INO /
, lr
"-7 'J- _ 1 _CAR°I
,_ IYES
PRINT COMMENT
I"__ CARD OUT I
I OF SEQUENCE"
I PRINT I __
_ I"NUMBER OF I_ YES / Is _ I
( _ t _ ELEMENTS _NEL> 50
PRINT / I _n CONVERT OCTAL SDA
- ....... I I I N° ENTRIES TO
°,%'NOR%%"I / __ ,NTEGERS,-.
L I / JK_,..,=._"-.. ' Cl
I I r--6"6T'_'--'l YESJ,.._YSD'AEN,TR*t_,_ .,^ INTEGERS OCTAL FORMAT
• _ "_ oi,-("__Z_-.'K.OR_ o DO o
I ERROR=I I _ % J ""-z=LETTERABOVE/ I I Ot I
2 02 2
_lr - /-=,, _"__ _ 4 04 4
•.. 50 = _ 7 07 7









































R READ DATA TRANSFIORMI_RAPOI,
R
R ,,,,DEFINITION OF PROGRAM VARIABLES,,,,
R
R LT(50) WORKING ARRAY FOR CENTLRING INPUT NAMES











R IF ERROr,FIND _EGINNIiNG QF NEXT DATA _ET
R
W'R ERROR,E,I










READ TYPE I CARD
ROT DTFllgLS(1)eooLS(_)eSNtLN(1)eeeLN(46)tMQI_AYIYRtlviARK
VoS DTFII=_S3,_CI,IIISbt4bCI,3_,_I3*$
WIR MARK,NE,I,TRANSFER TU MRKER_
R
R READ TYPE 2 CARD
R
RoT DTF12, LD(I )oooLD(46),MARK
VoS 0TF12=$S17,46CI,S161 II*$"
W'R MARK,NE,2,TRANSFER TO MRKE_R
R
R LEFT JUSTIFY SYSTEM CODE
R
T0H LPI,FOR J=I,l ,JOG,8
LT(J):LS(J)
I=0










TOH LP4iFOR J=l,l oJ,G,46
LT(J)=LN(J)
WORK=I




































































































R CENTER MODE NAME
R




TIH LPI I IFOR JJ=ltl,JJ,GeL
LD(JJ)=$ $
JJ=JJ-!







R CARD SEQUENCE ERROR
R
pet MERRoMARK
V'S MERR=$1HO,13tSE,_OHCARD OUT UF b_UENCE*$
TgO IGNORE




R READ SYSTEId DEFINITION ARRAY(TYPE 3 CARD)
R
ReT INtNELo_DA( 1),,,SDA(_O)'NARK









































































R CHECK SDA ENTRIES AND
R
W'R NEL,G,50




W°R SDA(J),E,(; ,OR, SDA(J),E,60K
TOO SDAERR
E'L






























R ERROR IN SDA ENTRY
R
PRINT COMMENT$O ERROR IN SDA$
T'O IGNORE
R
R READ TYPE 4 CARDS (TINI_S)
#
RoT DTF14,NT,TT(1),NIT(I ),TT(2),INIT(2),TT(3),NIT(3),
1TT(4) ,NIT(4) iTT(5)INIT(5) t_A_
V'S DTFI4=$13,5(SI'FIO'2'SI' I3)'SI'I I_$
WoR MARK,NE,4,TRANSFER TO MRKERR
T'H LPI7,FOR I=6,5, I,G°NT
R'T DTFI41,TT(I ),NIT( I),TT( I+I ),i_iT( I+I),TT(I+2),
INIT( I+2),TT(I+3),NIT( I+3),TT(I+4I,NIT(I+4),NbAR_
V'S DTFI41=$S3,bISI,FIO,2,SI, 13),SI, I I*$








































































NEG : 0 IIKI=OL=4
Kt=K4_-I
NO







































R READ , CHECK ,PACK bMA 14AP02,
R










N , , , ,PN(JGNAM LISTING,,,,
R




R READ FIRST SSM
R
R
RoT bmAI,NS,P__(I ),,,_(_U) ,_,IAWF,
P'T SMAI I,INS,E( I ),,,F(_O),MAI-WK
V'S SMAI I=$1HO., 13,SIO,bOI2,SC), I 1''$




Wll-4 ,4ANF..,NL,5,TWANbFL_ Tu I_,R,xL_R
INC=O
T'H LI_I, FOR J=l , I,J,G,,xlF_L









T°H LR2, FOR J=J ,lqJ,G,50










Wo_ (KI+NEL+I),G, Ib00,TtO XE_D




R READ NEXT SSM
R
RoT SMANI,LI I ),,,LC_O),MARK
V'S SMANI=$S2U,bUI I,S9, I I*$
017I
01 lb
C_i"_Tr.._ t-_ I_IL._, _" IJLA,_h\.._ llq _1 TM _11_
CuI-_IWLI.QT tJublTlul,,I lhi TI AiNu T,--'
COUNTEW FO_ NO, (iF RU_b IN S,,LA
1 ,Do NU, IN C_L, UO UP llXlPbT CANLJb
CiJt.aNTLN bw_x i_l,.#, _Jb TvTAL-LY uL_i_,x ,KWm..) li_ J_i',_























































P'T SMAN.E(I )...L(bO) .MARK Je 0C_9
V'3 SMAN=$1HO.SI3.bOI2.S9.11,_ J7 O2JO
TIO ALPHA 38 0231
R 0232
R CARD SEQUENCE ERROR 0233
P 0234
P'T J_ERR._ARK #9 0_
VtS MERR=$1HO,13,S6,2OItCARD OUT _P 5LuOhNCL*$ O_JO
T,O IGNORE 41 OzJt
R O_3d
R SSM ENTRY EXEEDS LLEMLNT DEFINITION 0_09
P 0240
P'T SSERR,L,J 44 0_41
V'S SSERR=_IHO, IOHSSM NUI_IUER, I_,bj,33HC_NTAINS ILLeGaL ivlOU_ F 02_
fOR ELEMENT,15*$ 0243
T'O IGNORE 47 0_44
R 0_45
R ENTRY IN SMA UEYOND LEGAL NEL 024b
R 0247
P'T SERR,L,J 4_ 0240
VIS 5ERR=$1HO,IOHSSM NUM_ER, Ib, 37HC_NTAINS A MOOL FOR UiNu_F1 0249
INED ELEMENT, 15-$ 0250
T'O IGNORE 02_I
R 0262
R SMA TOO LARGE FOR THIS PROGRAM 0203
R 02_4
P'T EXEED.(L-I ) 02ob
VIS EXEED=$1HO.67HSMA HAS EXEEDED TABLES TI AND T2. PROGRA M W 02bb
IILL CONTINU_ USING FIRST,13,13h ROWb OF SMA*$ 02O7
TIO TEST 025_
PRINT COMMENT$O DATA S_T IGNURED$ 0239
ERROR=I 0200







































_,+,\ ___. _ I









I z I _'_





















































CUONTL_ Fu_ _Uu,_TI_L Pu_| I lu_
WURKINb A_RAY FOR RLA_IN(, mUULb
ELEMENTS
CHECKING ARRAY FOR REAulNG DATA
ELEMENT
CUUNTER Fu_ b_wuENTIAL PUbITIUN I,_
LOCATIUN FuN TOTALLING CuND, PROu,
CURRENT ELEMENT NO,













TeH LPI,FOR d=l, I,J,G,N_L
R'T DTF3|,_IN,NAIviLILIN,I),NAIvlL(EN,_),_IEN),LAIv_A(_N),
1CODE(EN),_vLARK
VIS DTFJI=$SI,12 ,SI,C6, C_,SI, I I,_I,FIO,2,S_,
IC6,$44, II*$












T'H LP3,FOR L=I, I,_NT,_,$DA(LN)
P_S CNT
R'T DTF3_,MNAMEIAC,d+I,I ),,,MNAMEIACM+I,_),CI (ACM+I),





W_R MAR_,N_,@,TRANbFER T_ MRKLRR








































































T'H LP4,FOR J=l, I ,J,G,NEL
WIR CK(J).NL. I,TRANSFLR TO ELLRR
T'O ENDRP7
R
R ERROR lIN ELLJ,LENT CARO
R
PIT EC_N,J
Via LCLR=_IHO_bdtJ_HLRRU_ fin LULi_NT U_U b_ _L_I_ILI_TtI_ _i
TtO IGNORE
R
R CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY ERROR
P
P'T CERR,_N
V'3 CERN=_IHO_4LBCwNDITIuIWAL M_O_AolLITY LN_u_ FwN ELLMEINT
llJ*$
T'O IGNORE
R ILLEGAL S IN TYPE 6 CARD
P
PRINT Cu_vIMENT_O INCON_iECT _yI_I_UL _ IN TYPE _ C_RD$
T,O IGNORE
R
R ELE4_ILNT NUR ENWOR
R
PRINT COMIv, LNTIO LLL_LNT NUI_ioLR L_RuR IN TYP_ 6 CARO_
T'O IGNORE
R
R CARU OUT OF SEQU_NC_
P
P,T MERR,MARK
























































































,,' FEST ( :_c. )
R
F_L_-AI_ 1< FACTOr4s RAP08, (PRLSTO)
WURKING ARRAY P_R REAuING N PAC[ORS
SEQUENCE CGDL FO_ INPO] CARD3
NU, OF ]#ANSITIUN TIHES N+INUS I
ChLC_INU AN_#_Y l_ A[_buRL N,_ AR_ NLA_ PU_
_vE_Y ELE+_:LNT







T0d ALPHA,FuR I=l, I, I ,G,NL_L
TEST ( I ) =0
N=NT- [
READ F Ot4r.+A 1 F I , iWLS,INI_, I_( I ) , , ,I_ ( _ ) ,i+IAk+%
V'S FI=$:_I, 12,.q2, l_,bl._2,Fl0,2,b_) ,IJ*$
W'_{ ,vlARKoHP_,7, [I_AP4SFLR Tu EWI
WII_. N,Lr_.,b,Tt4ANSFL_N TO Zu.IA
T'H EPS,FO_-_ I=6,u,, I,,G,,N
READ FUNF, AT P2Z,I\( I ),N(I+I ),I_(I+F-:) ,K( I+-))'N( I +_) ''+'Alan
V'S FP=$S7,b(S2,LIO,_,S2), 13"$
Wl_ MARK,NL,7, I-WAhlDP Lt< T_ Llk!l
CON T INUL
Wi_ NE°LoNL) oURoNL_oGoINLL,TkANSPL:R TU LN_
TIll ETA,FOI_ I--NL_, I, I,G,NL-
TEST( I )=I
Till ETA,FU_ J:l, I ,J,G,N
T (SN,J, I ) =K(J)
T'H THLTA,F UI4 I:i , I, I ,G,NL-L
_,,,_ TL:_bT ( 1 ) .NL°I , [14A_i,,I._i-t:_,M [_ IDt-LIA
C()P,I T iNUL
F'N
PR I NT F ORI++AT F .3 I I_iA',R+_.
ViS Fj=._IHO, I3,aL3,._JHCAIME) OUT UF bt--t.,IUP_.NCL*$
T i 0 l GNOWE
PRINT CUN,,vlENT_0



































































SUL_[-40_T I r.;E ALOAU,,
PLA£...E. LLL ,_,Lb_"rb i I'.JT,J mi4,Ll- ,',,_I-<,..JL_ I" r< ,..,'J,'L L_U_
,,,,LiLF I_NITION ...F _-qJ.jGl_Ai4 VA_-_IAbLLS,,,,
L)UUL_[_F" SU_ _SCi*_ I i-'[L]L) OUTPUT ANIWA Y
SINGLE SUI)b,C_IPIED OUTPUUT AF_NAY
INPUT AI4WA Y ULbI(_INATIINb NU, UF I ul T_ T_ (_
3Yi+I_UL IC _<L) _V i [1"1 ZL_VLJ II_l L_I_rT r1_41_i- _l_lu
uI1-S !IN NT HALF
[jYiviu(jL IC WuWI.) w I TH ZL[-_(#L,'J IN k_T rlALF AND 1
13ITS IN LLFT HALF
_ , , , , P)i_O GF-)_ i'.qLISTING,,,,
ENTRY TU ALUAI),
N' c INTLGL_<
T'H END, FL)I_ J=l , I ,J,G,N
W ,I-_(J/2) _2.E. J
A ( i ,J/2 ) =A ( i , J/_ ) • V, (L/'L}_, R_b, ( i 7--L ( J ) ) )
O'b_
A( I, (J+l)/_:):I_ZL-_U,LL_, (I f--LiJ) ) ),_<b, (I?--L(J) i
L_L_
T'H ONE, FOR .J=l , I,J,G,(N+I )/2
































TO CORE 3) \
2,
WRITE VARIABLES/'































SET IMAGE SUMMING I





FOR NAME, SN. AND I
ELEMENT NO._ J) I
t :
_ EXECOTE_
(LOOK AT COL. 80 THE SYSTEM PROGRAM
'. OF NEXT GETMAD. TOCOMPILE
DATA THE MAD PROGRAMCARD
ON TAPE 9









































MAIN PROGRAM FOR RAPID CORE
• .,,DEFINITION OF PROGRAM VARIABLES,,,,
WORKING AMRAY TU STuRE RESIDUES DURING STRIP
DIMENSION VECTOR FUR A,
ORIGINAL 5YMOuLIC SUA FOR _URRENT 3YaT_M
COND, PRO_, LIST _Y SYSTEM NO.
EL, CODE NAMES -- CURRENT SYSTEM (b BCD CHAR,)
IMAGE ARRAY FOR OPENING ANu CLOsIN_ 3TAT_MENT3
OF GEN, PROGRAM
IMAGE ARRAY FOR CALLING PEXP IN GEN, PROG,
FAILURE RAT_3 _Y SYS, NUe AND EL,
DIMENSION VECTOR FUR LAM_UA - USES _T, SU_R,
CURRENT SYSTEM MODE NAM_ (CENT_RLU)
IMAG_ ARRAy FOR CALLING STAT_MLNTS UF _NePRU_
CURRENT SYSTEM NAME (CENT_REDI
CURRENT SYSTEM CODE NAME
CURRENT SYSTEM SDA - NOT SYMBOLIC
SYMBOLIC WORD WITH ZEROES IN LEFT HALF AND !
BITS IN RT HALF
NO, OF _L_IvlENT3 _Y _yST_IvI NO, (NLL(O) = FOR
CURRENT SYS,)
NO, OF INTERNAL TIMES _ETwE_N N AND IN+l) _T
NO, OF 5UBMODES BY SYSTEM NO,
SYMBOLIC WORD wITH ZEROE3 IN RT HALF AND I
BITS IN LEFT HALF
S CODE FOR ELEMENTS IN CURRENT SYSTEM
SUA DY SYSTEM AND _LEMENT NO, - NOT SYMoULIC
WORKING ARRAY FUR STRIP PRUCtSS IN RAPQJ,
K FACTORS bY SYS, NO,, TIME INT,_ AND =L, NO,
ELEM=NT U_SIGNAT[ON FOR SMA SHORT FORM
MODE NO, FOR THE EL, OF IUEN, POSITION IN TI -
SMA SHORT FORM
ORGANIZATION OF SMA BY INC, ORDER OF ROWS --
INDICATES POSITION IN TI WHERE ROw bEGINS,
TRANSITION TIME_
FAILURE RATE3 OF 3YSTcM _L_MENTS UY _L, NO,








IAVAIL{25) ,SDA(IO*IS) _NS(IO),NEL(3U),ERRUR,LS(B) ,LN(46) ,LU(_6}
_TT(IO) _NIT(IO)*S(15)ILAMBDA(150_LDIM) _ZZZ_NT,_N_CUDE(15)tCI
3(IO*IS),T(IO*IO*IS)_LSDA(50),MO_DAY,YR





R FIRST PART OF IMAGE PROGRAM
R
V*S IM(O }=$ EXTERNAL FUNCTIONISUMTP)
I $
V'S IM( 14)=$ E_O ,















































































R WRITE FIRST PART OF IMAGE ONTO TAPE
R
T'H WWR_FOR KK=O.I_.KK.G,?O









R WRITE LIM(O) TO LIM(41) ONTO TAPE 9
R
TOH WR,FOR K=O,14,KeGo42





WRITE BCD TAPE 9oFMIKIM(O)eeeKIM(13)
TOH LLAoFOR KJ=J+ItloKJ,G,NEL(SN)



















WRITE BCD TAPE 9,FMIIM(J ),,eIM(J+13)









LOOK AT FORMAT FMT,MARK
V'S FMT=$S?golIt$
WmR MARKeEeliEXECUTE SELPGM,(I)
END OF FILE TAPE 4
REWIND TAPE 4
REWIND TAPE 9




END OF FILE TAPE 9
EXECUTE GETLDR,(O,O,2,3,4,1,O,O,O,O,O,O,IOoOQOOOOQ2,1tO,O)



































t WRITE BCD TAPE 9, /
MARK(STR),BPT(O T).., BPT(II)








IJ.o [ -' "'°"_
SAVE DATA ]------7$) $,$*$














































BP EQUATION GENL_ATOR AND LOADLR--- RAPO_,
o,,,DLFINITION 0_ PROGRAM VARIA_LEb,oo,
ARRAY FOR DLDG, _ACH UASIC PROW, EUIN,
PRESET ARRAY OF BCD CHARACTER5
COUNTER F_ G_NNENT SU_bCRIPT FuR uN _N,
C_ONTER FOR LENGTH OF CAR_ IMAGE


















T_H ANOTHR,FO_ JJ=l , 1 ,JJ,G,NS
BPT=O

































































































































,,,,DEFINITION OF PROGRAM VARIABLES,.,,
WORKING SYmbOLIC _L_I_ENT ARRAY FOR _TR|P LUGIL
DIMENSION VECTOR FOR AP
NO, OF OVERFLOWS
POSITIONS IN T2 ARRAY
POSITIONS IN T2 ARRAY
POSITIONS IN TI ARRAY
COUNTER FOR NO, OF 1 UITS IN SHIFT OPERATION
ON WRK
COUNTER FUR PObITIUN IN T2
COUNTER F_R NO, OF CUNRbNT RESIOU_b
WORKING A_RAY TO SAVE LAbT SECTION OF TPRO_
ARRAY FOR DEFINING POSITION OF I _IT IN E_N,
BUCKET
SWITCH TO DETERMINE IF bORT IS EMPTY
ORDER OF CURRENT ROW OF 5MA
INDICATINb FOR TPRO_ OVERFLOW
SUmSCRIPT uN NO, UF -A-- PUblTlui_S AVAI_Ao_C
RESULT ARRAY UF EXCLUSIV_ OR OPERATION IN
STRIP
LOCATION TO SAVE ORIGINAL C2 VALU_
LOCATION TO SAVE ORIGINAL C3 VALUE
COUNTER FUR NO, OF SHIFT3 P_RFORME_ ON WRK
WORKING ARRAY FOR STRIP PROCESS
ARRAY FOR _LDG. LACH TOTAL ROW PRU_ EMNe
WORKING 3YIvIbOLIC ARRAY F_R E_N, GLNERATIUN


















































































T0H LOPOUT,FOR C:} ol eC,GoL

























































































































WRITE BINARY TAPE 3
O'E





W°R PeEeKoTRANSFER TO TESTS!
T°H LOP6oFOR C=I _IICeGo(NEL+I )/2
A(QIC)=AP(M.C)
W°_ (TI (C3)/2}_2eEoTI (C3)
,A(lt I )oo,A(Qo (NEL+I)/_)
tA(lo I)o,oA(_o(NEL+I )/_)
A(_ITI(C3)/2)=RES(P)eVo(A(Q,TI(C3)/2)oA,RZERU)
AP(M,TI (C3)/2)=T2(C3)eVe (AP(M,TI (C3)/2)eAeRZLRQ)
O0E
A(Qt (TI (C3)+I)/_)=(RES(P)oLSoI_),V,(A(_t (TI(C3)+I)/_}eAe
ILZERO)
AP(Mt (TI(C3)+I)/2)=(T_(C3)oLS. IB)eVe(AP(Mt(TI (C3)+I)/2),Ao
,A(Itl),,,A(Q,(NLL+])/g)
qA(loI)oooA(Qo(NEL+I )/2)























WRITE BINARY TAPE 3
TAPENO=3
END OF FILE TAPE 3
O'E
WRITE BINARY TAPE 10
TAPENO=2























































































R CHECK FOR OVERFLOW OF TPROB TABLE
ioR TPROB+90eG,4500
OVER=OVER+I
















SET LIST TO TPROB


































































































































WoR K,G,(NEL+I)/2,TRANSFER TO SIX
SAVE DATA $*$
WoR KKIE,O

















































































































R END OF EQUATION G_NERATOR













































/_WRITE ON TAPEg,/F y
( RETURN_TPRO.(')"' _!_--<_PROE_<,,">
_o_ (TPRO_,\
/TPROB (I) • E ._
/_+*ANO'TPROB('_}_
/ - NE- TPROB(I-4) .AND.
/TPROB(I-4) _E- SP_ -OR- I_.I
JF T
FWR'TEONTAPEFyEs_ "_'/_. _ES ,_O
_PROB (1 PROBI
( RETORN)
I =TPROR _, "X= I;'
,L l
_RITE 9( MAX=TPROBTT_o_, I








/ $ ($.AND.TPROB (I-4) \









/ ON TAPE 9 !
I X-X.XTPROB(STRT)'" |




. /WRITE ON /
( RETURN _ TAPE 9 L.




,_ i /.,,,_ __.J E_COTE,__.,ONTAPE,_--,_.,:I ,_Ax._vvL__,_ONTAPE,































ARRAY OF PRESET _CD CHARACTLRS
MAxIIvluM P_SITIUN UF ST_IN6 IN TPR_U TO _
LOADED IN _ARO IMAGE FOR_vI
LAST POSITION TO 8_ SAVED IN TPRD8 _hFORE
STRING DEFINED _Y (START,MAX)
LOWE5T i,0AXIMOJ_I POSITION _P _TRING IN TP_



















T'H L3,FOR OT=I,-OT+I I+IIII,GE,TPRO_
II=II+61






































































T0d L2,FOR I=I-I,-I,TP_Uu(I )oLo$(_o#_NUoTPRUu(I-I)'L'm*_'_iNw'!
























































































SUM = SUM _( I
I(TT(M+I)- T T(M))
I XT(SN,M,L )























































CALCULATION OF PoS USING EXPONENTIAL PLXPe










































T0H LA_FOR L=I_I qLoGoNEL(SN)
SUM=Oo _
. !






















Figure B-32. PEXP Subprogram, Program Listi.g
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3.3 IBM 1620 VERSION
This section describes the methodology utilized for system re-
liability simulation as programmed for the IBM 1620". Each step is
illustrated relative to a hypothetical system. Two computer source
languages have been used in programming the Reliability Simulator.
FORTRAN II-D has been used wherever possible, while SPS-II-D has
been used where memory capacity or other limitations require a
lower level language.
3.3.1 Introduction
Reliability Simulation of large systems is achieved on the
IBM 1620 by repeated application of the RAPID technique to simulate
and analyze subdivisions of the system. The Reliability Simulator is
comprised of two main programs which employ numerous subprograms
to perform the simulation and analysis, respectively. One program
(RAPID1) controls the simulation phase and the other program
(RAPID2) controls the analysis phase of RAPID. These two programs
are executed alternately until all input data have been processed and the
system analysis is complete.
*The IBM 1620 system, referred to in this report as the IBM 1620,
consists of the following:
I. 1620-II Central Processing Unit with
Index Registers
1 1625-3 Magnetic Core Memory
I 1622 Card Reader-Punch
I 1443 Printer
3 1311 Disk Drives
This configuration constitutes the minimum IBM 1620 system on which
this version of the RAPID technique can be executed.
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3.3.2 System Description
Consider the illustration of the system in Figure B-33.
SYSTEM is composed of three elements El, SUBS2, and SUBS3.
SUBS2 is composed of two elements, E1 and E2, while SUBS3 is made
up of the two elements, SUBS1 and E2. SUBS1 is itself made up of
two elements, E1 and E2.
SUBS1, SUBS2, and SUBS3 are so designated to indicate that they are
to be considered as "subsystems," which will be individually simu-
lated and analyzed. A "building block" approach to reliability sim-
ulation of SYSTEM will be applied, in which each subsystem is treated
as an element after the mode probabilities have been computed from
the simulation and analysis of that subsystem.
The reliability for SUBSI is first determined in terms of element mode
probabilities for its elements El and E2. SUBSI is now referred to as
an element of SUBS3 along with the E2 associated with SUBS3. The
probabilities previously calculated for SUBSI are used along with the
element mode probabilities for E2 to determine the probability of
failure and hence the reliability of SUBS3. SUBS3 can then be treated
as an element of the system SYSTEM.
For example, the probabilities of occurrence of the modes established
by analyzing SUBS1 are used as element mode probabilities in evalua-
ting the system mode models of the subsystem SUBS3, since SUBS1 is
"_ "'_'_"_"+ of qU R.q2 _nnng with E2. This procedure is repeated for
SUBS3, leading to the final analysis of SYSTEM.
3.3.3 System Inputs
The RAPID Analysis Data Transmittal Forms are used for
inputting data for the reliability simulation. Inputs for the subsystems
analyses are placed one behind the other. If the system has only one
level of element (no elements below the subsystem level), the input is
comprised of only one "system" to be simulated. If an error is
detected in a set of data for an analysis, that analysis is suppressed












For the reliability simulation and analysis of a multilevel system such
as that shown in Figure B-33, the order in which each system is ana-
lyzed is important. In the hypothetical system, assume that SUBS1and
SUBS2 have two system failure modes and that SUBS3 has only one
failure mode.
The order of analysis to analyze the system SYSTEM would be as
follows;
1 SUBS1 SYSTEM MODE 1
2 SUBS1 SYSTEM MODE 2
3 SUBS1 SYSTEM MODE 0
4 SUBS3 SYSTEM MODE 1
5 SUBS3 SYSTEM MODE 0
6 SUBS2 SYSTEM MODE 1
7 SUBS2 SYSTEM MODE 2
8 SUBS2 SYSTEM MODE 0
9 SYSTEM SYSTEM MODE 1
For each simulation and analysis, the element mode probabilities must
be defined. That is, each element must have exponential failure rate
data or actual probabilities on cards supplied, or it must have been
previously analyzed as a "system," including an analysis of a non-
failure mode.
All analysis and calculation of probabilities associated with a given
system, whether at a lower element level, subsystem level, or at the
system level, must be made for the same points in time. That is, the
type 4 cards, shown on Data Transmittal Form I, should be identical
for each individual simulation and analysis associated with a given
system.
Sample Data Transmittal Forms are shown in Figures B-34 through
B-41 as typical inputs for the subsystems SUBS1 and SUBS3 to illustrate
the use of the S code. The elements E1 and E2 of the subsystem SUBS1
have their element mode probabilities defined with exponential failure
rate data (S = 1). The element E2 of the subsystem SUBS3 has its
element mode probabilities read in from cards (S = 2). Note that the
first element of SUBS3 has an S code of zero, indicating that this
element (SUBS1) has been previously analyzed, and the mode proba-
bilities are available in disk storage.
3.3.4 System Simulation
Before a new system reliability simulation and analysis is
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size of the combined System Mode Array must be initialized. This is
accomplished by executing the routine RAP022. If the new analysis
requires information previously stored on the disk files, RAP022 should
not be executed.
The simulation phase begins with the reading of the type 1 through 5
input cards for mode 1 of the subsystem SUBS1. If no errors are
detected in these cards, the model for the probability of occurrence
of this system mode is generated and stored in a work area on the
disk files. The remaining inputs for the analysis of SUBS1 -- system
mode 1 are then read in and checked for errors.
If no errors are detected in the remaining cards of this data set, the
subroutine RAP016 is constructed which wi 11 contain the mathematical
model for the mode under consideration. This is constructed in
FORTRAN II-D source language and stored in card image format in a
work area on disk files. The following statements are the first to be
generated by the simulator:
*LDISKRAP016
SUBROUTINE RAP016 (BP, TR, P)
DIMENSION BP (I00), TR(100), P(50,10)
The first statement above is a control statement indicating to the
FORTRAN II-D Compiler that a relocatable object program is to be
stored on the disk files and identified by the name RAP016, following
a successful compilation. The second statement is the FORTRAN
statement indicating this program is a subroutine with the three var-
iable arguments BP, TR, and P. The third statement is the
FORTRAN statement indicating the three arguments are arrays and
gives the size of these arrays.
The next series of statements in the subroutine comprise the mathe-
matical model for mode 1 of SUBS1. The first statements in this
series are arithmetic statements which will calculate the Basic
Submode Probabilities of the system. These are designated as BP in
the subroutine. Following the BP equations are arithmetic statements
which will calculate the Total Row Probabilities of the system. These
probabilities are referred to as the array TR.
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Both the Basic Submode Probabilities and Total Row Probabilities are
expressed in terms of element mode probabilities. These are
represented by P(I,J) where I is the element number and J represents
the element mode number. It should be noted that J is always equal
to the subject element mode number plus one. This is necessitated by
the fact that element mode zero cannot be represented by a subscript
equal to zero because zero subscripts are not permitted in the
FORTRAN II-D language.
After the mathematical model has been inserted, the subroutine is
completed with two concluding statements:
RETURN
END
These statements will effect a branch back to the calling routine
from subroutine RAP016 and signal the FORTRAN compiler that the end
of the source statements has been encountered.
This system mode is then detected to be the first in possibly a series
of modes for the system SUBS1. To effect simulation of a non-failure
system mode, the current System Mode Array is stored in a commun-
ications region on the disk files. The system code SUBS1 is then
saved for comparison with succeeding system codes.
With the simulation phase completed for mode 1 of SUBS1, the first
outputting is started. The System Definition Array and the System
Mode Array are printed as the first page of the output. Values of
variables and arrays which will be needed in the analysis phase of
RAPID are then stored in a communication region on the disk files.
A call to the 1620 Monitor system is given by a CALL MONITR
statement. This will result in the subroutine RAP016 to be compiled
and stored in relocatable object form on the disk files. At this
point, RAPID2 is loaded into core memory and its execution begins.
The analysis of the current system mode is then carried out by
evaluating the model at the points in time specified in the type 4 cards.
The element mode probabilities, in this case, are calculated from an
exponential failure rate distribution, since the S code is 1 for all
elements of SUBS1. The results of the analysis are printed and the
probabilities of occurrence and non-occurrence for mode 1 of SUBS1
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are then stored in tabular form on the disk files. Upon completion of
this phase, the first routine (RAPID1) is reloaded into core memory
for the simulation phase on the next data set.
Mode 2 of SUBS1 is processed in the same manner as the previous
mode. The mode 2 SMA is combined with the mode 1 SMA for later
use in processing mode 0 for SUBS1. RAPID1 is then loaded back into
core memory and execution begun.
With this execution of the simulation phase, the type 1 through 4 cards
for mode0 of the subsystem SUBS1 are read. The system mode 0 (non-
failure mode) is handled in a slightly different manner than the non-
zero system modes. For a system mode of zero, the type 5 cards
(SMA) are omitted. The model and subroutine generation is per-
formed on the combined System Mode Array comprised of the SMA's
from mode 1 and mode 2, which are stored in the communication
region on the disk files. The printing of the System Mode Array is
omitted, since this combined SMA actually is the one for the com-
bined modes 1 and 2, and not for mode 0. The computer programs
STRIP this combined SMA and generate the mathematical model
for mode 0 from the results of the logical intersection of all possible
system states with this SMA. That is, the remainder from the
intersection is the set of system states representing mode 0.
RAPID2 is then executed for mode 0 in the same manner as in the
previous cases. There is no printed analysis for each point in time
as is the case with a non-zero system modes. However, a summary
table and element descriptions are printed as usual, and the mode 0
probabilities of occurrence and non-occurrence are stored in tabular
form on the disk files.
At this point, the subsystem SUBS1 can now be considered as an
element of the system SUBS3 and identified with an element code of
SUBS1. The element mode probabilities associated with SUBS1 are
available on the disk files. This information is conveyed to the
simulator by means of the S code of 0 for the element designated by
the element code SUBS1 in the SUBS3 data set. The SUBS3 and
SUBS2 subsystems are processed according to the input S codes for
their elements, leading to a final SYSTE M reliability simulation.
The alternate execution of the simulation and analysis phases of the
RAPID technique is necessitated by the limited size of the core
memory available on the 1620 system, since a "nested" subroutine
technique would require all the subroutines containing models to
reside in core memory at the same time.
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3.3.5 System Outputs
The IBM 1620 Reliability Simulator has a group of subroutines
which output the results of a system simulation and analysis in a set
format. The pertinent input data and system identification are provided
along with the results, for easy reference. The system model is printed
also, if this is requested at the time the input data are submitted for
running on the computer. This print-out of the model is accomplished
by setting a switch on the IBM 1620 console.
To illustrate the standard output format, the three-resistor Basic
Example Network, Figure B-1 in Section 2, was analyzed using the
Reliability Simulator. The output from this computer run is given in
Figures B-42 and B-43. Note that the general form of the model in
Figure B-42 follows the one developed in Section 2.3, with the exception
that the variable "X" is employed in the figure as an intermediate step
in developing the Total Row Probability statements.
The first part of Figure B-43" summarizes the SDA and SMA inputs
under the standard title block providing the system name and system
mode name. Each submode of the SMA is numbered in increasing
order. If more than one submode exists within a given order, these
are numbered sequentially also, as noted under the "(O/N)" column of
the output SMA.
The model must be evaluated for each point in time for which a relia-
bility value is desired. The TIME CARDS in the input deck define
those points in time to the simulator. After the SDA and SMA inputs
are given, outputs are given for each point in time summarizing the
probability calculation involved in the model. The time value is given
followed by columns identifying:
ae The Submode Probabilities (called "Submode Probability" on
the page),
bt A factor called Relative Weight, indicating the proportion of
the total sum of Submode Probabilities contained in each
submode,
c. The sum of the total Row Probabilities within each order,
d. The sum of all Total Row Probabilities, i.e. P(SYSTEM
OPEN MODE).
The total mode summary table follows the summaries of the calcula-
tions for each point in time. This is simply a review of previous
*In order to conserve space, data in this figure, which ordinarily would
be printed on separate pages, has been combined.
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calculations with an additional column for one minus the system mode
probability.
The output format concludes with Element Descriptions (ordinarily one
page per element) summarizing the element data originally provided
as input to the Simulator.
The element summaries for the three-resistor example system are











X={ 1,-P( I_2} }
TR{2}=X
TR(2) =TR ( 2 } _'_:BP ( 2}
RETURN
END
Figure B-42. Reliability Model for 3-Resistor Basic
Example Network
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1 2 3 4 5
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
_'. 2,= =,.._.




SUBMODE { O/ N) _:;:
1 ( 1/ 1} *
2 ( 2/ 1} ;=
ELEMENTS
I 2 3 4 5
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890
I I _::
TIME = 0.00000 HOURS
SUBMODE
SUBMODE ( O/ N)
i ( i/ i)
2 ( 21 1)
SUBMODE RELATIVE TOTAL ORDER TOTAL MODE
PROBABILITY WEIGHT PROBABILITY PROBABILITY
0.00000000 0.00000000
0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000
TIME = 1.00000 HOURS
SUBMODE
SUBMODE ( O/ N)
1 ( 1/ 1)
2 ( 2/ 1)
SUBMODE RELATIVE TOTAL ORDER TOTAL MODE
PROBABILITY WEIGHT PROBABILITY PROBABILITY
.00008999 .9999100 .00008999
0.00000000 .0000899 0.00000000 .00009000
SUBMODE SUBMODE
SUBMODE ( O/ N) PROBABILITY
RELATIVE TOTAL ORDER TOTAL MODE
WEIGHT PROBABILITY PROBABILITY
1 ( 1/ 1) .00017998 .9998200 .00017998
2 ( 2/ I) .00000003 .0001799 .00000003 .00018001
Figure B-43. Standard Simulator Output Format (1 of 3)
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TIME = 3,00000 HOURS
SUBMODE SUBMODE RELATIVE TOTAL ORDER TOTAL MODE
SUBMODE ( O/ N) PROBABILITY WEIGHT PROBABILITY PROBABILITY
I ( I/ I) .00026995 ,9997301 ,00026995
2 ( 2/ I) ,00000007 ,0002698 ,00000007 .00027002
SUBMODE SUBMODE RELATIVE TOTAL ORDER TOTAL MODE
SUBMODE ( O/ N) PROBABILITY WEIGHT PROBABILITY PROBABILITY
I ( I/ 1) .00029394 ,9997061 ,00029394
2 ( 2/ i) ,00000008 ,0002938 °00000008 ,00029403
SUBMODE SUBMODE RELATIVE TOTAL ORDER TOTAL MODE
SUBMODE ( O/ N) PROBABILITY WEIGHT PROBABILITY PROBABILITY
I ( I/ I) ,00031793 ,9996821 .00031793
2 ( 2/ I) ,OOOO0010 ,0003178 .00000010 ,00031804
SUBMODE SUBMODE RELATIVE TOTAL ORDER TOTAL MODE
SUBMODE ( O/ N) PROBABILITY WEIGHT PROBABILITY PROBABILITY
I ( I/ I) ,00034192 ,9996582 .00034192
2 ( 2/ I) ,00000011 ,0003418 ,00000011 .00034204
OCCURENCE N-OCCURENCE






















NOTE * INDICATES A TRANSITION TIME





FAILURE RATE PER MILLION HOURS = 100,00000
ELEMENT












FAILURE RATE PER MILLION HOURS = 100,00000
ELEMENT












FAILURE RATE PER MILLION HOURS = I00.00000
ELEMENT











Figure B-43. Standard Simulator Output Format (3 of 3)
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3.3.6 Program*
The program which implements the RAPID technique on the
IBM 1620 is designed to operate under the LSI version of IBM's 1620-1443
Monitor II. Because of the size of the program, it has been coded as
two mainline programs referred to as routines which link to each other
for the required transition from the simulation phase to the analysis
phase and vice-versa. These two routines and their required subroutines
are presented in a brief narrative, flow chart, and program listing form
in this section. The only exception to this is the subroutine RAP016,
which is generated by the Reliability Simulator and contains the system
reliability model. Because this subroutine is different for each model
generated, only a typical program listing and a brief narrative are
included in this section. The assembler language used is SPS-IID and
the higher level source language is FORTRAN II-D.
There are some limitations on the inputs to the IBM 1620 version of
the RAPID technique. These represent limitations on the inputs only.
It is possible to keep the inputs within these limits and have the size
of the generated subroutine RAP016 large enough to prohibit compil-
ation or execution of the analysis phase. If this occurs, it is
suggested to divide the system into subsystems and repeat the simu-
lation and analysis.
Number of Elements One to fifty elements are
allowed for each system.
E lement Mode s One non-failure mode and from
one to nine failure modes are
are allowed for each element.
System Modes One non-failure mode and from
one to nine failure modes are
allowed for each system or
subsystem.
Submodes From one to one-hundred rows
or submodes are allowed for
each System Mode Array.
Transition Times From one to twenty-five tran-
sition times are allowed for a
given analysis.
*All figures mentioned in this section will be found in the end of this
section.
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RAPID1 (Figures B-44 and B-45)*
This routine is one of two "mainline" programs which direct the
RAPID simulation and analysis. The data input and model gen-
eration are carried out by this routine and its subroutines.
RAPID1 determines which inputs are required for the simulation
and analysis and calls on the appropriate subroutines. The CALL
MONITR statement directs the FORTRAN II-D Compiler to com-
pile the subroutine RAP016 which was coded by RAP004 and
store it in object form on the disk files. The CALL LINK
(RAPID2) statement causes the second "mainline" program,
RAPID2, to be loaded and executed.
RAPID2 (Figures B-46 and B-47)
This routine is the "mainline" program which directs the analysis
portion of RAPID. The CALL LINK (RAPID1) statement causes
the first "mainline" program, RAPID1, to be loaded and executed.
RAP001 (Figures B-48 and B-49)
This subroutine is called by the routine RAPID1. RAP001 will
read in the type 1,2,3 amd 4 cards and check these cards ior
errors. The sequence of cards is also checked. The System
Definition Array is checked for numeric entries and also
determines if the proper number of element entries are present.
The table of system code and mode numbers is scanned to
determine if there has already been a similarly designated
system analyzed. The location of this table and other work areas
of the disk referred to below are given in Table B-1.
*Figures B-44 through B-87 represent Logic Flow Charts and













Disk Storage Layout, RAP001 - RAP009
CONTENTS INDEX*
C (I,J), E (I,J)












*I = ELEMENT NUMBER
J = ELEMENT MODE NUMBER
The indicator IERROR conveys the reason for entry to RAP001. IERROR
equal to zero indicates a new system is being analyzed and the first
card read should be a type 1 card. If IERROR is equal to one, then
an error had been detected in a data set and RAP001 must locate the
beginning of the next data set. This is accomplished by means of the
FRSTRD subroutine. This subroutine enables column 80 of each
input card to be examined, before the information on the card is
transmitted to computer memory, until a type 1 card or the end of
the input data is encountered.
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RAP002 (Figures B-50 and B-51)
This subroutine is called by the routine RAPID1. This subroutine
reads in the type 5 cards which contain the System Mode Array.
Each card is checked for valid entries. If an input error is de-
tected, IERROR is set equal to one and a branch back to RAPID1
is executed.
If there are no errors in the input, the System Mode Array is
rearranged so that first order submodes appear first, second
order submodes are next, and so on. RAP002 also determines
the population of submodes within each order. The rearranged
System Mode Array is then stored on the disk file for use by
other subroutines.
RAP003 (Figures B-52 and B-53)
This subroutine is called by the routine RAPID1. RAP003 per-
forms the STRIP logic to take into account the fact that some
submodes of the System Mode Array may overlap one another.
The System Mode Array constructed by RAP015 is processed.
This STRIPed System Mode Array is then stored on the disk
file for processing by subroutine RAP004.
RAP004 (Figures B-54 and B-55)
This subroutine is called by the routine RAPID1. RAP004
utilizes the coded information stored by RAP003 on the disk file
and generates the subroutine RAP016, written in FORTRAN II-D.
RAP016 is stored in card image format (2 sectors per card) on
the disk files.
RAP005 (Figures B-56 and B-57)
This subroutine is called by the routine RAPID1. RAP005 de-
termines the total number of pages of output. This is calculated
as a function of total number of points in time for which a de-
tailed analysis is required, the number of rows in the System
Mode Array, and the number of elements in the system. The
first page of output _.salso printed by this subroutine. If the
System Mode Array contains more than 35 rows, a second page
is printed. A third page is required if the System Mode Array
contains more than 81 rows.
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RAP007 (Figures B-58 and B-59)
This subroutine is called by the routine RAPID1. RAP007 reads
and checks the type 6 cards. If an S code for an element is zero,
a search for the stored probabilities is made to locate them. If
they are not found, IERROR is set to one and a branch back to
RAPID1 is executed. For an S code of one, a check on the con-
ditional probabilities is made to determine if they sum to one.
A non-one sum indicates an error in the input data.
Element mode numbers and element numbers are also checked
for validity. Any error condition will result in a diagnostic
message on the printer, IERROR set equal to one, and a branch
back to RAPID1.
RAP008 (Figures B-60 and B-61)
This subroutine is called by the routine RAPID1, if any element
of the system under study has an S code of one. This subroutine
reads in type 7 cards which contain the environmental (K) factors
to be used with an exponential failure distribution. RAP008 then
records these values on the disk file for later use in the analysis.
The element numbers are checked for validity and the sequencing
of the data cards is also checked. A check is also made to
determine whether all required K factors have been supplied or if
too many type 7 cards have been included. In the event an error
is detected, IERROR is set equal to one and a diagnostic message
is printed. A branch back to RAPID1 is then executed, returning
control to that routine.
RAP009 (Figures B-62 and B-63)
This subroutine is called by the routine RAPID1 if any element of
the system under study has an S code of two, indicating that prob-
abilities for that element are to be read in from type 8 cards.
RAP009 records these element probabilities on the disk files and
makes corresponding entries in the table of recorded probabilities.
After this is accomplished, these elements are treated in exactly
the same manner as those elements with an S code of zero.
The element numbers are checked for validity along with the
sequencing of data cards. A check is also made to determine if
sufficient type 8 cards have been supplied. In the event an error
is detected, IERROR is set equal to one and a diagnostic message
printed. A branch back to RAPID1 is executed, returning con-
trol to that routine.
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RAP010 (Figures B-64 andB-65)
This subroutine is called by the routine RAPID2. RAP010 de-
termines the value of the required element mode probabilities.
For elements with an S code of zero or two, the probabilities
are read from the disk file. For elements with an S code equal
to one, the exponential failure rate information is used to cal-
culate the element mode probabilities for time t.
RAP011 (Figures B-66 and B-67)
This subroutine is used in conjunction with RAP010 and is called
by the routine RAPID2 if any of the elements require their ele-
ment mode probabilities to be calculated from the exponential
function.
In effect, this subroutine carries out the task of summing the
factors that go into the x of e" x An updating of this sum is
performed at each transition time. This sum is recorded on the
disk files and used by RAPOIO as the variable E.
RAP012 (Figures B-68 and B-69)
This subroutine is called by the routine RAPID2. RAP012 prints
out a detailed analysis page for each time t that the system re-
liability is computed. The submode relative weights and total
order probabilities are computed within this subroutine. The
probability of occurrence of the system mode is recorded on
the disk files along with the probability of non-occurrence.
RAP013 (Figures B-70 and B-71)
This subroutine is called by the routine RAPID2. RAP013 prints
out a summary table of the probabilities of occurrence and non-
occurrence of the system mode under consideration. The number
of pages printed for the table is determined by this subroutine,
and appropriate continuation page headings are included when
necessary.
Upon completion of the printing, the probabilities are recorded
on the disk files and an entry in the table of stored probabilities
is made. These probabilities can be used as element mode
probabilities in later analyses by specifying an element code to
be the same as the current system code and by giving the
element an S code of zero.
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RAP014 (Figures B-72 and B-73) {
This subroutine is called by the routine RAPID2. RAP014 prints
a one page description for each element in the system. This
description contains the element number and its code. The ex-
ponential failure rate per million hours is also included for those
elements with an S code of one along with environmental (K)
factors for the various time intervals. The element modes
available to each element and, if supplied, element mode names
are also printed on the element description page.
RAP015 (Figures B-74 and B-75)
This subroutine may be called by the routine RAPID1. A system
code which is non-zero indicates the System Mode Array must be
stored on the disk files for possible combination with other
System Mode Arrays of the same system. RAP015 is the sub-
routine which combines these System Mode Arrays. The variable
IBUILD indicates the number of submodes in the combined System
Mode Array.
RAP016 (Figure B-42)
Subroutine RAP016 is written in FORTRAN II by subroutine
RAP004 and compiled by a call to the Monitor II system from
RAPID1. It contains the model or equation for the system mode
being analyzed by RAPID2. Since this subroutine is different for
each System Mode Array, the listing which appears in this
appendix is only typical.
RAP017 (Figures B-76 and B-77)
Subroutine RAP017 is called by the routine RAPID1 if the value
of MCODE is zero. This subroutine then takes the combined
System Mode Array stored on disks and rearranges it as one
large SMA. The rearrangement consists of placing first order
submodes,if present, as the first rows of the SMA, then second
order submodes and so on. The subroutine then defines the
number of rows. It also counts the number of submodes of each
order. This information is recorded on disks as NUMOR (1)
through NUMOR (50). The location of the NUMOR array on
disk is given in Table B-2.
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Table B-2. Disk Storage Layout RAP017 - RAP021
SECTOR VARIABLES TOTA L DIGITS
110000 NUMO R(1 )... NUMO R(50) 100
110001 NST (I)...NST(25) 100
110002 NST (26)... NST (50) 100
110003 ICODE(1)... ICODE (25) I00
110004 ICODE (26)... ICODE (50) I00
110005 NIT(l)... NIT(25) i00
110006 FLAMB(1)... FLAMB(10) 100
110007 FLAMB(ll)... FLAMB(20) 100
110008 FLAMB(21)... FLAMB(30) 100
110009 FLAMB(31)... FLAMB(40) 100
110010 FLAMB(41)... FLAMB(50) 100
110011 LN(1)... LN(23), NT, IPAGE 100
110012 LM(1)... LM(23), NEL, ITOTAL i00
110013 TT(1)... TT(10) 100
110014 TT(11)... TT(20) 100
110015 TT(21)... TT(25), LS(1)... LS
(8),LD(1)... LD(3), NR
MENT: ITAB, IAVAIL, MCODE,






CURRENT SYSTEM MODE ARRAY




RAP018 (Figures B-78 and B-79)
The subroutine RAP018 is called by the routine RAPID1. The
purpose of the subroutine is to record the values of the following












The arrangement of these variables and arrays along with disk
sector addresses is given in Table B-2.
RAP019 (Figures B-80 and B-81)
The subroutine RAP019 is called by the routine RAPID2. The
purpose of the subroutine is to set the values of the following












The arrangement of these variables and arrays along with disk
sector addresses is given in Table B-2.
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RAP020 (Figures B-82 and B-83)
Subroutine RAP020 is called by the routine RAPID2.






The locations on disks, including sector addresses, where these
variables are recorded are given in Table B-2.
RAP021 (Figures B-84 and B-85)
Subroutine RAP021 is called by the routine RAPID1. This sub-
routine reads the values for the following variables from disks





The locations on disk, including sector addresses, where these
variables are recorded are given in Table B-2.
RAP022 (Figures B-83 and B-87)
This routine initializes all tables and indicators for the RAPID
analysis. The variable MENT is set to zero, indicating there
are no probabilities stored on the disks. ITAB is set equal to
1851, indicating there are no entries in the summary table.
IAVAIL is set equal to 2201, which is the first record number
available for storing calculated probabilities. MCODE and
IBUILD are both set equal to zero to indicate there has not
been a previous analysis for the current system and as a result,
there is no combined SMA. MSAVE (I) through MSAVE (4) are
also zeroed out to prevent a possible error condition the first

































































































ARRAY CONTAINING FAILURL RAIEb PER HOUR
INDEX
CURRENT AVAILABLE RECORD N_IBER
NUIquLR OF ROWa IN CUIvi_INLu aMA
ARRAY CUNIAINING _ CODE
INDICATOR, U IF NU INPUT C_VNQ I IF AN INPUT ERROR gb_gfl_
PAGE NUMBER
INDEX TO NEXT ENTRY IN PROBABILITY SUMMARY TABLE







SYSTEM CODE SAVED IN THIS ARRAY
SYSTEM MODE NUMBER
NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN THE SYbTEM CODE TA_L_
SYSTEM CUDE SAVED IN THIS ARRAY
NUMBER OF PROBABILITY ARRAYb
NUMUER OF ELEMENTS IN bY_TLM
NUMBER OF SPACING LINES TO A_PEAR ON INI_RIvIBDIATE
PRINT OUTS
NUMBER OF INTERMEDIATE TIMES FOR EACH TRANSITION INTERVAL
NUMBER OF ROWS IN SYSTEM MODE ARRAY
ENTRIES OF THE SYSTEM DEFINITION ARRAY
NUMuER OF TRANSITION TIMES
NUMUER OF SECTORb PER ARRAY
TRANSITION TIME_
DIMENSION LS(B) ,LN(_3),LD(3),LM(23) ,NbT(bO),TT(2b),NIT(2b), ICODE(b
10) _FLAMB(50)
DIMENSION MSAVE(4) ,MCHECK(4)






CALL RAP021 (MENT,ITAB,IAVAIL, IBUILD,MSAVE(1) )
] CALL RAPOOi (LS,LNoLD,MCODE,LM,NEL,NST,TT,NIT,MENT,NTe IERROR_MCHEC
IK)
ITAB=I851































6 CALL RAPOO8 (NEL_NT, ICODEtIERROR)
IF(IE_RO_-I)Ttl o7




9 CALL RAPO09 (ICODE,NEL,NST,NT,NIT, IAVAIL,NENT, IERROR}
IF(IE_ROR-I)IO,I,IO










16 DO 17 I=I t4
17 MSAVE(I)=MCHECK(1)
CALL RAPO05 (LStLN_LDIMCODE,LN,NST,NEL_NEX,NR_ IPAGEIITOTALINT,NIT)










J, FOR EXPONENTIAL) 4_-'_ F _ O, |






, _ _/-_o_6 CALCULATE
_USIVE OF OVERLA_S_ 4PMODE "='PMODE÷TR(K) SMA ROW PROBABILITIES
NO







PRINT F_APOt 3 PR|NT
RAP020 SUMMARY
DATA FOR ELEMENT PAGE
RAPID _ TION PAGES
LINK TO RAPID1


















































































ARRAY CONTAINING FAILURE RATES PEN HOU_
WORKING VARIABLE
INDEX
CURRENT AVAILABLE RECORD NUI_,BER
NUMBER OF ROWS IN COMBINED SMA
ARRAy CONTAINING S CODE
PAGE NUMBER
INDEX TO NEXT ENTRY IN PRO_ABIkITY SU,vlMANy TABLE









NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN THE SYSTEM CODE TABLE
SYSTEM CODE SAVED IN THIS ARRAY
NUMBER OF TRANSITION INTERVALS
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SYSTEM
NUMBER OF INTLRMkDIATE TIM_S FOR _ACH TRANSITION INT_NVA_
NUMUER OF ELEMENT MOUES FOR CURRENT EgLMENT
NUMBER OF ROWS IN SYSTEM MOOE ARRAY
ENTRIES OF THE SYSTEM DEFINITION ARRAY
NUMBER OP TRANSITIUN tIMES
TIME INDEX FOR STORED PROBABILITIES
ARRAY CONTAINING NUMo&R UF SU_I_U_S OF _ABH ORDER
ELEMENT MODE PROBABILITY
PROBABILITY OF SYSTEM MODE UCCUkRING
CURRENT TIME
SUBMODE PROdA_ILITILS EXCLUSIVE OF OVERLAP
TRANSITION TIMES
DIMENSION LS(8).LNI23).LD(3).LM(23).NSTIbO).TT(50).N|TI_b) t |COD&(







CALL RAPOI9 (NST, ICODE,NIT,FLAMB,LN,LJ_i,LS,LD,NT,NEL,TT,ME_T, ITAB, I
























4 T=TT( I+1 ) -,














CALL RAPOI3 (ITAU,MENT,IPAGE, ITOTAL,LS,LN,LD,LM,IAVAIL,TT,NT,MCODE .'
I)
CALL RAPOI4 ( IPAGE, ITOTAL,LS,LN,LD,LIVi,NgL,NST, ICOOL,PLAM_,TT,NT)
CALL RAP020 (MENT,ITAB,IAVAIL,IBU|LD,MSAV_( I ))
CALL LINK(RAPIDI)
END






















.o @_NO__<>_-.o_o+,_ _=_ _ _
SYSTEM \ A / _ I' I I
,T,'%%E?'--L-.'_- YES-<'L>ME"L._ I_'-' +' ,_"
N AIRRAY / _ I I
/CE.TER\ , REAO _ _ ' '
<_",T.,.MOOE.AMET._VqE._,._.,V_"MARK';'>-_.S--_..+-.E.+,_..--, -'"
_ m
_ NO _ i
T _ _ _ ' ' VO"OMER'C/
YE S
C
I" READ NT I







































































I,D, NO, IN COL, 80 OF INPUT CARDS
SYSTEM CODE SAVED IN THIS ARRAY
SYSTEM MODE NUMBER
NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN THE bYbT_M COOL [ABLE
INDEX
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SY_TL,_,
;NUJvIDLR OF INTLRI_,LOIATL TI*¢IL_ Fu_ EACH TRAN_ITIvN Ii_T_RVAL
INDEX
ENTRIES OF THe SYS]LM ULFINITION A_RAY
NUMBER OF TRANSITION TIMES
TRANSITION TIMLS
I,MCHECK)
DIMENSIUN LS(8),LN(_3),LD(3),LI'i(23) ,NOT(30) ,TT(2b),NIT(_b),LT(b) IL
1(46)
DIMENSION MCHECK(4)
I0_ FORMAT (3X,BAI,6X,2JA_,OX, l_,;X,12,1X,12, IJ)
i01 FORMAT ( 13,14X,23A2,15X, 12)
102 FORMAT ( I_,IYX,_OAI,_X, IA)
103 FORMAT (13,5(IX,EIO,2,1X,13),I_)
10_ FORMAT (3X,b(IX,EIO,2,1X, IU),I_)
lob FOR,_AT (13H SYSTEM CODE ,BAI,17H WlIH bY_TEIVii_i_D_,I_,_OH PR_VIuUSL
I051Y ASSIGNED)
106 FORMAT (IH , 12,21H CARD OUT OF SEQUENCe)
107 FORMAT (33H ERROR IN SYSTEM DEFINITIUIN ARRAY)
108 FORMAT(1H ,25HDATA SET IGNORED - RAPO01)




55 READ IOu,(LS(1),I=I,8)I(LN(1)'I=I'_3)'(LU(1)'I=I'3) 'I_'ARK
IERROq=O
GO TO i
56 READ I01, I
GO TO 47
READ TYPE I CArD (SYSTEM NAME)
49 READ lOO, (LS(1),I=I,B),(LN(1), I=I,_3),(LD(Ii,I=I,3),MARK
IFIMARK-I )9,1,9








READ TYPE _ CARD (SYSTEM MODE NAIV,E)
I READ IOI,MCODE, (LM(1), I=1,23) ,MANK
IF(MARK-2)9,26,9
CHECK SYSTEM AND MODE CODL
















6 DO 8 I=I,MENT
J=2050+I













10 DO II I=I,23
L(2*I-I)=LN( I }/I00
11 L(2wII=LN( I)-(LN( I )/i00)*I00
KK=I
GO TO 28
30 DO 21 I=I,23
21 LN(I)=L(2*I-I)*IO0+L(2*I)
CENTER MODE NAME
25 DO 27 I=i,_3
L(2*l-l)=Lim( l)/100
27 L(2*I)=LM( I )-(LM( I )/I00) *100
KK=2
GO TO 28
31 DO 37 I=1,23
37 LM( I )=LI2*I-I)*IOO+L(2*I)
GO TO 41
CENTERING NOUTIN&










































29 GO TO (30,31),KK
33 GO TO (25,41),KK
READ TYPE 3 CARD (SYSTEM DLFINITIUN ARRAY)
41 READ 102,NEL,(NST( I ),I=I,50),NARK
IF(MARK-3)9,42,9
C
C CHECK SYSTEM DEFINITION ARRAY ENTRIES
C
42 NN=NEL+I
DO 52 I=1 ,NEL
IF(NST(1))52,51,52
52 NST( I)=NST( I )/100-7U
IF (NEL-50)53,54,54









44 DO 45 I=6,NT,5












Figure B-49. RAP001 Subprogram, Program Listing (3 of 3)
B-135
/B-136
RAPUOP INPUT FROM DATA TRANbb._I fTAL F_RM I I
















































PROGRAM CONSTANTS, VARIABLES, AND ARRAYS
FIELD TO CONTAIN BINARY REPRESENTATION









LENGTH UF RLCuRD FOR _ACH NU_ _F THE _Y_TL,,ilv,_u_ ARRAY
LARGEST _NDLR PR_LNT IN CU_N_NT _Y_iLl_ll,i_U_ A_NAY
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SYSTEM
NUMOER OF SPACING LINLa Tu AMPLER _lN IiNT_R,,,_DI_]_
PRINT OUTS
NUMBER QF ROWS IN SYSTEM MODE ARRAY
ENTRIES OF THE SYSTLM OEFINITIUN ARRAY
ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF EACH OROER









HIGHEST ADDRESS IN MEMORY
ARRAY ADDRESS INDEX
WORK AREA
CONSTANT TO INITIALIZE WORK AREA



























ERMES DAC 21,TYPE 5 CARD MISSING,'
ERMESIDAC 32,ENTRY FOR ELEMENT NOT IN _YSTEM'
ERMES2DAC 21,DATA WILL BE IGNORED'
ERMES3DAC 37,BLANK ROW IN S_4A,&XECUTION CONTINULS I







MES2 DAC 50,ELEMENT MODE NUMBE_ IN SMA IS LA_GE_ THAN THAT SPE

































* START OF SUBROUTINE
INDEXIBBASBANDA
BBBSBANDB
TDM XUN +I 1,0,,
B7 BANDO
BANDA TDM XON +II,I,,
B7 BANDO














A *+IB,NEL, I I
REMOVETD O,RMK






























SET BAND 0 ExIT
SET BAND I LXIII
SET BAND 2 EXII
SELECT BAND 0 NOW
(i',IUIv_BLR UF t<OWb AiNU FIRST RO_)






























DETERMINE THL MAXIMgM ORDER AND Tm_ N_i_u_R OF
















































































































































































































































































TFM I ERROR, ! , 68
B7 OUT
.ff























LAST DC 2t 0
O=NDRAPO02
Figure B-51. RAP002 Subprogram, Program Listing (8 of 8)
B-144
INITIALIZE\ ISPS.,.NEL +,1 / READ f /_'_"D"E_ [ WRITE / _
Li/SECTOR IOoooL_/ SYSTEM _AVAILABILITY / ..1 _pD __ _ I_I[.----_I/SUBMOD E j(__
{ ENTRY _ DISK SECTOR_Ib I 10 I "_NORDER (1)..._ -\DEFINITION/ "_ ARRAY I _ "1 ", _- _" I "k._J "l INTO
"\ADDRESSES/ISECT--SPB I \NORDER (50}\ _ \FROM WORKB\ _ _ \ WORKA
O_ I [ READ [ I WORK 4- ORDER (J)
_WORKE _ _l _ N ADDWA'41"RESETA _AVAILABILITY_ K,o--I,-LADDWAJ_-_N,I-N+I_<,ELEMENT I/._ _ _ I,i-1 I" _ ARRAY K _" LJ" I KR"_'11
I I I _ "J I N'I"O I \INTO WORKB \ _ I KF'I'-NB+I
_ TESTS" 0 I
ADDW_'-RESET_ 1 , .I YESITEST_-, J.IADDWO'-RESETSADDWB ,,1- ADDWB - 9 [ "l Wu" = 10 _ I
ADDWB 4- ADDWB + WORKE I
I K--K+1 I NB_-KR- 1











































































NUMBER OF PROBABILITY ARRAYS
NUMBER OF AVAILABILITY ARRAYS
INDEX
INDEX
NUMBER OF PROBABILITY ARRAYS
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN _YSTEM
NORDEk(bO) ARRAY CONTAINING THE NUMbeR OF EACH ORDER
NROWS















NUMBER OF ROWS IN SYSTEM MODE ARRAY
ENTRIES OF THL SYSTLM DEFINITION ARRAY
INDEX




NUMBER OF SECTORS PER ARRAY

































































































































Figure B-53. RAP003 Subprogram, Program Listing (2 of 5)
B-147
T',,L:] / ._ ,,_ , ,)L,TIN L
C_4 _C,.fl .[ , (*4e_P
t_E *+32
L)7 _ _,'--' C
TPM _KS,_:A + 5, i(_lgQ
TFM XC+6,WOqKH+3
TFIV, ^_)+6, WOt4_- t_+2
A XD+b,NECL, 11
TF TE.viPINE.L t 1 1
TO SPB , TL_'i_'- 1
AM SPB • I , I 0
TF DCF+B t SI-*B
TF ,)CFP+8, br)t:l
TF [:CF A+8 • S_J(3
TF SECT _ SPB, 6
GET D O_t_3E 14
C00L .aDA AND :>END TO AVAILABLE At4t-A ON DISK
TFM I,I•IU




C O i T l- i',4P
BNH *+32
TD;,I _LF-+4,Z • 0 i 6
TOM [_EF+4,:?• I If)
C4 o,gl 1 _'
Hh'L *+32
q7 _EF-_ I ?.
C I ,NLL, 1 l
, 7 W+ q. : )
AIV I ,I tl"
AT_i h"Lr -- I i 4, 1 ,
q7 7¢EF- 1 ."
[FA l:_(.:r--F;+%, I_#,Fti)C;
TD _': ;_41<t {+ j i l.,r,; A ;4K
: r: ,',1 DCF +310
PUT DEF D
_Tr_l P _OUT I hE
TFM NB i I
TFM NC i C, 8
T"-,', t +11 ,N_txiH"
%v v.+l I ,'-t 1
TFM URUL.61 t O • I U
TFM ORD, I • 1(_
'Wvi O_O[ _.¢, 1 • 1 f)
AM t+2..121 i()



























































































TF" NBA i NB
AM NBA i I , I 0
C KF, NBA
BH L9
TF NB q KR
SM Nr'1, l*lO
AM J,l*lO
C J,NI_OWS, I I
RNH C
TF NARRAY,NC ,6
B7 RAPO03-I , ,6
TF KI_A oKR
SM KRA _ I _ l 0
C NB, KRA
BNE L t 0
TF NB I KF
SM NB • 1 Q | 0
B7 L8
TF NBM t NB























Figure B-53. RAP003 Subprogram, Program Listing (5 of 5)
B-150
40 1
f---m r-----q _ _ ,J', /"SUS%_T,NE__t _NTR_)--'ISPEC'-OL--_MCOOE'O_-_ES--'lSPEC+II_'_J--_ RAPO16 _ES--
' ' _ , , - \ CBP,TR,P)"
NO
,WRITE PRINT OFF
I z_-t \ o
)N_ _ A / INSERT \V I I / _ / OVERFLOW \ /NO4-O _1_ OK=O_>-YES--IM_FROM LAST CARD/_I_
I I _ / \ INTO OUTPUT / "-
T \ AREA / '
NO
I 4;-22 
IqO WRITE / /_
_ [PLACE ADDRESS l
i_ ,, /_:,,._,5 .,_ / _ / OF NEXT I
([)_--YES< t_'_-'2<;_ _NO-I.<JERMI.0_YES-It iNSERTAT 1-141NSERT_
-- "_h E-K_P,./ %/ / OUTPUTAREAI \ "* " 1 I
NTO l INTO ASTADD I --_E_
INSERT /_lP1K,_ SM A ENTRY









Figure B-54. RAP004 Subprogram, Logic Flow Chart (1 of 3)
B-151
_ _-_--.-_-t..... [CONT.--o_ _ / ,,,R_I°, / _ _ ._ /NE"X_'_,,,,/
_ [ ELMENT"HI _ \ WORI<A \ _ _ROW_/ t _L WORKC \ I
,, YES -- ' _ C:] ,L
o _._t
IROw'-ROw+II II 1 _ v -- _1_
-YES YES YES YES NO





NO ROW ROW+t "TR( ROW)=OI '
R(ROW)WBP(ROW 8= OUTPUT
- \ 8=OUTPUT/ _ -- ' \ .... /
YES
r-----n / ,NSERT\ I
CONT .4--0 _-_(" TR (ROW)= 0."_I--_
V I J \ 8= OUTPUT / I
YES
/
PATC H _ O I_
I '_' L
, / INSERT \
CONT't-- 0 _ "TR (ROW)= ,_._
ROW'4--ROW+ I _TR(ROW)'W" BP(ROW) '/-
' \ 8= OUTPUT /








ONES FOR 3."=-',T "t-t















,, ,_¢ ON_YES_ L i°
,'o |
/ I _ | PLACE ADDRESS I _ _r_




























































PROGRAM CONSTANTS, VARIABLES, AND ARRAYS











NUMBER OF PROBABILITY ARRAYS
NUMBER OF _LEMENTS IN _YST_M
SWITCH
SWITCH
NUMBER OF ELEMENT MODES IN TERM
NUMBER OF ROWS IN SYSTEM MOD& ARRAY
ENTRIES OF THE SYSTEM DEFINITION ARRAY




OUTPUT AREA INITIALIZATIuN CONSTAI_T
CURRENT SMA ROW NUMBER
SWITCH
SWITCH


























































DDA DDA , I,O,I,WORKC
DC I, 0







RAPO16DAC 29, SUBROUTINE RAPO16 (_P,TR,P) I
DIM DAC 35,DIiViENSIUN BP( IO0),TR(lO0),P(bC,lO) I



















































































































































































































AT UEGINNING _F NEW LINE
IVi I NL_S OV.'-"FRLAP






















































TDM ROW 1 , 1
B7 *+20





























































































































































































BT THREE • IvIODNUIVi- I
CM K,4,1 I0
BNE *+24
BT FOUR, MODNUM- I
CM K,5,o I0
BNE *+24
BT F I VE,MODNUM- I
CM K,6•lO
BNE *_'24
BT S I X IMODNUM- !
CM K,?. I0
BNE *+24
BT SEVEN • MODNUM- I
CM K,8o IO
BNE *+24
BT E I GHT ,MODNUM-- I
CM K•9, 10
BNE *+24
BT N I NE ,MODNUM- I
BTIVl ONE o*+ 12
BTM CKOUT ,*+ 12
BT ZERO,MODNUM- I















COUNT TFM NONES•O,, 10







THERE+ 1 1 ,ELSTRT
COUNT-I , ,6
THERE
INSERTION OF CHARACTERS IN WORK AREA B
ONE TOM BFLAG,7,6, ONE
TDM B,I,6
B ONE-I,•6
TWO TDM BFLAG,?,6• TWO
TOM B,2,6
B TWO-I•,6
THREE TDM BFLAG,7•6• THREE
TDM B•3,6
B THREE-I•,6
FOUR TDM BFLAG•7,6• FOUR
TOM B•4,6
B FOUR-I,,6
FIVE TDM BFLAG•7•6• FIVE
TOM B,5i6
B FIVE-I•,6
SlX TDM BFLAG,7,6• SIX
TDM B,6,6
B SIX-I,,6
Figure B-55. RAP004 Subprogram, Program Listing (9 of 12)
B-162
SEVEN TDM BFLAG,7,6, SEVEN
TDM B,7,6
B SEVEN-I,,6
EIGHT TDM BFLAG,7,6, EIGHT
TDM B,8,6
B EIGHT-I,8,6
NINE TDM 8FLAG,7,6, NINE
TDM B,9,6
B NINE-I,,6









AST TDM 8FLAG, 1,6, ASTERISK
TOM B,4,6
B AST-I,,6
P TOM BFLAG,5,6, P
TDM B,7,6
B P-l,,6
COMMA TDM UFLAG,2,6, COMNA
TDM B,3,6
B COMMA-I,,6















T TDM BFLAG,6,6, T
TDM B,3i6
B T-I,,6
X TDM bFLAG,6,6, X
TDM B,7o6
B X-l,,6




















































































































Figure B-55. RAP004 Subprogram,
DISK STORAGL

















































































































































* NST ( 50 )
* NT














PROGRAM CONSTANTS, VARIABLES, AND ARRAYS
INDEX
PAGE NUMBER









NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SYSTEM
NUttiER OP SPACING LIN_5 fO _PPLAR ON INT_RMLDIAT_
_U_loEN uF INTLRmLOIATc TllvlLb FUR _ACH TNAI_aITIUN
INTERVAL
NUMBER OF ROWS IN SYSTEM I,IOUL ARRAY
ENTRIES OF THE SYSTEfvI DEFINITION A_RAY
NUMBER OF TRANSITION TIMES
















































DDA , I, IO000,I,NuMOR-I
DC I,'
DORDE_DD ,D,,,A













T8 OAC 16,DEFINITION ARRAY
T9 DAC 50, ELE_,ENTS--
Tlu DAC 50, 1234u67_901_b4boIlo_Ol_3qb_-/B_Ol_3 _67_901_3_b07_90
TII DAC Ib,SPECIFI_D MOUES
T12 DAC IO,MODE ARRAY
TI3 DAC |_,SUBI_OD_ ( O/ N) ""
TI4 DAC 9,( / ) "























































































































SET _ANU 0 EXIT
SET BAND i EXIT
SET BAND 2 EXIT
5ELECT BAND 0 NOW
A_RAY HEADING
Figure B-57. RAP005 Subprogram, Program Listing (3 of 8)
B-169
:_]'M __LU] ,-'+12























TF {)UTP_i _I ,T6+7_
PUT CAN[)
RD GOODBY,SKIP
P_INT SYblLM MODE ARRAY
TFV OUTIDUT ,/i- RU
TF C U T PL_ 1 -t-,!: ::, , FT+lO
PUT CARD
TF OUTPUT+89,T 12+ IB
PuT CArD
l_T,_i Tg(#OT,'+I2Z
TR OuTIDU I ,ZLRu
TF Ok [PUT+I4'_,TI6+ ,_
TF OUTPUT+4'_, T I 6+P-
T_" OUTPUT +4t), 113f34
PUT CA_2D

















Figure B-57. RAP005 Subprogram, Program Listing (4 of 8)
B-170
TFI4 LNTRY+o,OuT#UT+_6

























































PRINT SYSTLI4 MOD_ ARRAY C_NTINUATI_N H_AOING







BTM t-t+TA[_ ,, * 4 I .')
A,-1 ._L.:)_.)h ÷ ] 1 , _1¢), I (_
TN L)L._; PUT Q_L i_:J
TF OU]I--'OT+_:D, I Z+IU
PUT C AR_.,
TF .)uTML, T+I,) 1 , 11 :.)+_
PUT CARD
BT,Vl T C,OL-,T, -.x.+ 1 2
EXTRA--l, o6
ALCULATL tOTAL NU_,,UF__W uF
TFI'q I , I , I U
I'F '_ACK+I I ,_I r
C_I I ,NT-I
_H TKANS
A T_ iviP,Nl T
A ,v I_ACK+I 1 ,4, llx
AP'I I , 1 , i 0
B7 BACK--24
A Tf_MP,NTo 11
TF 1 , TLMP
B TIMED-I,,6
,#L_TF'UT 19 +,?_I, TIO
TR OUTPUT, ZERO
PL_T CARD
TI- UU1PUI +1 qL_,I 9+9U
PO I CARL,
TI_ (.)lJl F#U1 " t J,"i I>(_;
TFM I,l,l,
TFM _,-+3(',GUTi_UT+65
TD OUTPUT465 q I
T!DM O,)lIp_J [ +_4 , 7
A:_i T , I • l,"
AM _-1-_(),, ' -', 1,
C_ _, I ,L),I(,
P,NH _--TZ
POT CARD
ZF OL_TPOT+ 14b, I I u+')_
PUT CARD
B TgOuT- i , ,6
* OuTPUT T 1 6
T 160UTTR OUlPUT,ZERO
TF OUTF, UT + I _'_h), r16+2
Ti- C.)oT_'oI*_5, I IO+_
PUT CARD
i:i r 1_,_ i_,l--i , ,o
-w P_INT TOF' OF i A(;(
#.
HFAD T_ OuT_>uT, Zt R_.)
c,L IP, 1
T I MEb










































































































































































































































NST ( 50 )
P
X




SUM OF CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES
EXPONENT
FAILURE RATES PER HOUR
INDEX
ARRAY CONTAINING S CODE
ELEMENT NUMBER









I,D, NO, IN COL, 80 OF INPUT CARDS




NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SYSTEM
INDEX
NUMBER OF ELEMENT MODES
ENTRIES OF THE SYSTEM DEFINITION ARRAY
PROBABILITY








SUBROUTINE RAPO07 (NEL,NST, ICODE,FLAMB,MENT,IERROR)
DIMENSION LE(5),LC(8),NAME(3,B),NST(bO),FLAMB(50),IC_DEISO),LT(8)
I00 FORMAT IX, 12,1X,5A2,12,1X,EIO,2,2X,8AI,_IX, 12)
3X,3(2X,8A2,1X,E6,I),I_)
17H DATA SET IGNORED)
IH ,I2,21H CARD OUT OF SEQUENCE)
IH ,35HELEMENT NUMUER ERROR IN TYPE 0 CARD)
IH ,12HS CODE ERROR)
IH ,IBHP_OBABILITIES FOR ,4A2,bH MODE,13, 12H NOT ON DISK;
1H ,42HCONDITIONAL PROBABILITY ERROR FOR ELEMENT ,I_)



















DO 4 I=I ,7
K=K+I
IF (LC(K))4.2.4





LC( i )=LC( I )+LC(2)/IO0
LC (2) =LC ( 3):+LC I 4 )/ I O0
LC (3) =LC ( b)+LC (0)/ iO0
LC (4)=LC(7) +LC (B)/|O0
RECORD (M) (LC(I), I=I,4)
N=NST(IEL)
GO TO(8, 16,4C) ,JJ
LOCATE L_LEMENT PlROL]AL_ I L I T I ES ON D I .._K









IF(LT(1)-LC(1) ) 14, 10114
I0 IF(LT(2)-LC(2)) 14, I II14
I I IF(LT(3)-LC(3)) 14, 12,14
12 IF(LT(4)-LC(4) ) 14, 13,14











17 DO I I=I,N,_
REAO I-LL,IvtL,NT MOL)L NAi'v1P_.S ANL) CONuITIUNAL PNUUAL.)|_ITIr-.:_
READ I01, (NAME( I,I<),K=I,8),CI, (NAME(2,K),K=I _8),C2, (NAME(3,K)'K=I'
IB),C3,MARK
IF (MARK-6)31,39,31














CHECK SUM OF CONDITIUNAL PROoAUILITIES
IF (JJ-2)38,36,3B



























ERROR IN _LEMENT NUNi_ER
32 PRINT IC4
GO TO 30




34 PRINT 106, (LCIJ),J=I o5)
GO TO 30





























































INPUT FROM DATA TRAN_I_|TTAL FORM II| A
INDEX
ARRAY CONTAINING S CODE
ARRAY FOR KEEPING TRACK OF ELEMENTS PROCLSSED
|NOICATORt O IF NO INPUT ERROR, 1 iF AN INPUT ERRO_ OCCURRED
INDEX
1 eD= NOe IN COLe 80 OF INPUT CA_
NUMBER OF TRANSITION INTERVAL3
BEGINNING ELEI_ENT NUMBER
ENDING ELEMENT N|MBER
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SYSTEM
NUMBER OF TRANSITION TIMES
K FACTORS
SUBROUTINE RAPOO8 (NEL_NT$ ICODEiIERROR)
DIMENSION X(25),ICODE(50) t ITEST(50)
tO0 FORMAT(IX,12,2X,I2,5(2X,EIO,2,2X),I3)
lO! FORMAT(TX,5(2X,EIOo2,2X),I3)
102 FORMAT ( IH , I2e21H CARD OUT OF SEQUENCE/IH _25HDATA SET IGNORED -
I021RAPO08)
103 FORMAT (IH ,35HELEMENT NUMBE_ ERROR IN TYPE 7 CARD/IH ,_SHDATA SET
1031 IGNORED - RAPO08)
DO 20 I=1 tNEL
20 ITEST(I)=O













? DO 8 I=NBINE
J=1596+5"I
ITEST(I)=2



















Figure B-61. RAP008 Subprogram, Program Listing
B-181
_, _I I T T4-O
( ENTRY _NT4'4"NT -
• _ _YES [ITT.,=- ITT +NT
N'4'- I _I_ _ ITT.4-ITT+NIT(N)_ N'_"N÷Ir"_'-'_' _ .... _ "11ENTRY,,_-ITT-3W"
tj - L______-J "-_ L j i i _ I NCPM
IND 'q- 0
[ I ZERO',I-IAV- 3
I IENTRY4"3
_ L_4.VI'_]vAVAI2Lo 5, _NC pM " N C PM÷---_-I _
NO JOBS_-fBS +1
_ |INDEX*3 I..
J;EA)Dp_EZ_M_) YES _NO /_YES ,, t F. NO _S I





















































































































































































INITIAL AVAILAULE RECORD NUMBER





NUMBER OF ENTRIES PER MUD±
INDEX
MODE ZERO SWITCH
INDICATOR, 0 IF Nu INPUT EkRUN, I IF AN INPUT mR_UR UCCWWNL_
NUMuER OF ENTRIES ON NExT CARD
ARRAY CONTAINING S CODE
TOTAL NUMBER OF TIMES










ENTRIES OF THL SYSTEM DEFINITION ARRAY
NUM#ER OF MODES FOR CURRLNT LLLMLNT





I,D, N0, IN COL, 80 OF INPUT CARDS
NUMBER OF CARDS PER MODE
NuMbER UP INTLRMgU|ATL TIIVi_a PUR _ALH TRANbIT|UN INTERVAL
NUMULR OF TRANSITION TIME




SUBROUTINE RAPO09( IS, IENMAX,MMAX,NT,NIT,IAVAIL, ITVAV, INUERR)
DIMENSION TI3) ,PI3),PPI3), 1COUL(4),MiviAX(_O} ,NITI_5), lbI30)
100 FORMAT(IN q 13HIVIACHINE _RROR/2_H UATA _T IGNORED - RAP009)
lOl FORMAT(213,3(FI2,0,FI2,0), I_)
102 FORMAT(IH ,12,21H CARD OUT OF SEQUENCE)
103 FORMAT(IH ,35HELEMENT NUMBER ERROR IN TYPE B CARD)
104 FORMATIIH ,31HTYPE d CARD MISSING FOR &LEMENT, 13I
I05 FORMATI 1H ,22HMODE ERROR FOR _LEMENT, I3)
106 FORMAT(IH _31HTYPE o CARD MISSING FOR ELEMENT, 13,_H I,_OUE, 13)
107 FORMAT(26H DATA SET IGNORED - RAPO09)
I09 FORMAT(IH ,12HS CODE ERROR)




































































Figure B-63. RAP009 Subprogram, Program Listing (2 of 3)
B-187
I24 FETCH(I<) ( ICODE(KI<),I<K=I Q4)




28 DO 53 N3=l , INDEX

















































I'- Z Z I--
_ z _-
,_ o z ._1 )-
_j _ I_1 ILl O0









































































































































CALCULATE ELLMENT _iuuL PRUUAUILITIES
CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY
WORKING VARIABLE
VALUE OF EXPONENT UP TO LAST TRANSITION TIldE
ARRAY CONTAINING FAILURE RATES PER HOUR
INDEX
ARRAY CONTAINING S CODE
INDICATOR, 0 IF NU INPUT gN_OR, 1 IF AN INPUT LtwROR _C_URR_
INDEX
INDEX




ELEiVlENT CODE AND MODE
TEMPORARY WORKING ARRAY
INDEX
NUMBER OF _NTRIES IN THE sYSTeM CODE TAULL
NUMBER OF MODES FOR CURRENT EL_I_LNT
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SYSTEM
NUMBER OF TRANSITION INTERVALS
ENTRIES OF THE SYSTEM DEFINITION ARRAY
NUMBER OF TRANSITION TIMES
TIME INDEX FOR STU, RED PRObAbILITIES




VALUE OF EXPONENT AT CURRENT TIME























Figure B-65. RAP010 Subprogram, Program Listing (1 of 2)
B-191
IF Ct '::(3)-LT(_ ) ) /,,t_,?
"5 IF (LF (4)-LT(4)} _',(,,7




li_ FVTCH ( INDLXIT,P( I ,J)
O() Tr)(.:"A,,.]Lh,_O) i.JCOf)t-
24 P( I, I)=I,-I'( i,I }
GO -;-G 1 _,
I I F3) 14 J= 1 q;_




_d F'[.T (.H'i(L ) (YY('VI) ,,. - I ,O}





X.--( T-TT (t,,T llV*L) ) -X-FI.AmU ( I )*C
Nr'.!= h_T- 1
F[_ICH(L) (Y(,.), .; i ,ir._rq)
X--E+x*Y(NT IML)
IF(X-I,4) i_7, 12, lJ
12 P( I ,,J)=×!:( I o-XI2,_; ( l o-Xl3,*( I o-Xl4o_( I,-XI_,*( I ,-XI6,*( l,-XI7,*( !,
I-X/P,,*( I ,-X/O,*( I o-X/lO,*( l,-X/l I ,,*( l ,,-X/IP,*( I ,,-X/13,*( I ,-X/14,*{
?l.-Itmo*(l.-X/16,) ) ) } )) )) ) ) ) }) ) )
GO TO 14
I_ P( I ,.J)=l ,--FXF-'_ ( -XI






I_ P(I,,.J) r>( I,--)*;-,















































































UPDATE.- ExPONLNT FOR _ TO THI- MINUb LAM_L)A I
CONDITIONAL pROBABILITY
VALUE OF ExPoNENT UP T_ LAST TNANSITI_N f II4L
FAILURE NATL PER HOUR PUN _UN_&NT _LLIvlENT
ARRAY CONTAINING FA|LONL RATLb #LR NOUN
INDEX








NUMBER OF TRANSITION INTERVALS
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SYSTEM
ENTRIES OF THE SYSTEM ULP INITION ARRAY





ARRAY CONTAINING K FACTORS
K FACTOR FOR CURRENT TIME INTERVAL
SUBROUTINE NAPOI i (NEL,NST*TT. I,FLAMb.N], ICODE)



































5 xC(M+I) =UPDATEIE'T2"TI QF'YY'C)














































































































INDEX TO NEXT ENTRY IN PROoA_ILITY SUiVh-IANY TA_u_
TOTAL NUMUER OF PAGES






LARGEST SUUMOOE O_DER FOR CURRENT SMA
SYSTEM MOD_ NUMUER
hUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SYSTLM
INDEX
NUMBER OF ROwS IN SYSTEM MODE ARRAY
ARRAY CONTAINING NUMBER OF SUBMODES OF EACH ORDER
PROUAUILITY OF SYSTEM MODE OCCURRING
RELATIVE WEIGHT OF SU_MODE
SUM OF THE BASIC PROBABILITIES
CURRENT TIME
SUUMODE PROBABILITY EXCLUSIVE OF OVERLAP
TOTAL ORDER PROBABILITY
PROBABILITY OF SYSTEM MODE NON-OCCURENCE
SUBROUTINE RAPOI2 (UP. IPAGE. ITOTAL.LS.LN.LD.LM.T.NR. ITAB.TR.NUFIO_.
1NEL. PMODE. MCODE )
DIMENSION UP(100) ,INUMOR(50 ) ,TR(100) ,LS(B) ,LN(P3) _LD(3) _LM(,_3)
I00 FORMAT (IHI.3X._HRAPID--FII. IOX,3BH# PNuDAIJlLISTIC SYbT_-M MUD__ ANALY
IO01SIS -_.._X.4HPAGF.13.JH OF.IJ/IH .3X.UAI.6X..PJAP.6H UATP_ .I_'.IH/.I_!.
IO021H/. 12/IH .17X.23A2/IH
I01 FORMAT (78H --*--*--*--*--- _---*--- _--*--_---_---*----,--- _---,--,----,---,-
1 --------------.----------- )
IOP FORMAT(IH ,_BX,6HTIME =,FIP,5,6H HOURS/IH )
103 FORMAT ( IH . 12X.7HSUBMODE.4X.b4HSUBMOOE RELATIVE TOTAL
I031RDER TOTAL MODE/IH .3X.74HSUBIVlUD[ - ( Ij/ N} PROraAI_ILITY
I032WE I GHT PROBABILITY PROUAUILI TY/IH )
104 FORMAT (IH .4X. 13.bX.IH(.l_'.IH/. 12.1H).IX.FI I.B.4X.F IO.T.P(4X.F11.
10418) )
I05 FORMAT ¢ IH )
107 FORMAT (IH .4X. 13.5X.IH(.12.1H/. 12.1H).IX.FI 1.8.14X.P(4X.FI l.B))
108 FORMAT(IH .24X.6HTIME =.F20.5.6H HOURS/IH )
IF(MCOOE) 19. 16. Ig
I'9 I PAGE= IPAGE+ I
FIND(ITAB)












Figure B-69. RAP012 Subprogram, Program Listing (1 of 2)
B-197




IF (NUMOI_ ( I ) ) 12, 12,4
4. NJ=NUMOR ( I ) - I
TTS=O,,
DO ? J-- ! , NJ
IF (NJ)IT, 1B,17
17 TTS=TTS+TR (L)
I F (SUMBP) 5 , 6,5
5 RELWT=BP(L)/SUMBP
PRINT I04, L, I ,J,BP(L) ,REL.WT
GO TO ?





9 RELWT=BP ( L )/SUMBP
PR'INT I04, L,I,J,BP(L),RELWT,TTS
GO TO I l





14 RELWT=BP ( L )/SUMBP
PRINT I()4., L,I,J,BP(L),IRELWTITTS,PMODF-
GO TO 16
15 PRINT 107, L,I,J,BP(L),TTSePMODE






















































































































PRINT OUT SU_Vji_ARY TAULE ANO RECORD PROuA_ILITILS
INDEX
CURRENT AVAILAdLE WECORU NUMDLR
PAGE NUMBER
INDEX TO NEXT ENTRY IN PNOUABILITY Sb,dMARY TABLE










NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN THE SYSTEM CODE TABLE
INDEX
INDEX
NUMBER OF TRANSITION TIMES
PROBABILITY OF SYSTEM MODE OCCURENCE
PRObAbILITY OF SYSTLM iv;ODE NON-OCCU_ENCE
CURRENT TIME
TRANSITION TIMES
SUBROUTINE RAP013 ( ITAB,dlENT, IPAGE, ITUTAL,LC,LN,LD.LIvI, IAVAII-,TT,NT
! _ MCODE )
DINIENSIUN LS(8),LN(23) ,LDI3),LFI(23) ,tTTI2b),,LC(B)
100 FORMAT ( ll-il ,3X,UHRAPID-I',I! , 10X,.J,_H* PNiJuArJIL|ST IC bY_T_..J_I 1"4QJUIL. ANAI-Y
IOOISIS *,oX,4HPAGE, 13,JH OF, IJ/IH .3X,_AI,OX,_:JA_d.6H UATII_ , I_:, IH/, l,d_
IO021H/, 12/IH ,17X,23A2/IH )
IQI FORMAT( 78H -----------------.-----.---.---.--.--.---.--.--.-_.--_._
I -*--*--*-- _- -*--*--*-- )
102. FORMAT ( IH ,_28X,.'°4HTOTAL MODE SU_Vii"4ARY TABLE/1H /1H ,315X,gHOCCU_ENC
I02.1E.6X, IIHN-OCCURENCE/IH , IOX,I_HTI_vlE (HOURS) ,SX. I IHPROUALJILITY,bX.I
I0221HPROBABI LITY/IH ;
103 FOI_MAT ( IH ,17X,EI3.O,AI,.3X,FI 1.8,SX,FI 1.8l
104 FORMAT ( IH , 16X,47HSUIVhv_ARY UF TOTAL _uOE PROUADILITILS (C_.INTINur..i.)I
I041/IH /IH , IOX,/4HTIME, 12X,gHOCCURENCE.gx, IjHN(JN-OCCURENCL)
IC5 FORMAT (IH ,29HPROBABILITY DISK STORAGE FULL)
I0? FORMAT ( 1HO,23X,U4HNOTE _ INDICATLS A TRANSITION TIME)
DO 12 I=1 ,8




PRINT I00, IPAGE, ITOTAL,LC,LN.LD,LIvI
PRINT I01
Pm I NT 102
NN=O
DO 3 I--i ,N
FETCH (ITAB) T,P
Q= ( ,99999999--P)+,00000001
IF (O) 13, 14, 14
13 Q=O,
14 IF (I-4g-NN) 1,2, I
I DO I 0 J= ! ,NT
IF (T-TT(J)) I0,9, I0
9 K=I400





























































































































































































































NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SYSThM
ENTRIES OF THE SYSTLM DEFINITION ARRAY
NUMBER OF TRANSITION TIMES
TRANSITION TIMES




DIMENSION NST(50),NAME(8),LCODL(4), ICU#E(50),FLAMB(bO) ,TTI23),LS(8
1 ),LN(23),LD(3) ,LM(23),FK(ZS),LE(b),LC(8)
DIMENSION YY(6)
I00 FORMAT (IHI,UX,bHRAPID-_viI,IOX,JoH* _oAoILISTIC bYST_,vi M_O_ ANALy
IO01SIS *,bX,4HPAGE, 13,3H OF,IJ/IH ,3X,_AI,_X,ZJAZ,6H #AT_ , I_,IH/, IZ,
IO021H/, 12/IH ,17X,23A2/IH ,3X,74H--*---*--*--*--*---*--_--*--*---*--_---*
IO03---*--*--*--*--*--*--*--*--*--*---*---*--/IH ,30X,2OHELEMENT OESCRIP
IO04TION/IH ,35X,SHELEMENT-,2AI/IH ,30X,5A2,2X,BAI/IH )
IOI FORMAT (IH ,12X, 12,18X,8A2,1_X,FT,4)
102 FORMAT ( IH , 12X, 12,18X,BA2,17X,3H---)
103 FORMAT (IHO/IH ,_OX,22HTIME INTERVAL (HOURS), IOX,SHK FACTOR/IH )
I04 FORMAT (IH ,19X,LIO,3,3H TO,_IO,3,gX,_,&)
I05 FORMAT (IH )
I06 FORMAT (IH , IOX,7HELEMENT,44X, I IHCUNOITI_NAL/IH ,bX,IIHMO_ SYMBOL
I061,13X,17HELEmENT MODE NA_E, 12X,IIHP_O_ASI_ITY/IHO, 13X,IHO,ZbX,JH ---
1062,23X,3H---)








Figure B-73. RAP014 Subprogram, Program Listing (1 _ 2)
B-205
DO 7 J=I ,4
JJ=2-_ J- I
LL=LCODEI J}/!O0
LC I JJ )--LL* i O0
7 LC(JJ+I )=(LLODLIJ)-L%(JJ; ]*lOO
K=8
DO IO J=l ,7









I I :7000+i00"I I
I I:I-I0"I I
12=7000+I 00"I I
K= ICODE( I )
PRINT IuO, IPAGI-, ITOTAL,LS,LN,I-D,LM, I i, 12_LP_,LC
GO TO (it, II,12),K





N=NST ( I )
DO 18 J=l ,N


















DO 5 J=l ,N
5 PRINT IO/-_,TT(J),TT(J+I ),FK(J)
6 CONTINUE
PR I NT 108
RETURN
END

































































IBUILD NUMBER OF ROWS











































Figure B-75. RAP015 Subprogram, Program Listing
B-208
(__tC"U'LD"-'_O_'O0 I j 3 __ /READ SECTOR / /DETERRMINE\ I I
c.,..,,LO..::o_,_,L_,.,ROW.--', J,,_--_'O'_,_'OW(-K,:oROug_,,_)-,.tROW..-ROW..,.,½
.......' ' ' T"s°w'"°w", 1
H SMA _ SECTOR 1"4'-YES,_OF ROW COUNT_,,41_ _ ,,,,._.(_'..")'_1_.1,41-( '_,,4'-I *__ __ 141=( --N--UM-D.r--_. ),II-'YES<ROW=]BUTLO'._',_
I _ SUBMODE_ _I0199+COUNT_ __U"l")]l V IJ_Ol \ __E._2 '' / _ /
I\ C°UNT\ \ \
"-o ..... I SAVET'.,-OI "_" I I I
' _ I
Y_,S _ I_
/C 1"4-BINARY \ / / // WR,T r /f _ .L I
,/EQU!VALENT OF \ / READ / _ / _=___E' _ / / ,mr _. _ _ I I I
---_/ SAVES SUBMODE _ SECTOR SAVES_,.tP---_ _ "-"=_'_._'-- t,q--'YES<,,ANYSUBMUUE:5_,-_i-i,,._._ _ p, tCOUNT-_O=_
\(0 FOR A BLANK./ _ SMA SUBMODE _ V t " ..... _ _. OF'ORDER/ I I _ I
\, _oRE,T,',',/ \ \ I' kS.,S°B','ODE\ _
/
/ .=A, 7 /C="-B'NARY\ k ____ EXC.ANGE\ ._.,.._..,)//-_-"I VET,
-_ "'- L--m,./' EQUIVALENT OF '\_,-'_e4,_X--_^ SUBMODE SAVES '_,-.-..Ib( ")--.1_ S,,,VF_r4)L.
SECTOR SAVET I - \ SAVET SUBMODE _--_,_.=.r,. _,5,,>T_= /WITH SUBMODE _--- +SMA SUBMODE _ \(0 FOR A BLANK,/ V
\ \I FOR ENTRY) _ SAVET
I








































FIELD TO CONTAIN mlNANY REPRESENTATION
FIELD TO CONTAIN BINARY REPRESENTATION
COUNTER
INDEX
NUMBER OF ROWS IN COMuINED SMA
INDEX
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SYSTEM
NUMBER OF ROWS IN SYSTEM MODE ARRAY
ARRAY CONTIANING NUMBBR OF SU_MODES OF EACH ORDER
ORDER(900) ARRAY CONTAINING THL _RDER OF EACH RO_ IN THE










CONSTANT TO INITIALIZE WORK AREA
4_










































* START OF SUBROUTINE
INDEXIBBASBANDA
BBBSBAND8
TDM OUT+II,O,, SET BAND 0 EXIT
B7 BANDO
BANDA TDM OUT+If,I,, SET BAND I EXIT
87 BANDO
BANDB TDM OUT+II,2,, SET BAND 2 EXIT
































































































































































































































































Lu I- c_[ _. I.-n'O_B(/)








































































PROGRAM CONSTANTS, VARIABLES, AND ARRAYS
ARRAY CONTAINING FAILURE RATES PER HOUR
WOPK AREA
INDEX
CURRENT AVAILA_L_ R_CukD NbMbcR
NUMBER OF ROWS IN COM_INLO SMA
ARRAY CONTAINING S COOL
PAGE NUMBER
INDEX TO NEXT ENTRy IN PROBABILITY SUMMARY TABLE





NUMBER OF ENTRILS IN THE 5YSTLM COOL TAoL&
SYSTEM MODE NUMUL_
SYSTEM CODE SAVED IN THIS A_RAY
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN SYSTEM
NUMBER OF INTERMEDIATL TIMLS FUR _ACH TRANSITION
INTERVAL
NUMBER OF ROWS IN SYSTEM MODE ARRAY
_NTRIES OF THL SYSTEM OEFINITION ARRAY
NUMBER OF TRANSITION TIM_
TRANSITION TIMES
DDA , I,I0001,0,0











RAPO I BTFM TF+6, NST-4
AM TF+6,4, I0
AM RAPOIB-I,5, 10
TF CF+I I,RAPOIS-I,I !
BNF *+36,CF+i !
CF CF CF+ I I
TF CF+I 1 ,CF+I 1 , 1 1
TF TF NSTtCF+I 1
AM TF+6, I,I0
BNR RAPG18+12,TF+6, 11
AM RAPOI8-1 ,_I, I0
.W.













































Figure B-79. RAP018 Subprogram,
B-216
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PROGRAM CONSTANTS, VARIABLES, AND ARRAY5
ARRAY CONTAINING HAI_URE RATES PEw h_OR
WO#K AREA
INDEX
CURRENT AVAILABLE RECuRU NUIviDL_
NUMBER OF ROWS IN COMuINED SMA
ARRAY CONTAINING S CO0_
PAGE NUMBER
INDEX T_ NEXT ENTRY I,_ P_U_A_ILITY b_,_ImANY TA_L_





NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN THE SYSTEM COUU TA_L_
SYSTEM MODE NUMBER
SYSTEM CODE SAVED IN THIS ARRAY
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN _YSTLM
NUMBER OP INT_RMEUIAT_ TIMLa FOR LA_n TRANbITION
INTERVAL
NUMBER OF ROWS IN SYSTEM MODE ARRAY
ENTRIES OF THE SYSTEM uEFINITION ARRAY
NUMBER OF TRANSITION TIMES
TRANSITION TIMES


















AM RAPOIg-I ,5_ i0






BNR _APCIg+I2,TF+6Q I i
AM _APOI9-1,2,10





BANDA TDM GOODBY+I I,I,,
B7 BANDO






























SET BAND 0 EXIT
SET BAND I EXIT
SET BAND 2 EXIT
SELECT BAND 0 NOW



























TF NEL,CLOSE+I 1,6I 1
AM CLOSE+II,_


























































































































































CONSTANTS, VARIABLES, AND A_RAYS
CURRENT AVAILABLE RECORD NUMBER
NUMuER OF ROWS IN COMJINLD bMA
INDEX T_ NLXT LNTNY fin PN_b_ulLIIY
NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN TML SYSTLM
SYSTEM CODE SAVED IN THIS A_RAY
WORK AREA
D1 DDA , I , I0016, I,WORK
DC I, i
DISK DD ,DI ,,,A









TF TF MENT,CF+I I
AM TF+6,1,10
BNR RAPO20+I2,TF+6, I I
AM RAP020-1,2, I0
* START OF SUBROUTINE
TF WORK+3,MENT,I I
TF WORK+7, ITAB,I I
TF WORK+I I, IAVAIL, II
TF WORK+Ig, IBUILD, II
TF WORK+23,MSAVE, I l
AM MSAVE,4,10




TF WORK+35,MSAVE, I l
PUT DISK
B7 RAP020-1,,6






































* PROGRAM CONSTANTS, VARIABLES, AND ARRAYS
* IAVAIL CURRENT AVAILAUL_ RECORD NU_4_LR
* IBUILD NUMBER OF ROWS IN COMUINED SMA
* ITAd INDEX TO NLXT ENTRY IN PR_oA_ILI [Y
MENT NUt',_BER UF ENTRIES IN THE 3YbTLM
* MSAVE(_) SYSTEM CODE SAVED IN TIiIS A_RAY
* WORK WORK AREA
WORK DSS IOO
DI DDA , i , I0016, I,WORK
DC I,'
DISK DD ,DI,,,A









TF TF MENT,CF+I l
AM TF+6,1 ,I0






























































PROGRAM CONSTANTS, VARIAbLeS, ANU ARRAYS
CURRENT AVAILABLE RECORD NUMBER
NUMBER OF ROWS IN COMUINED SMA
INDEX TO NEXT ENTRY li_ PR_bAuILITY Sb_+,,viARY TAeLE
NUI'4_ER OP ENTRIES IN THE bYbTL_; COU_ TA_LL
SYSTEM CODE SAVED IN THIS ARRAY
DI DDA ,i,I0016, I,MENT-3
DC I, i
DISK DD ,DI,,,A














































System Economics Simulation Logic
Diagram
Cost Vs. Performance Curve
Economics Simulation Format of Three-
Element System
Example System
Example System in Economics Simulator
Format
Example System Source Program











This appendix outlines the framework required to formulate
a system economics model. Available cost data are usedto
generate cost functions which express element cost as a
function of operational parameters such as reliability and
performance. The Economics Simulator formulates the




The PRESTO concept has been advanced as a means for enhancing
trade-off studies in the selection and design of modern complex sys-
tems. Economics simulation plays an important role in this area,
since system cost has a strong influence on the trade-off decisions.
An economics model is required to express the system cost as a func-
tion of operational parameters of the elements in the system. The
simulation method described here uses available cost data in the gen-
eration of element cost functions which are used to construct the
economics model of the system.



















Figure C-1. System Economics Simulation Logic Diagram
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2 ELEMENT COST FUNCTION
In order to obtain an element cost function, a definition of the element
parameters related to cost is required. While many areas affect ele-
ment cost, this discussion is limited to the following: (1) the element
reliability, which is normally described by the element failure rate
parameter, and (2) the element performance, involving those para-
meters which describe how well the element accomplishes its objectives
in the system.
Table C-I illustrates the type of information required to generate the
desired element cost function for a gyro. The gyro cost is associated
with various levels of failure rate and typical performance parameters
including bias drift, random drift, mass unbalance, and anisoelasticity.
It is evident from Table C-I that the combination of parameters asso-
ciated with a given cost is not unique. As the number of parameters
(independent variables) increases, the number of combinations yielding
a specific cost (dependent variable) grows rapidly.
The problem of generating element cost functions is, therefore, a multi-
._ .... ._,-.n,..,1 ,,-,,.,.. _,,h_,_h ,.,_q,14_ f_rhniml_.q capable of investi_atin_ theL4L.ILIJLIW::;IJL_,IL_.eJ&3.42..L '_.#J.A'_., VyAA,e._.,.,,._ _ _ 1 .... _
interactions among the independent variables. Analysis using regres-
sion techniques may be performed on relatively large quantities of
available data of the type shown in Table C-I, and a functional relation-
ship for cost in terms of the independent parameters can be established.
This relationship will be a mathematical expression involving the signi-
ficant element parameters and their interactions. As such, these
functions cannot be plotted in a two-axis graph except in a qualitative
sense which relates a single lumped variable called "performance" to
the element cost. Figure C-2 attempts to express this relationship.
The functions resulting from the regression analysis should, prior to
their application to a system economics simulation, be analyzed to
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3 SYSTEM ECONOMICS MODEL
A suggested procedure for the generation of the system economics
model utilizes the Westervelt Simulator (Appendix A). This simu-
lator has the intended capability of generating a digital computer
program which will explicitly relate the total cost of the system to
element reliability and performance parameters through summation
of the element cost functions.
In order to implement the Westervelt Simulator as an economics sim-
ulator, the system must be defined with its attachments. An example
of a three-element system is shown in Figure C-3. This definition is
consistent with the conventions delineated in Appendix A, with the one
addition that a system element called cost is attached to all other ele-
ments in the system.
Each Element Description must contain a Statement Collection defining
the element cost function. The Element Description for cost contains
one Statement Collection defining the system cost as the sum of the








An example is presented to illustrate the manner in which the Wester-
velt Simulator might be used to generate the economics model for the
system shown in Figure C-4. The required inputs are shown as they
would appear for the simulator, but since the simulator is not com-
pletely functional, no output is available.
The system diagram in economics simulator format appears in Figure
C-5.
4. 1 SOURCE PROGRAM
Adource program (Figure C-6) which includes the following in-
formation, is required as input to the economics simulator.




Instructions for preparing the above information for the simulator are






















RIND(BATT(E) ) : IPl
RIND(RES,I (E)) = IP2
RIND(RES,2(E)) = IP3
DESIRED RESULTS,
TCOST(COST(E) ) = DR1
NEW ELEMENT TAPE,
$ COMPILE MAD,PRINT O_JECT,PUNCH
R ECONOMICS SIMULATION
R MUST READ THE RELIABILITY
START READ AND PRINT DATA
- CONTINUE
R FIRST PART OF CALCULATIONS
T'O _EGIN
- BACK CONTINUE














Figure C-6. Example System Source Program
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4.2 ELEMENT DESCRIPTOR LIBRARY
The Element Descriptor Library (Figure C-7) contains Statement
Collections for the economics simulation of the example system. These
Statement Collections are, in fact, the postulated element cost functions.
ELEMENT DESCRIPTION,
NAME OF ELEMENT = COST
ATTACHMFNT NAMES = E








NAME OF ELEMENT = _ES
ATTACHMENT NAMES = 1,2,E






NAME OF ELEMENT = BATT
ATTACHMENT NAMES = I,_,E





Figure C-7. Example System Element Descriptions
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5 CONC LUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The core of the economics simulation problem lies in the generation
of the element cost functions. The approach taken is to establish
these functional relationships from available cost data through re-
gression analyses. A major difficulty is the acquisition of a suffi-
cient amount of valid cost data linking cost, reliability and perform-
ance.
Although the Westervelt Simulator may be legitimately applied to the
system economics problem, it should not be considered to be the most
efficient manner of solution. It is, therefore, recommended that
further study be made in an effort to determine if other more desirable
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The objective of the launch vehicle study has been to provide a
library of information and data that describes a hardware system. The
library is required as an input to PRESTO*.
i. 2 SCOPE
The scope of the study has been to supply information and data
to a depth necessary to show application of PRESTO. The optimiza-
tion of the vehicle operating as a system was based upon the analysis
of performance, reliability, and economics. The study included the
definition and description of a space launch vehicle, its mission ob-
jectives, and the preparation of functional characteristics of the ele-
ments that make up the system. Reliability estimates were prepared
for each of the system elements. Costs were developed for the sys-
tem, where cost was a function of specified performance and reliabil-
ity.
As the material generated in this study was considered to be excessive
for inclusion in the Final Report, only that matter which contributes to
the basic understanding of the relationship between the system and the
PRESTO concept is contained in this Appendix.
i. 3 METHODOLOGY
The organization of material for systems analysis by means of
the digital computer must be carefully disciplined and structured. The
term "system" emphasizes that an over-all operational process is
under consideration rather than a collection of pieces. Most systems
defy easy comprehension by virture of inherent detail.
For large scale launch vehicles, a comprehensive description of the
"over-all operational process" is quite complex. To avoid many bur-
densome and repetitious words, and to perceptually convey the method
used to organize the material for the study, a "Construct of Vehicle
Study" was prepared as shown in Figure D-1. This "construct" or
concept provides insight into the heirarchy of the intersects of data
and ideas which permit system analysis.




Figure D-1. Construct of Vehicle Study
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By entering the cube of Figure D-1 at the word "Assemblies, " and
moving downward, each assembly will have a description, an identity,
a set of allowed parameters, statements relating the parameters, and
associated numeric data. In a like manner, progressing left-to-right
in the cube, each assembly is related to the mission, each assembly
has a function, and descriptions must exist for initial, dynamic, and
terminal conditions. For any given item on the three planes, mobility
is available to the other two planes to define intersects. Each inter-
sect represents the conceptual "location" and type of data that is used
in the study. The amount of data applicable to any given intersect is
a function of the items and their relation to the overall mission.
This general approach to system description is deceptively simple.
However, these items must be identified, since even the least detailed
description usually proceeds by iteration. Each item is described
roughly and then, subsequently, in increasing detail.
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2 LAUNCH VEHICLE
In the demonstration of the optimization of a launch vehicle, it was
deemed desirable to describe a system based upon an actual vehicle
configuration. The selection of the vehicle upon which the study ve-
hicle definition was to be fashioned was determined by the following
factors:
The vehicle system was to be representative of one that
might be employed for many future missions.
The vehicle system should provide a magnitude of com-
plexity sufficient to demonstrate effectively the utility of
the PRESTO concept.
There should exist a considerable amount of readily
available, unclassified information in the areas of sys-
tem performance, reliability, and cost.
The stable of NASA vehicles was reviewed for candidate vehicles.
The vehicle which most nearly met the desired criteria was the Atlas/
Agena/Ranger configuration. Though a problem was posed by this
choice of vehicle in the area of security ciassification, it was ore1_-
come by postulating data where security reasons so dictated. This
resulted in an analysis which was somewhat removed from reality,
but which in no way compromises the demonstration of the utility of
the PRESTO methodology.
2.1 VEHICLE DEFINITION
The resultant Study Launch Vehicle System (SLVS) is a two and
one-half stage, liquid-fueled missile, with a spacecraft payload sec-
tion.
The SLVS first stage is identified as a BOGY vehicle, and is patterned
after the Atlas LV-3 vehicle. The BOGY may be briefly described as
a fixed thrust, liquid propellant, one and one-half stage vehicle em-
ploying:
• Two 150,000-1b thrust booster engines
• One 60,000-1b thrust sustainer engine
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• Two 1,000-1b thrust vernier engines
• An on-board programmer for roll and pitch control
• A radio-inertial guidance system with an associated ground
computer to generate steering, engine cut-off, and other
discrete commands
The SLVS second stage is identified as a RAM vehicle; it has some
characteristics similar to those of an Agena vehicle. The RAM is
described as a fixed thrust, liquid propellant, one-stage vehicle em-
ploying:
• One 15,000-1b thrust engine
• Ullage rockets
• An adapter section with booster retro-rockets
• An "all-inertial" guidance system to sense and command
vehicle performance
An outboard profile and general characteristics of the composite SLVS
vehicle are shown in Figure D-2.
2. 2 SLVS SUBSYSTEM DEFINITION
The SLVS is defined as containing seventeen prime subsys-
tems. Of these seventeen subsystems, thirteen are BOGY subsystems
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• Guidance and Control
A diagram of the relationship of the launch vehicle subsystems
appears in Figure D-3.
2.2. 1 Subsystem Functional Description
• Booster Propulsion
The Booster Propulsion Subsystem consists of the two
booster engines and lower order equipment necessary
to the operation of these engines. Each booster is a
bi-propellant, liquid, fixed thrust, gimballed engine
consisting of a tubular wall, fuel regeneratively cooled,
hypergol-ignited thrust chamber supplied with missile
tank-stored propellants by a hot gas generator-driven
turbopump. Each engine is ground started by electri-
cally firing a short duration solid propellant gas gen-
erator which accelerates the turbopump speed to boot-
strap level and causes the fuel-actuated main propellant
valves to open in accordance with a fuel pressure ladder
sequence. Engine shutdown occurs at a guidance com-
mand to a solenoid-operated set of propellant valves.
Fuel-rich shutdown is accomplished by having the oxi-
dizer valve close slightly prior to the closing of the fuel
valve. Booster No. 1 powers the booster hydraulic pump
which supplies hydraulic power for gimballing the booster
engines.
• Booster Pneumatics
The main function of the Booster Pneumatics Subsystem
is to provide the required pressurization of the propel-
lant tanks during the boost phase of flight. The airborne
pressurization subsystem comprises two subsystems,
one for main propellant tank pressurization and one for













Gas for tank pressurization during booster stage is sup-
plied from six spherical containers located in the engine
compartment and attached to the jettisonable thrust barrel.
Connections between ground and missileborne equipment
are made through mechanical disconnect valves which seal
pressure in the missile after riseoff. A shutoff valve holds
gas in the containers until the airborne subsystem is acti-
vated to allow maximum use of gas from ground facilities.
• Booster Hydraulics
This subsystem actuates the cylinders which control gim-
bals for pitch, roll, and yaw control of the vehicle during
the boost phase of the flight. Hydraulic pumps driven
from accessory drives of the engine turbopumps provide
hydraulic pressure to the actuating cylinders. Also in-
cluded in the Booster Hydraulics Subsystem are suitable
manifolds, accumulators, tanks, and minor valves.
Actuating commands are received from the Flight Con-
trol Subsystem and are translated from electrical to
hydraulic commands by servo control valves mounted on
the booster actuators.
• Booster Airframe
This structure consists of a thrust barrel, a shield, and
a fairing installation. It forms a compartment to house
the Propulsion Subsystem and its associated equipment.
• Booster Separation
This subsystem contains the components necessary to
jettison the booster section at staging. It consists of
separation fittings, a distribution manifold, a helium
supply, supply lines, and separation explosive valves.
At staging, an electrical signal is provided by the auto-
pilot programmer which closes a circuit to the separation
valves and causes a detonator to break a diaphram which
will release high pressure helium gas to flow through the
manifold to the separation fittings. This helium pressure
then opens the latches by shearing pins. This allows the
booster section to separate from the vehicle tank section
by skipping aft along jettison tracks.
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Sustainer Propulsion
The Sustainer Propulsion Subsystem consists of the sus-
tainer engine, the vernier engines, and supporting equip-
ment. The sustainer engine is a gimbal-mounted unit
installed on the thrust cone of the fuel tank. The assembly
is similar to a booster engine except for the following
principal deviations:
(1) During sustainer burn the sustainer engine turbopump
supplies propellants to the vernier engines and gas
generator as well as to the sustainer thrust chamber.
(2) The sustainer engine thrust chamber is smaller than
those of the boosters.
Propellants for the vernier engines are supplied by the
vernier solo tanks during starting and solo operation, and
are supplied from the sustainer turbopump during main-
stage operation.
Sustainer Hydraulics
This subsystem actuates gimbal cylinders for the sustainer
and vernier thrust chambers to provide pitch, roll, and yaw
control of the vehicle during sustainer/vernier burn. Hy-
draulic pumps driven from accessory drives of the engine
turbopump provide hydraulic pressure to the actuating
cylinders. Also included in the Sustainer Hydraulics Sub-
system are suitable manifolds, accumulators, tanks, and
minor valves. Control orders are received from the Flight
Control Subsystem and are translated from electrical to
hydraulic commands by servo control valves mounted on
each engine actuator.
Sustainer Airframe
The propellant tank is the primary structure of the Sustainer
Airframe Subsystem. The sustainer engine, with associated
equipment, is gimbal-mounted to the sustainer thrust cone
which is the aft end of the Sustainer Airframe. The vernier
engine thrust chambers are gimbal-mounted on opposite




Fuel tank pressure is allowed to decay during sustainer stage
and no gas supply is required. Vapor pressure adequately
maintains tank pressure in the liquid oxygen tank after booster
separation. Connections between the booster and sustainer
subsystems are made through mechanical disconnect valves
which seal gas in the sustainer section at staging.
Pressurization for the vernier engines during vernier solo
stage is supplied by gas from a spherical container located
in the engine compartment and attached to the nonj ettisonable
rails on the aft end of the fuel tank.
• Propellant Utilization
The Propellant Utilization Subsystem senses the mass of
propellants remaining in the missile tanks, and adjusts the
rate of fuel flow by repositioning the propellant valves to
maintain a proper mass ratio of residual propellants.
• Electrical
The Electrical Subsystem provides electrical energy for all
BOGY subsystems. The prime elements of the electrical
subsystem are the 28 VDC battery, and the 115 VAC, 400
cycle inverter which is driven by the battery.
• Guidance
The Radio Inertial Guidance Subsystem determines the
position and velocity of the vehicle and, on the basis of
the trajectory objectives, commands the flight corrections
necessary to fulfill these objectives. A ground-based
monopulse tracking radar transmits composite bursts
which contain identity information, interrogates an
airborne position transponder, and commands discrete
functions and attitude changes. A ground-based doppler
transmitter interrogates an airborne rate transponder,
the output of which is received by the ground receivers.
Velocity is determined by the doppler shift of the ground-
received signals. Position and velocity information flow
to data extraction and processing circuitry in the ground




The vehicle Flight Control Subsystem consists of a pro-
grammer, gyro package, servo amplifier/filter package,
excitation transformer, and cabling subsystems. The
integrated output of these subsystems steers and stabilizes
the vehicle in performance of the mission objective.
The programmer is basically a timing device which contains
the switches and controls that are necessary to properly
sequence the vehicleVs control functions. The programmer
performs two primary functions:
(1) It implements the initial roll and pitch programs
and initiates the staging command, and
(2) Times the issuance of programmed commands to
the autopilot subsystem.
The displacement gyros generate error signals for each of
the pitch, yaw, and roll channels. A given error signal is
proportional to the integrated difference between the rate
commands received from the programmer or Guidance
Subsystem and the integrated body rate detected by the
rate gyros.
Servo amplifiers control the position of the hydraulic actu-
ators by comparing the commanded and actual engine posi-
tions. The filters serve to minimize the effect of undesirable
body frequencies in the command signal.
The rate gyros are installed physically, in a separate package
to minimize sensitivity to local bending modes. Body angle
rates in pitch, yaw, and roll are sensed by the rate gyros
and fed to the gyro signal amplifier to provide adequate
rate damping of the command signals.
The excitation transformer provides a 400 cps reference
voltage for excitation of the feedback transducers, and
provides a voltage for vernier bias signals after staging.
Cabling consists of the inter-subsystem electrical and
signal cabling and associated connectors and plugs.
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• RAM Airframe
This subsystem acts as the support structure and container
for all the second stage subsystems. Items included are the
equipment mountings, tankage, fairings, shields, and the
upper-stage adapter section.
RAM Propulsion
The RAM propulsion subsystem consists of a single main
liquid-fueled thrust chamber, and the associated propellant
system. The engine is gimbal mounted for thrust vector
control. A propellant control system meters the proper
flow of propellants; proper flow is enhanced by a propellant
pressurization system. Second-stage ullage rockets and
the booster retro-rockets are considered part of the Pro-
pulsion Subsystem.
RAM Electrical
All second stage electrical power and power distribution
items are included in the Electrical Subsystem. Included
are primary and secondary batteries, power supplies,
power control circuits, junction boxes, and cabling.
RAM Guidance and Control
The RAM Guidance and Control (G and C) subsystem pro-
vides the attitude control system for the second stage
stabilization and steering. Active attitude control of the
second stage is inhibited until after separation from the
BOGY. During coast periods, stabilization is maintained
by a pneumatic attitude control system; during powered
flight of the second stage, stabilization and steering is
maintained by a hydraulic attitude control system. Com-
mands for attitude control and engine control are generated
within program sequence timers, an on-board guidance
computer, a horizon sensor package, and "flight-control
electronics. "
2.3 MISSION
The primary mission objective for the SLVS is to inject an 80-
pound payload into the proper lunar intercept trajectory.
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2.3.1 BOGY Booster Objective
The primary mission of the BOGY booster is to place the
RAM/spacecraft at the proper attitude and at a predetermined position
and velocity in space as defined by the appropriate guidance equations.
2.3.2 RAM Objective
The RAM second stage mission objective is to inject the
spacecraft into the prescribed lunar transfer orbit, which is deter-
mined by vehicle velocity and position at RAM thrust termination.
2. 4 FLIGHT PLAN
After completion of the countdown, the engine ignition sequence
is initiated. The BOGY booster, sustainer, and vernier engines are
ignited. When mainstage engine thrust buildup is complete, the
launcher release sequence is automatically initiated, and the vehicle
rises through a short controlled-release period. As the vehicle lifts
from the pad, the umbilical connections are separated by pneumatic
and electrical forces and lanyard pull-away. After release, and con-
tinuing through BOGY retro-rocket ignition, all BOGY sequences are
controlled by the flight programmer. Discrete commands are pro-
vided by a radio guidance system to control certain primary functions;
the steering and discrete commands flow to the flight programmer,
and thence to the points of control.
The composite vehicle will lift off with azimuth of 105 degrees true
and ascends vertically for the first 15 seconds of flight. After two
seconds of vertical motion, a programmed roll maneuver aligns the
vehicle with the required trajectory azimuth, which is established by
the date and time of launch. At the end of 15 seconds, the roll pro-
gram is terminated and a programmed pitch maneuver is initiated
and will continue until BOGY staging. BOGY staging is actuated by
the flight programmer at approximately 126 seconds; the command is
executed in response to a radio guidance discrete at approximately
136 seconds. The autopilot programmer will then command booster
engine cutoff (BECO) and booster thrust section jettison.
The vehicle will continue under BOGY-powered flight through sustainer
engine cutoff and up to BOGY vernier engine cutoff. Sustainer engine
cutoff is actuated by the flight programmer at booster engine cutoff
plus 60 seconds, and the radio guidance discrete command will be re-
ceived at approximately 264 seconds when the attitude, velocity, and
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position criteria programmed in the ground guidance computer are
satisfied. Between sustainer engine cutoff (SECO) and vernier engine
cutoff (VECO) (a period of approximately 16 seconds), stability and
attitude of the vehicle will be controlled by the thrust from the vernier
engines.
Following sustainer engine cutoff, but prior to VECO, at approxi-
mately 270 seconds, the RAM program timer will be started by a
radio guidance discrete.
Vernier engine cutoff will occur at approximately 280 seconds in re-
sponse to a radio guidance discrete. One second after VECO, the RAM
nose shroud pin puller squibs will be fired by a radio guidance discrete
and the shroud will be ejected. The shroud will be allowed to travel
for two seconds before BOGY/RAM separation, to assure clearance
from the RAM/spacecraft combination.
BOGY/RAM separation will occur at approximately 283 seconds when
RAM midbody pin pullers are fired by a BOGY guidance discrete. At
the same time, BOGY retro-rockets will be fired and the BOGY will
be retarded, permitting the RAM/Spacecraft to draw free of the
adapter.
The firing of the BOGY retro-rockets terminates the BOGY partici-
pation in the overall mission. The remnant BOGY vehicle will be in
free-fall from this time on, and will return to the earth's surface in
the sustainer tankage impact area.
Mission requirements of the BOGY as the primary booster for the
upper stages are incorporated in a set of inertial velocity parameters
existing at BOGY vernier cutoff. Fulfillment of the flight require-
ments at the termination of BOGY-powered flight allows the RAM/
spacecraft vehicle to coast to the proper space position with the
proper velocity and flight path angles for the firing of the RAM engine
which places the vehicle into the desired trans-lunar trajectory.
Following separation, the RAM/spacecraft will coast for 40 seconds.
Attitude control during this time is available through a set of fixed
gas jets.
At 322 seconds, RAM ullage rockets are ignited to assure that the
propellants are properly oriented to avoid cavitation of pumps at
initiation of main engine burn. The main engine burn begins at 332
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seconds. During powered flight, attitude control is accomplished by
hydraulically actuated gimballing of the thrust chamber. In this
mission, the powered flight of RAM terminates with engine cutoff at
449 seconds, as established by the on-board guidance computer.
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3 LAUNCH VEHICLE PERFORMANCE*
Application of the PRESTO methodology dictates the need for mathematical
models of the performance characteristics of the SLVS in terms of the
performance characteristics of the various components which make up
the system. The generation of such models has been attempted through
use of the Performance Simulator program as developed at the University
of Michigan under Dr. F. H. Westervelt. The information that is re-
quired by the Westervelt Simulator consists of the following:
a. Source Program
b. Element Descriptor Library.
The Source Program describes the particular problem under consideration
to the Westervelt Simulator. The Element Descriptions describe the
physical laws or relationships for each element in the system to the
Simulator. The rules for communicating with the Simulator and a complete
discussion of the logic used are delineated in Part A of Volume III of this
report.
In the SLVS study, two levels for performance simulation were selected:
a. Simulation at the subsystem level, and
b. Simulation at the system level.
The initial efforts were to have been directed primarily toward the
generation of the Source Program and Element Descriptions required
at the subsystem level. Upon completion of tasks at the subsystem level,
the subsystem information was to be incorporated in the simulation of
performance of the SLVS as a complete system.
3.1 SUBSYSTE M STUDY
The BOGY Pneumatics Subsystem was selected as the first sub-
system to be analyzed. The development of Simulator information (Source
Program and Element Descriptions) for the BOGY Pneumatics Subsystem
*It should be noted that only the descriptions of systems pertaining to the
SLVS are contained in this Appendix. Several other systems were reduced
to the proper Simulator format and were presented for simulation to assist
in the location of the problem areas of the Westervelt Simulator.
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was divided into two phases. In the firstphase, a much simplified
Pneumatics Subsystem was to be developed and simulated. The second
phase of the Pneumatics Subsystem study was to include a complete
BOGY Pneumatics Subsystem which is comprised of both the Booster
Pneumatics and Sustainer Pneumatics Subsystems discussed in Section 2
of this Appendix.
3. I. 1 Simplified Pneumatics Subsystem
Although the Simplified Pneumatics Subsystem has little direct
correspondence to the BOGY subsystem, it is representative of a pro-
pellant tank pressurization system of a liquid-fueled missile. A diagram
of the Simplified Pneumatics Subsystem in Westervelt Simulator format
appears in Figure D-4. This diagram defines the subsystem as a com-
position of the elements and their interconnections. These elements are
as follows:
• AIRFRM Airframe
• OTANK Oxidizer Tank
• FTANK Fuel Tank
• FREG Fuel Tank Pressure Regulator
• OOUT Oxidizer Sink
• FOUT Fuel Sink
• OXREG Oxidizer Tank Pressure Regulator
• OFREG Oxidizer Tank- Fuel Tank Differential
Pressure Regulator
• HEX Heat Exchanger
• HELS Helium Source
• BTEMP Booster Temperature into Heat Exchanger
The Source Program and Element Descriptions for the subsystem were
prepared in accordance with the rules specified in Part A of Volume HI
and appear in Figure D-5 and Figure D-6, respectively.
The Simplified Pneumatics Subsystem was presented for performance
simulation with the Westervelt Simulator. However, for reasons discussed
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Figure D-5. Simplified Pneumatics Subsystem Source Program
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ELEMENT DESCRIPTION,
NAME OF ELEMENT = AIRFRM
ATTACHMENT NAMES : OUT













NAME OF ELEMENT = OTANK
ATTACHMENT NAMES = IN,OUT




















NAME OF ELEMENT = FTANK
ATTACHMENT NAMES = IN,OUT

















Figure D-6. Simplified Pneumatics Subsystem Element Descriptions (I of 3)
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ELEMENT DESCRIPTION,
NAME OF ELEMENT = FREG
ATTACHMENT NAMES = IN,OUT











NAME OF ELEMENT = OOUT
ATTACHMENT NAMES = IN






NAME OF ELEMENT = FOUT
ATTACHMENT NAMES = IN






NAME OF ELEMENT = OXREG
ATTACHMENT NAMES = IN,OUTeCONT











NAME OF ELEMENT = OFREG
ATTACHMENT NAMES = O,FeFBO,FBF
BROAD SCOPE PARAMETERS = PRESIVIBR,TEMP,DOFP
STATEMENT COLLECTION,
DOFP(O)II::q_ES(O),PRES(F),THEN,PRES(FBO),PRES(FBF)






























NAME ELEMENT = HEX
ATTACHMENT NAMES = IN,OUT
BROAD SCOPE PARAMETER = PRES.VIBR.TEMP
STATEMENT COLLECTION.
PRES(IN).TEMP(IN).THENiPRES(OUT)





NAME OF ELEMENT = HELS
ATTACHMENT NAMES = OUT






NAME ELEMENT = BTEMP
ATTACHMENT NAMES = OUT





NEXT SET OF DATA.
Figure D-6. Simplified Pneumatics Subsystem Element Descriptions (3 of 3)
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3.1.2 Tanks Pressurization Subsystem
During the period through which attempts were being made to
obtain successful performance simulation of the Simplified Pneumatics
Subsystem with the Westervelt Simulator, considerable effort was ex-
pended towards defining the Tanks Pressurization Subsystem. The Tanks
Pressurization Subsystem has high correspondence to the BOGY Pneumatics
Subsystem, and was defined as shown in Figure D-7.
ing in the figure are identified as follows:
• AFME Airframe
• FTNK Fuel Tank
• OTNK Oxidizer Tank
• REG, OT Regulator,
• REG, FT Regulator,
• PV Poppet Valve
• RV Relief Valve
• CV Check Valve
• SV Shut-off Valve
• GB Gas Bottle
• HXB Heat Exchanger,











The element description for "valves" posed a significant problem. Because
of the search logic of the Simulator, the element descriptions require the
provision to permit redirection of the search for certain classes of
problems. If flow through a valve ceases, the values of certain variables


















values of variables at the attached elements may be dependent upon the
mode of the valve. This situation revealed a weakness in the concept
that an element could be adequately described as an entity, independent
of its application in a system. Attempts were made to write acceptable
descriptions for a simple electrical switch, without encouraging results.
Before the valve/switch impasse could be resolved, it had become
apparent that the Westervelt Simulator in its current state could not solve
the earlier-submitted Simplified Pneumatics Subsystem problem. Efforts
directed toward the development of the element descriptions for the Tanks
Pressurization Subsystem were curtailed. However, at that time, it was
hoped that the difficulties within the Simulator might be corrected and
sufficient improvements incorporated such that a simulation of the BOGY
at the system level might be achieved.
3.2 SYSTEM-LEVEL STUDY
At the time the subsystem level of study was abandoned, it was
relatively late in the contract period. Investigation and application of
alternate methods of performance simulation were deemed to pose too
great a compromise of the remaining tasks of the PRESTO study. The
goal of system optimization retained the requirement for the simulation
of performance, as well as for reliability and economics. With an
established dependency upon the Westervelt simulator, it was decided to
attempt performance simulation at the "system" level.
The system investigated was the BOGY vehicle in the sustainer/vernier
configuration. The analysis was to begin at lift-off plus 140-seconds,
after the booster package had been jettisoned. This greatly simplified
the Source Program and the Element Descriptions.
Since the individual subsystems could not be modeled adequately, the
BOGY vehicle was defined in a slightly different manner. The elements
allowed in the description were oriented toward system functions rather
than as discrete subsystems.
The BOGY vehicle in the sustainer/vernier configuration was defined as
shown in Figure D-8. The block diagram defines the system in terms
of the functional elements and their interconnections.
The elements of the BOGY vehicle and their definitions follow:
Airframe (AFME) The airframe is the container for all
the other elements, and acts as the
structural support. All internal and




















The thrust chamber is the assembly
in which mixing of liquid propellants
takes place to form hot gases which
are then ejected through a nozzle at
high velocity to give momentum to
the system.
The gas generator is a combustion
chamber used to provide hot gases
for a turbine to drive the propellant
pumps. Inthe present description, the
gas generator and turbine character-
istics are combined in one element
description.
The solenoid valve is used to control the
flow of a liquid or gas. The valve is
mechanically operated by a coupling to
a solenoid.
Pumps are used to provide the proper
flow rates of propellants. The pumps
are driven by the gas generator/turbine
assembly.
Propellant tanks are used to contain the
propellants. In the instance of the
BOGY these tanks are part of the air-
frame itself, but axe defined as separate
elements for the library. The tanks are
pressurized to maintain the structural
integrity of the airframe, and to prevent
cavitation of the propellant pumps.
Check valves permit the flow of a fluid
in one direction only. A negative
pressure differential must exist in the
direction of the desired flow.
The solenoid is an electrically-operated












Pitch Function (PF) *
• Yaw Function (YF) *
The gas bottle is a container to act as a
source of pressurized gas. In the system
as defined herein, the gas is used for
pressurization of the propellant tanks.
The hydraulic actuators serve to position
the gimballed thrust chambers to control
the thrust vectors.
The hydraulic accumulator serves to
reduce the effects of surges through the
hydraulic distribution lines.
The hydraulic oil tank is the source for
hydraulic fluid.
The guidance system furnishes pitch and
yaw steering commands during sustainer/
vernier flight, and furnishes discrete
commands for configuration changes.
The flight programmer furnishes roll and
pitch programs, receives the guidance
steering and discrete commands and routes
them to the proper functional areas, and
generates back-up commands for certain
functions.
Roll function generates the signals to
control the thrust vectors in the roll
plane.
Pitch function generates the signals to
control the thrust vectors in the pitch plane.
Yaw function generates the signals to con-
trol the thrust vectors in the yaw plane.
Roll, pitch, and yaw functions actually are composed of displacement
and rate gyros, and servo-amplifiers/filters for the three functions.
Guidance steering in yaw and pitch is accomplished through torquing




The electrical system furnishes
AC and DC power to all user sys-
tems.
Soon after the start of the writing of the Element Descriptions for the
BOGY Sustainer Vehicle, it became apparent that the number of para-
meters required to describe the elements of the system would far ex-
ceed the limit prescribed by the Westervelt Simulator. Consequently,
the decision was made to reduce the BOGY Sustainer Vehicle into a
Modified Sustainer Vehicle.
3.2. 1 Modified Sustainer Vehicle
The Modified Sustainer Vehicle is comprised of elements
which represent essentially four subsystems;
a. Sustainer Propulsion,
b. Sustainer Airframe,
c. Sustainer Pneumatics, and
-1 _ .... 11--_4- TT&_'I"_J-_ /_ _J-;,_ 6") I'_ ,'_ J-_._,_ A_'_v'_l-_-1,,4_v_
A description of the Modified Sustainer Vehicle appears in Figure D-9.
The definitions of the system elements are identical to those appearing
in Section 3.2. The Source Program and Element Descriptions which
were prepared for the Modified Sustainer Vehicle appear in Figure
D-10 and Figure D-11, respectively. A list of parameters which appear
in the element descriptions, together with the definitions of these para-
meters, are given in Figure D-12.
Though considerable effort was expended on the Westervelt Simulator
at the University of Michigan, the problems within the Simulator,
some of which are discussed in Sections 4. 1 and 5.2.2.1.1 of this
Final Report, remained unsolved. Consequently, the performance
























































































































































- READ AND PRINT DATA
RFIRST PART OF CALCULATIONS GOES H_RE
TRANSFER TO BEGIN
BACK CONTINUE









Figure D-10. Modified Sustainer Vehicle Source Program (3 of 3)
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ELEMENT DESCRIPTION,
NAME OF ELEMENT = AFME O004N

















































































NAME OF ELEMENT = TC OOION








































NAME OF ELEMENT = GG
















































































































NAME OF ELEMENT = PUMP













NAME OF ELEMENT = PT





































































































NAME OF ELE_ENT = CV























































































NAME OF ELEMENT = SOL


















NAME OF ELEMENT = GB






















































































AXIAL THRUST OF THRUST CHAMBER
COEFFICIENT OF AXIAL FORCE
COMPUTATIONAL CYCLE
COEFFICIENT OF DRAG
LONGITUDINAL CENTER OF GRAVITY OF
FUEL IN FUEL-TANK
LONGITUDINAL CENTER OF GRAVITY,
DRY MISSILE
LONGITUDINAL CENTER GRAVITY, WET
LONGITUDINAL CENTLR OF GRAVITY OF
OXIDIZER OF SOLO-TAN_
LONGITUDINAL CENTER OF GRAVITY OF
OXIDIZER IN OX-TANK
LONGITUDINAL CENTER OF GRAVITY OF
FUEL IN SOLO-TANK
CENTER OF PRESSURE, PITCH
(AT CENTER LINE)






DESIRED ROTATION PER SECOND
DESIRED FUEL FLOW RATE
DESIRED OXIDIZER FLOW RATE
EXPANSION RATIO OF THRUST CHAM_ER
WEIGHT OF FUEL IN FUEL TANK
WEIGHT OF FUEL IN SOLO FUEL-TANK
INITIAL PRESSURE




NEW WEIGHT OF LIQUID
OXIDIZER/FUEL MIXTURE RATIO
WEIGHT OF OXlDIZERe OXIDIZER TANK
WEIGHT OF OXIDIZER IN SOLO OX-TANK
PITCH ANGLE OF ATTACK
PITCH ANGLE, PITCH PROGRAM
PITCH CENTER OF PRESSURE
(AT CENTER LINE)
PROGRAMMED FLIGHT PATH ANGLE
PITCH PROGRAMMER DEGREES PER VULT-SECS



























































































ROTATION PER SECOND RPS
SOLENOID MODE O-I
VELOCITY OF SOUND, AT ALTITUDE FT/SEC
THROAT AREA SQ IN
TOTAL AXIAL THRUST POUNDS
TEMPERATURE, LOCAL, OR OF A MAS_ DEG F
TOTAL SPECIFIC IMPULSE (--)
THRUST TERMINATION TIME SEES
TOTAL WEIGHT OF VEHICLE POUNDS
VOLTAGE VOLTS
VELOCITY CRITERIA FT/S_C
VOLUME OF GAS CU FT
VOLUME OF LIQUID CU FT
VOLUME OF TANK CU FT
ULLAGE VOLUME CU FT
VEHICLE WEIGHTi DRY POUNDS
FLOW RATE POUNDS
FUEL FLOW RATE POUNDS/SEE
FLOW RATE OF LIQUID POUNDS/SEE
OXIDIZER FLOW RATE POUNDS/SEC
PROPELLANT FLOW RATE POUNDS/SEE
WEIGHT OF GAS POUNDS
WEIGHT OF LIQUID, PROPELLANT TANK POUNDS
WEIGHT OF LIQUID POUNDS
WEIGHT LIQUID MOVED PER ROTATION POUNDS
NEW PRESSURE PS!A
YAW CENTER OF PRESSURE INCHES
(AT CENTER LINE)












Vehicle station numbers, in inches (Figure D-14).
Center of pressure is given as a station number, related
to the vehicle center line.
Vehicle weight (dry) includes all weight except for the pro-
pellants in the tanks. Propellants in the propellant lines,
hydraulic fluids, etc., are included in the "dry weight"
parameter.
Flight Control (programmer) is considered to be contained
in the AFME for the present analysis.
Computational cycle is the "number of looks-per-second"
by the computer simulation.
Velocity criteria is a preset value in the guidance system
(AFME), to command thrust termination when vehicle
velocity equals velocity criteria.






























Figure D-14. SLVS Station Identification
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4 LAUNCH VEHICLE RELIABILITY
In the reliability simulation phase of the Study Launch Vehicle System
Analysis, the Flight Control Subsystem (Section 2, Figure D-3) was





The autopilot at the equipment level was further partitioned into three
components. A diagram of the SLVS which shows this augmented
system definition appears in Figure D-15. These additional details
of the system were included for two reasons;
a. To demonstrate the "nesting" procedure (Appendix B,
Section 3.2) to a greater degree;
Do To show that uniform subsystem levels are not required
in the simulation and analysis.
The information required for Reliability Simulation of the SLVS is
given by the SDA, the SMA, and numeric data. These facets of the
SLVS reliability simulation are discussed in the following sections.
4.1 SYSTEM DEFINITION ARRAY
As indicated in Appendix B, Volume II, a system to be modeled
by the Reliability Simulator must be defined by a System Definition
Array (SDA) which describes all the possible system states in a short-
hand form. This is accomplished by listing the allowed modes for each
element of the system in a single-row array, the columns of which
represent the respective elements in the system. Each element of
the system was defined to have one "failure" mode and one "good"
mode. While the Simulator is capable of modeling systems with ele-
ments having many more than two modes, this decision was made to
keep the modeling relatively simple in order to provide verification of
the unified concept.
Each component of the system in Figure D-15 which is comprised of
elements at a lower functional level in the system, must be modeled












be in the form of a computer program having the name of the element
modeled. The SDA's for the various system elements that must be
modeled are given below with the SLVS System Definition Array. The
subscript on each SDA entry signifies the element number. Note that
as far as the Simulator is concerned, the SLVS is composed of only
two elements, the First Stage (element 1) and Second Stage (element
2); both of these require further modeling from information supplied
for elements at lower system levels. While the element numbers are
sequential starting at "1" for all the "systems, " the elements associ-
ated with the symbol may differ among systems. For example, ele-
ment "1" for "SLVS First Stage" is the "Booster Propulsion" system,
while element "1" for "IST. STAGE FLIGHT CONTROL" is the "FLT.
CONT. CABLING. "
Functional Level* SDA
SYSTEM 1 t 12
SLVS FIRST STAGE
1STo STG. FLT. CONTROL 11 121314
FLT. CONT. AUTOPILOT
SLVS SECOND STAGE
It12131415 161718191t0 Ill 112 103
11 121314
4. 2 SYSTEM MODE ARRAY
In addition to the SDA, which describes all the possible system
states, another array (the Systems Mode Array, SMA) is required to
describe the subset of these states which constitutes the system mode
to be modeled.
*Defined by the indentation depth.
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It was determined early in the SLVS definition phase, that the reliability
simulation would be restricted to modeling the probability of only one
mode for the SLVS, which would be called the "failure" mode. The
system in Figure D-15 is referred to as a "series system," since failure
of any single component represented by a block in the figure will result
in the system reaching a failure state. Thus, the rows (submodes) of
the SMA for each "system" will be of order one. The SMA's corres-
ponding to the respective "system" SDA's are given below. The
supermode, A I , is used in the same manner as described in


































Since reliability is a time dependent parameter, the SLVS
time sequence, or mission, has been defined as shown in Table D-I.
The Sequence of Events tabulation contains only "major" event/time
relations.
Unclassified flight data for the Atlas system served as the basis for
the SLVS first stage reliability data. Since these were flight data,
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Table D-I. Reliability Time Base















































N. B. The events/time entries above are only
those necessary for use in the flight
reliability modeling and are not intended
to be representative for performance
analysis.
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each of the element environmental stress factors (K factor} for the
first stage elements is "1" during the active state of the element.
After the point in time where the element function is no longer
needed, the associated K factor goes to zero, signifying that an
element failure would not be recognized during that time. The un-
classified data which served as the basis for the SLVS second stage
reliability data set were available only in generic form. Therefore,
the K factors for the second stage components are much larger than
those for the first stage components. Table D-II presents the stress
factors for each element of the SLVS.
The SDA and SMA are the basic information needed in order for the
Reliability Simulator to automatically generate a system model. How-
ever, in order to compute system probabilities, information must be
available concerning the element failure rates and the admissible modes
of the system elements.
These types of data exist in varied forms for equipment similar to the
SLVS components. A failure rate journal was developed from available
data, relating an "element failure rate" to each element of the SLVS
which required the exponential failure rate model. The pertinent reli-
ability data from the journal which follows were recorded on the Data
Transmittal Forms from which input tabulation cards were prepared.
4. 3.1 MTBF DATA INPUTS
The following notes are applicable to the listings in Figure
D-16.
ao The MTBF DATA INPUTS is a catalog listing of manu-
facturer's data, showing Reliability Function Block iden-
tification number (RFB), component name, and MTBF.
Do The MTBF listing is used where failure rates are not
available.
Co The MTBF DATA INPUTS are processed to derive the ad-
justed failure rate inputs to the FAILURE RATE JOURNAL.
do In the current listing, some of the entries have been postu-
lated, where manufacturer's data were not available.
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4. 3.2 FAILURE RATE JOURNAL
The FAILURE RATE JOURNAL notes which apply to Figure
D-17 are:
a. The FAILURE RATE JOURNAL is a catalog listing of reli-
ability information encompassing component RFB number,
component name, source of data, the applicable environ-
ment, and the failure rates for upper, mean, and lower
values. The failure rates are given per million hours.
Do The FAILURE RATE JOURNAL is used as a library for the
ELEMENT FAILURE RATES, where the element failure
rates are identified with the SLVS under consideration.
c. The mean failure rates cited are based upon realistic data.
d. The upper and lower failure rate values are synthetic, not
to be taken as realistic, and are included only for demonstra-
tion purposes. These values should not be relied upon for
any attempt at true evaluation of the system.
4.3.3 ELEMENT FAILURE RATES
The following notes refer to the listing of ELEMENT FAIL-
URE RATES:
ao The ELEMENT FAILURE RATES (Figure D-18*)is a catalog
listing of the mean, upper, and lower failure rates for each
element of the SLVS. Failure rates for the components of
each element are listed by code, and the total failure rate
is given for each element.
Do The mean values of ELEMENT FAILURE RATES are based
upon realistic data, but the upper and lower values are
arbitrary.
*The individual elements shown in Figure D-18 are ordinarily printed










































































MAIN LOX STAG VALVE
LOX PB AND FITTINGS
VERN LOX PB AND FIT




MAIN FUEL STAGING VLV
FUhL PB AND FITTINGS
LOX PB AND FITTINGS
LCX A/B F AND D VALVE









































MAIN 28 VDC BATTERY 5k.9




MTBF Data Inputs (1 of 2)
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26 0 VLH PNEU AND HYD SYS
26 I PNtUMATIC SYSTEM
26 I I SUSTAINER PNEU SYSTEM
26 I I h LCX BUIL-DFF VALVE
26 I I 6 LOX TANK PRESS REG
26 I I 8 LUX TANK PRESS REL VLV
26 I I 11 LCX TANK PRESS MAN SOY
26 I 1 15 FULL TANK PRESS MAN
26 I 1 20 AMB HE STORAGE BTL
26 I I 2h STAGING DISC'S
26 I 1 26 LINE AN[) FITTINGS
26 1 I 30 CABLING AND WIRING
26 | 2 BCUSTER PNEU SYSTEM
26 | 2 h FULL TANK PRESS REG
26 ] 2 5 FUEL TANK PRESS REL VA
26 | 2 16 AMB HEAT EXCHGR
26 I 2 18 HE STORAGE BOTTLES 6
26 ] 2 20 AMB HE STOR BTL SEP
26 I 2 26 LINES 7 FITTINGS
26 1 2 32 CABLING AND WIRING
26 2 I BCOSTER HYD SYSTEM
26 2 1 2 HYU FLUID TANK
26 2 I _ HYDRAULIC PUMP
26 2 I 6 ACCUMULATOR
26 2 I T MAIN DIST MANIFOLD
26 2 I 8 SUPPLY MANIFOLD
26 2 I 9 RETURN MANIFOLD
26 2 I 10 BOOSTER ACTUATOR ASSEM
26 2 I 12 PB VALVES AND FILTERS
26 2 1 14 RISE-OFF DISC
26 2 I 16 HYD BLEED FITTINGS
26 2 I 18 CABLING
26 2 2 SUST HYD SYSThM
26 2 2 2 HY_ FLUID TANK
26 2 2 4 HYDRAULIC PUMP
26 2 2 8 SUPPLY MANIFOLD
26 2 2 9 RETURN MANIFOLD
26 2 2 10 SUST ACTUATOR ASSEM
26 2 2 16 STAGING DISC-SUST HALF
26 2 2 17 STAG CISC BOOST HALF
26 2 2 18 VERNIER/SOLO ACCUM MAN
26 2 2 20 INBD VERN ACTUATOR
26 2 2 210UTBO VERN ACTUATOR
26 2 2 22 VERN/SOLO ACCUM
26 2 2 2h PB VALVES AND FILTERS
26 2 2 26 RISE-OFF DISC
26 2 2 28 CABLING
27 O PROP UTIL AND LEV CONT
27 I PROP UTIL SYSTEM


























































SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-I-63








SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63









SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








Figure D-17. Failure Rate Journal (1 of 30)
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FAILURE RATE JOURNAL
I 21 DISPL GYRO PACKAGE
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








221 3 SERVO AMPLS FILTERS
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








3 21 2 RATE GYRO PACKAGE
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








2 21 3 EXCITATION XFMR
SOURCE RIPPR 12-1-65



















SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-I-63




















6 23 5 3 VERNIER CHAMBERS
SOURCE RIPPR 12-1-63








Figure D-17. Failure Rate Journal (3 ol 30)
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FAILURE RATE JOURNAL
6 23 FUEL PLUMBING
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63









6 23 5 6 MAIN LOX PRE-VALVE
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








6 23 S 8 MAIN LOX STAG VALVE
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








6 23 S 10 LOX PB AND FITTINGS
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








Figure D-17. Failure Rate Journal (4 of 30)
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6 23 5 12
6 23 5 11.1.
1 23 6 I
FAILURE RATE JOURNAL
VERN LOX PB AND FIT
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-I-63





FUEL FILL CK VALV PB
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-I-63






SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-I-63














I 23 6 2 FUEL PREVALVE
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








Figure D-17. Failure I_te Journal (5 ol 30)
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FAILURE RATE JOURNAL
1 23 6 MAIN FUEL STAGING VLV
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








I 23 6 6 FUEL PB AND FITTINGS
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12- 1-63








I 23 6 8 LOX PB AND FITTINGS
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








I 23 6 10 LOX A/B F AND D VALVE
SOURCE RIPPR 12-1-63








Figure D-17. Failure Rate Journal (6 of 30)
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FAILURE RATE JOURNAL
I 23 6 12 FUEL A/B F AND D VALVE
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








5 24 1 2 EXPLOSIVE VALVES
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








5 2L_ 1 4 HE DIST MANIFOLD
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








5 2LI, 1 6 FITTINGS 10
SOURCE RIPPR 12-|-63











5 24 JETT TRACK INSTALL
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








5 24 1 10 SLIDE INSTALL
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








S 24 1 12 SUPPLY LINE
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








II 25 HAIN 28 VDC BATTERY
SOURCE RIPPR 12-1-63











II 25 2 115 VAC 400 CPS ROT IN
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63









SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








11 25 DISTRIBUTION BOX
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-I-63








11 25 6 JUNCTION BOX
Figure D- 17.
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63











I0 26 I _ LOX BOIL-OFF VALVE
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








i0 26 I 6 LOX TANK PRESS REG
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








I0 26 I 8 LOX TANK PRESS REL VLV
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








I0 26 I I il LOX TANK PRESS MAN SOV
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-I-63








Figure D-17. Failure Rate Journal (10 o£ 30)
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FAILURE RATE JOURNAL
I0 26 I 15 FUEL TANK PRESS MAN
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-I-63








I0 26 I 20 AMB HE STORAGE BTL
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-6]







I0 26 1 2k STAGING DISC'S
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-I-63








10 26 1 26 LINE AND FITTINGS
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








Figure D-17. Failure Rate Journal (ll of 30)
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FAILURE RATE JOURNAL
I0 26 1 1 30 CABLING AND WIRING
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-65








2 26 I 2 FUEL TANK PRESS REG
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12- 1-63








2 26 1 2 S FUEL TANK PRESS REL VA
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








2 26 1 2 16 AMB HEAT EXCHGR
SOURCE RIPPR 12-1-63











2 26 i 2 18 HE STORAGE BOTTLES 6
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








2 26 I 2 20 AMB HE STOR BTL SEP
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








2 26 I 2 26 LINES _ FITTINGS
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








2 26 1 2 32 CABLING AND WIRING
Figure D-17.
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63











3 26 2 1 2 HYD FLUID TANK
SOURCE









3 26 2 1 4 HYDRAULIC PUMP
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








3 26 2 1 6 ACCUMULATOR
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








3 26 2 I 7 MAIN DIST MANIFOLD
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12- 1-63








Figure D-17. Failure Rate Jouri_1 (14 of 30)
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FAILURE RATE JOURNAL
3 26 2 I 8 SUPPLY MANIFOLD
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








3 26 2 I 9 RETURN MANIFOLD
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








3 26 2 1 10 BOOSTER ACTUATOR ASSEM
SOURCE
-_ RIPPR 12-1-63








3 26 2 I 12 PB VALVES AND FILTERS
SOURCE RIPPR 12-I-63











3 26 I I_ RISE-OFF DISC
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








3 26 2 ! 18 CABLING
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








7 26 2 2 2 HYD FLUID TANK
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








7 26 2 2 k HYDRAULIC PUMP
SOURCE RIPPR 12-1-63












7 26 2 2 B SUPPLY MANIFOLD
SOURCE









7 26 2 2 9 RETURN MANIFOLD
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-I-63








7 26 2 2 10 SUST ACTUATOR ASSEM
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








7 26 2 2 16 STAGING DISC-SUST HALF
SOURCE RIPPR 12-1-63








Figure D-17. Failure Rate Journal (17 of 30)
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FAILURE RATE JOURNAL
T 26 2 2 17 STAG DISC BOOST HALF
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








7 26 2 2 18 VERNIER/SOLO ACCUM MAN
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








7 26 2 2 20 INBD VERN ACTUATOR
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








7 26 2 2 21 OUTBD VERN ACTUATOR
SOURCE RIPPR 12-1-63













2 2 22 VERN/SOLO ACCUM
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-I-63










2 2 24 PB VALVES AND FILTERS
2 2 26 RISE-OFF DISC
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-I-63








7 26 2 2 28 CABLING
Figure D- 17.
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-6S











8 27 LOX STILLWELL ASSEMBLY
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-65








8 27 1 6 FUEL STILLWELL ASSY
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63








8 27 1 2 COMPUTER ASSEMBLY
SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63










SOURCE -- RIPPR 12-1-63





















































































































































































































































J 3 12 CONNECTER





















































































































































































25 6 I 72669. h6729.
23 6 2 20268. 8929.
25 6 h 19T50. 8613.
23 6 6 2522. 333.
23 6 8 2522. 333.
23 6 10 57893. 35336.
23 6 12 20268. 8929.




26 I 2 4 5028. 1082.
26 I 2 5 5028. 1082.
26 I 2 16 2522. 333.
_o i 2 18 2522. _.
26 1 2 20 2522. 333.
26 1 2 26 2522. 333.


















SUM = 22669. 3828. 3200.
FAILURE RATES
UPPER MEAN LOWER
26 2 I 2 2522. 333.
26 2 I _ 369088. 303030.
26 2 I 6 _7569. 2762_.
26 2 I 7 2522. 333.
26 2 1 8 2522. 333.
26 2 l 9 2522. 333.
26 2 1 I0 32037. 16584.
26 2 1 12 5711. 1332.
26 2 1 14 2522. 333.











SUM = _69539. 350567. 3_6602.











































21 4 8856° 2663.
21 3 I1820. 4119.
21 I 46166, 26596.
21 2 2 121440. 86207.
21 2 3 42247. 23753°







SUM = 262851° 160116. 156691.
Figure D-18. SLVS Model-Element Failure Rate (4 of 6)
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i 1 520.8 59.2
1 2 1361.0 308.0





S.S. m PROPULSION, RAM
FAILURE RATES
UPPER MEAN LONER
2 1 1878.9 516.0
2 2 1602.5 401.0
2 3 53b,.4 62.0
2 5 1602.5 U,01.0
2 6 _93.9 53.8
2 7 642.0 85.9
2 8 1_27.5 41._









SUM = 7617.0 1603.9 1203.0











3 I 425.2 k1.0
3 2 k79.5 51.0
3 3 430.8 k2.0
3 k 410.2 38.4
3 5 367.6 31.4
3 6 442.0 44.0
3 7 484.7 52.0
3 8 463.7 48.0
3 9 371.4 32.0
3 10 367.6 31.4
3 11 386.9 34.5
3 12 385.1 34.2





















4 1 1749.3 461.0
4 2 1148.9 233.0







k 10 587.9 73.5
k 11 1139.9 230.0
k 12 417.2 39.6
4 13 684.7 96.2
k 14 548.7 65.0
















Figure D-18. SLVS Model-Element Failure Rate (6 of 6)
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5 LAUNCH VEHICLE ECONOMICS
In order to apply the PRESTO concept to a launch vehicle system, models
must be developed describing the system performance, reliability, and
economics in terms of certain independent parameters of the system. In
addition, some of the parameters must be common to all of the models in
order that optimization of one of these three system attributes can be
performed against certain constraints on the others. Due to difficulties
discussed in this final report in producing a working performance sim-
ulator, no performance considerations could be made in the unified
concept verification and no performance parameters appear in the
mathematical models. The system economics simulation was thus limited
to only cost-reliability considerations.
5.1 LAUNCH VEHICLE COST CONSIDERATIONS
The approach taken in modeling the SLVS system economics was
to determine a cost function which relates cost to failure rate for every
basic element. The cost of a system element which is made up of ele-
m_ents at lower s.vstem functional levels is determined by summing the
costs of the constituent elements.
Section 5.2.1.3 of Volume I of this final report discusses the develop-
ment of the mathematical model used for the element cost functions.
The equation is repeated below.
i th Element Cost
A i
kBi
+ C i (k = failure rate)
This model has three parameters that must be determined in order to
uniquely define the function for a given element. Three sets of data
were determined relating a minimum, nominal, and maximum element
failure rate to the corresponding costs. The minimum cost thus de-
termined at the maximum element failure rate was the value of "C" for
the element. Simultaneous solution of the two equations resulting from
substituting the minimum and nominal points into the above equation,
provided unique values of "A" and "B" for each element.
The cost of a system element is obviously affected by a multitude of
parameters. In order to facilitate the collection of element cost data,
these parameters were "lumped" into categories which can be asso-
ciated with cost expenditures at various levels in the cycle from
'qguild" to "use" in the launch vehicle. These categories and their





Shipping to Launch Site Cost




Hardware Cost - The sum of all costs accrued to the time an
element is manufactured and deemed acceptable.
Assembly Cost - The cost associated in mating a given element
with the rest of the system.
Ship-to-Site Cost - The total cost incurred in moving the
element from the contractor' s facility to the assembly site
of the system.
Inspection and Acceptance Cost - The cost incurred at the
assembly site as a result of a need to assure the integrity
of the element.
Integration Costs - The element cost resulting from the need
to assure that all the individual elements are operating to-
gether as a complete system. A typical integration cost
would be that associated with assuring that a specific com-
mand signal generated within the guidance system does in
fact reach the proper point in the propulsion subsystem, and
that it does not appear elsewhere. A large portion of these
costs are accrued "on the pad. "
Checkout Cost - The cost of interfacing the launch vehicle
elements and the ground equipment.
5.2 DATA
A COST JOURNAL was developed from available data, estab-
lishing a cost value for each category.
5.2. 1 COST JOURNAL




The COST JOURNAL is a listing of the costs associated with
the mean failure rates as given in the Element Failure Rates
list.
The cost values given for the mean failure rates cannot be
supported by documentation, and should not be relied upon
for any true analysis of system cost.
The ratio of cost values shown, (such as "hardware cost vs.
total cost") were generated largely through the use of trade
publications. No serious attempt has been made to certify
the validity of these ratios.
The values given in the COST JOURNAL entries are in
dollars.
5.2. 2 ELEMENT COST Vs. FAILURE RATES Schedule
The three sets of data for each element, required to define
the element cost function were recorded in an Element Cost vs. Failure
Rate Schedule (Figure D-20). The following notes are applicable.
The ELEMENT COST vs. FAILURE RATES schedule is a
listing of each system element, showing the three failure
rate values, and provision for the two cost factors of
Hardware and total Element Cost.
The COST JOURNAL provides six element cost categories,
however, only the Hardware factor and the total Element
Cost are included in the ELEMENT COST vs. FAILURE
RATES schedule. This was done for simplicity.
The cost values entered for the upper and lower extremes
on failure rates were arbitrarily derived from the nominal


































































































Figure D-I9. SLVS Journal, Costs















































































































Figure D-19. SLVS Journal, Costs For













SHIP TO SITE 276,
INSPECT/ACCEPT 2135.
INTEGRATE 2669.
CHLCKOUT AND LAUNCP 3995.




SHIP TO SITE S,
INSPECT/ACCEPT 36.
INTEGRATE 45.
CHECKOUT AND LAUNCH 68.




SHIP TO SITE 908,
INSPECT/ACCEPT 7020°
INTEGRATE 8775°
CHECKOUT AND LAUNCH 13132,




SHIP TO SITE 3511.
INSPECT/ACCEPT 27151.
INTEGRATE 33939.
CHECKOUT AND LAUNCH 50791.




SHIP TC SITE 4331,
INSPECT/ACCEPT 33495.
INTEGRATE 41869.
CHECKOUT AND LAUNCH 62659.




SHIP TO SITE 3095.
INSPECT/ACCEPT 23937.
INTEGRATE 29921°
CHECKOUT AND LAUNCH 4_779.
ELEMENT COST = 206354.
Figure D-19. SLVS Journal, Costs For














SHIP TO SITE h786.
INSPECT/ACCEPT 37010.
INTEGRATE 46263.
CHECKOUT AND LAUNCH 69235.




SHIP TO SITE 2B621.
INSPECT/ACCEPT 221337.
INTEGRATE 276672.
CHECKOUT AND LAUNCH 414053.




SHIP TO SITE 985.
INSPECT/ACCEPT 7620.
INTEGRATE 9525.
CHECKOUT AND LAUNCH I_254.




SHIP TO SITE 12528.
INSPECT/ACCEPT 96880.
INTEGRATE 121101.
CHECKOUT AND LAUNCH 181233.
ELEMENT COST : 835176.
Figure D-19. SLVS Journal, Costs For
Mean Failure Rate (Sheet 4 of 4)
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BCCSTERPROPULSICN
* * FAILURE * HARDWARE * ELEMENT *
, VALUL * RATE w COST * COST ,
IIm_QIO_IOJO_DO_D_IIII_II_ODNI_OIII_RIIIIW_IImOO_IOWImIIIOmmI
* UPPER EXTREME * 195892. * _51403. • 12_6968. *
MEAN VALUE , 109201. • 902805. , 2493936. ,
* LOWER EXTREME • 106311. * 14063_5. * 3884932. ,
2 BOCSTER PNEUMATICS
* * FAILURE * HARDWARE * ELEMENT *
" VALUE " RATE , COST * COST "
* UPPER EXTREME • 22669. * 13k92. * 37270° *
* MEAN VALUE * 3828, * 2698_. * 7W541. *
* LOWER EXTREME * 3200. * 39257. * 108_4_. *
BOOSTER HYDRAULICS
* * FAILURE * HARDWARE * ELEMENT *
* VALUE * RATE * COST * COST *
* UPPER EXTREME * _69539. * 18633. * 5_23_. *
* MEAN VALUE * 350567. * 39265. * 108_68- *
* LOWER EXTREME * 3_6602. * 61383. * 130123. *
5
BOCSTER AIRFRAME
• * FAILURE * HARDWARE * ELEMENT *
• VALUE * RATE * COST * COST *
• UPPER EXTREME * 6117. * h5635. * 126063. *
• MEAN VALUE * I_88. * 91270. * 252126. *
• LOWER EXTREME * 133_. * 168_6W. * _65371. *
BOOSTER SEPARATION
. * FAILURE * HARDWARE * ELEMENT *
• VALUE * RATE * COST * COST *
* uPPER EXTREME * 6_768. * 13863, * 38295. *
* MEAN VALUE * 22897. * 27726- * 76590. *
* LOWER EXTREME * 21501. * 37235. * 102860. *
IIllIIIIIIIIIIllIllleIIIIiIIIllIIIIIelIIIIIeIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl
_igu_e D-_0. _leme_t Cost Vs. _i_e IRate
(Sheet I of 5)
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6 SUSTATNER PROPULSION
* t FAILURE * HARDWARE * ELEMENT *
* VALUE * RATE • COST
************************************************
* UPPER EXTREME * 215h29. * 300935.
* MEAN VALUE * 119176.. 601870.








* * FAILURE • HARDWARE • ELEMENT
• VALUE * RATE * COST • COST *
***************************************************************
" UPPER EXTREME * 367246. * 13089. • 36156. •
* MEAN VALUE * 237520. • 26177. * 72312. •
* LOWER EXTREME * 233195. * 38890. * 107431. *
SUSTAINER AIRFRAME
* * FAILURE * HARDWARE • ELEMENT •
• VALUE * RATE * COST • COST *
* UPPER EXTREME * 4890. * 81129. * 224112. *
* MEAN VALUE * 1033. * 162257. • 4_8224. •
* LOWER EXTREME * 905. • 224813. • 621032. *
SUSTAINER PNEUMATICS
" * FAILURE • HARDWARE , ELEMENT -
* VALUE * RATE • COST * COST *
• UPPER EXTREME * 81550. - 211C3. * 5829_. *
* MEAN VALUE * 37294. * h2205. * 116589. *
• LOWER EXTREME * 35819. " 90217. - 29_219. •
10 PROPELLANT UTILIZATION
• * FAILURE - HARDWARE * ELEMENT -
• VALUE * RATE * COST * COST *
• UPPER EXTREME * 8568. * 16985. * _6920. •
• MEAN VALUE * 1261. * 33970. * 93840. *
• LOWER EXTREME * 1017. - 48138. * 132977. •
Figure D-20. Element Cost Vs. Failure Rate





* * FAILURE * HARDWARE * ELEMENT *
* VALUE * RATE m COST • COST *
* UPPER EXTREME * 175932. • 25228° * 69690. •
* MEAN VALUE * I056h0. • 50456. • 139380. •
• LOWER EXTREME * I03297- * 718h3. * 198462. •
!2 GOJ!DANCE
• * FAILURE • HARDWARE • ELEMENT •
• VALUE * RATE • COST • COST •
• UPPER EXTREME * 3873. • 101661. • 280830. •
• MEAN VALUE * 699. • 203321. • 561660. •
• LOWER EXTREME * 594. • 447409. • 1235936. •
FC CABL ING
• * FAILURE • HARDWARE • ELEMENT •
• VALUE * RATE * COST • COST •
• UPPER EXTREME • 8856. • 3332, • 9204, •
• MEAN VALUE * 2663. • 6664. • 18_09o •
• LOWER EXTREME * 2457. • 115k4. • 31890. *
2 FC EXCITATION TRANSF,
* * FAILURE • HARDWARE • ELEMENT *
* VALUE * RATE • COST • COST •
• UPPER EXTREME * 11820- * 57. • 156. •
• MEAN VALUE * 4119. • 113. • 312, •
• LOWER EXTREME * 3862. • 199. • 550. *
3 FC PROGRAMMER
• • FAILURE * HARDWARE • ELEMENT •
• VALUE • RATE • COST * COST •
• UPPER EXTREME * 46166. * 10954. • 30259° •
• MEAN VALUE * 26596° • 21908° • 60518, •
- LOWER EXTREME • 259_3. * 35549. * 98203. •
***************************************************************
Figure D-20. Element Cost Vs. Failure Rate




* • FAILURE w HARDWARL w ELEMENT *
• VALUE * RATE i COST • COST *
• UPPER EXTRLME • 121440. • 42365. * 117031. •
• MEAN VALt;E _ 86207. • 84730. * 234062. •
* LOWER EXTRLME * 85032. * 130262. m 359840. •
AP SERVO AMPL/FILTERS
• • FAILURE * HARDWARE * ELEMENT *
• VALUE • RATE • COST • COST *
* UPPER EXTREME • 42247. • 52264° * 144374. •
• MEAN VALUE • 23753. * I04527. * 288749. •
• LOWER EXTREME * 23137° • 227_52. * 428320. *
3 AP RATE GYRO
. • FAILURE * HARDWARE * ELEMENT *
* VALUE * RATE * COST * COST •
• _PPER EXTREME • 32322. • 37350. * 103177. *
• MEAN VALUE • 16779, • 74700. • 206354, *
• LOWER EXTREME • 16260. • 126599. * 349720. *
S.S. A - AIRFRAME, RAM
. • FAILURE * HARDWARE * ELEMENT *
• VALUE • RATE • COST • COST *
• UPPER EXTREME • 1882. * 57749. * 159528. "
- MEAN VALUE * 367. * 115498. • 319056. *
• LOWER EXTREME * 266. * 205430. • 567485. *
***************************************************************
2 S.S. B - PROPULSION, RAM
••t•_•••••_**l•_*t_**_••*_*****••**•***t***•*I****I*•t*•**•**•t
* * FAILURE * HARDWARE * ELEMENT *
* VALUE * RATE * COST * COST *
* UPPER EXTREME * 7617, • 345363. • 954040* *
• MEAN VALUE * 1604. • 690725. * 1908080. *
* LOWER EXTREME * 1203. * 1272805. * 3516037° *
Figure D-20. Element Cost Vs. Fai_re R_e
(Sheet 4 of 5)
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S.S. C - ELECTRICAL, RAM
m_jolm_R_._mm_t__m_w_oQ_w_m_Qiimm6_olmt_liim_wmm_o_
* • FAILURE * HARDWARE , ELEMENT *
* VALUE * RATE • COST • COST *
* UPPER EXTREME * 5916. * 11889. * 32844. *
* MEAN VALUE * 635. * 23779. * 65688. *
• LOWER EXTREME * 283. = 56782° * 156855. *
S.So D - GUIDICCNTL, RAM
* * FAILURE * HARDWARE * ELEMENT *
* VALUE * RATE * COST * COST *
* UPPER EXTREME * 68022. * 151167. * _1_588. *
* MEAN VALUE * _131. * 302334. * 835176. *
* LOWER EXTREME * _2539. * 489175° * 1351313° *
Figure D-20. Element Cost Vs. Failure Rate
(Sheet 5 of 5)
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SCORE, an acronym for the expression: "Systematic C___onstructionof an
Optimum Regression Equation", is a program developed by LSI for use
on this and similar projects. The concepts around which this program
has been constructed are discussed in Section 2 following.
For use in systems analysis, information concerning the parameter
relationships of an existing physical phenomenon is often presented in
the form of bulk data (e. g., data obtained through use of a Monte Carlo
approach to system analysis). This fact makes it difficult and often
impractical to use such information effectively. The problem is
alleviated, however, through the judicious use of regression techniques.
A regression analysis, beginning with given, consistent data on a set of
parameters, proceeds to generate an analytical expression describing
the behavior of one parameter, the dependent variable, in terms of the
remaining parameters, the independent variables, and their interactions.
The regression analysis program is based on the Stepwise Regression
with Simple Learning digital computer program developed at the University
of Michigan. This is a unique approach to multiple regression curve





Data consisting of two variables is discussed first since the
curve fitting approach may be illustrated easily by means of a plot.
Then follows a discussion of data consisting of many variables
wherein the process will be shown to be an extension of that used
for two variables.
2.1.1 Two Dimensional
If a set of data consisting of corresponding values of two
variables, say x and y, is given, the problem is to find an approxi-
mating curve which describes the relationship between the two.
2.1.1.1 Straight Line
The simplest type of approximating curve is a straight
line, whose equation can be written:
y = a o + a I x . Eq. 1
For the case where only two data points are involved, this expression
will give an exact fit. However, since many data points are generally
given, a straight line relationship is not likely to provide an exact
fit. It then becomes a matter of finding the "best" straight line
passing through the data points.
In order to establish a criterion for a '%est" fit, consider the plot
of xvs. y in FigureE-1. Foragiven value of x, sayx I , there
will be a difference between the value y_ and the corresponding
value as determined from the straight line L. As noted in Figure
E-l, this difference is denoted by d_ , which is often referred to












X I X N X
Figure E-I. Linear Approximation for a Set of Data Points
or zero. A measure of the "goodness of fit" of the line L to the given
data is provided by the quantity
Z
/k = d12 + d22 + ... + d N Eq. 2
where N is the number of points in the data set.
If this quantity is small, the fit is good, if it is large, the fit is poor.
The line which minimiZes this quantity for a given data set will be
called the best straight line in the "least squares" sense or the
least squares line.
E-7
The method used to compute a_ and a o for this least squares line is
developed as follows. Expressing Equation 2 in terms of the line itself
and the data points gives:
)2 2A = (y, - a o - a, x, + (Y2- ao - a, x2) +... +
2
(yN - ao -a, XN) .
Eq. 3
It is desired to find values for a t and a o such that A is a minimum.
Therefore, the following equations must be satisfied:
a_____ = oj Eq. 4
aa_
0A 0. Eq. 5_=
aa o
Investigation of the second partials shows these conditions to be sufficient
for a minimum.
Substituting Equation 3 into Equations 4 and 5 gives:
2 (Yl-ao-al xl) (-xl) + 2 (Y2- ao- al xz) (- x2) +''" +
2 (YN- ao - a, xN) (- x N) = 0.
Eq. 6
2(y,
-a o-a I xl) (- 1) +2 (Y2 -ao-a , x2) (- I) + ...




Collecting coefficients of a I and a o gives, for Equation 6:
2 2 _)a I (2x I +2x2 +... +2 +
ao(2X , +2x2+... +2x N) + Eq. 8
(-2% Yl -2xzy2-.-. -2XNYN) = 0.
and for Equation 7:
a, (2x I +2x2+.°o +2x N) +
a o(2 +2 +... +2) + Eq. 9
(-2yl - 2y2-... - 2YN) = 0.


















The solution of these two simultaneous equations for a o and a_ gives the
coefficients for the least squares line.
E-9
2. I. I. 2 Polynomial
Data which does not exhibit a linear relationship may often
be '_fitted" very well using a polynomial of the form:
2 n-I n
y = a o +a I x +a 2 x + .., +an_ I x +a n x . Eq. 11
The degree n of the polynomial being fitted is a function of the accuracy
required in the fit. As the degree of the polynomial is increased, the
goodness of fit increases. The least squares coefficients are computed
by solving the following simultaneous equations for the a's:
1 m
2 n-I n
N Ex Ex ... Ex Ex
n÷l
Zx Ix 2 Ix 3 ... Zx" Zx
y.x 2 gx 3 Zx 4 ... Xx °÷' y x "+2
o • • •
o • • •
IX n-I I n IX 2n-2 IX 2n-I
e • • •













Note the shortened notation _. x, Y. xy, etc., in place of
etc. This notation will be used throughout the report
to eliminate confusion.
N N
1_ Xi _ _ Xi Y i,
=1 " =1
E-10
2. I. I.3 Functional
Theoretically, an n th degree polynomial can be made to
fit any set of two-dimensional data simply by making n large enough.
This may, however, result in a very large equation. Consideration of
other forms of the independent variable in the equation often reduces the
size of the equation required for a good fit. Such forms might be:
x I/3, x-I/z sin x, e x
and similar types.
Assume an equation of the form:
x -2 I/3
Y = ao+ale +a2 sinx+a3x +a4x . Eq. 13
For this case, the least squares coefficients are computed by solving the
following simultaneous equations for the a's:
-2 i/3
N Ze' Zsinx Zx Ex
2_, e x x -2 T..ex i/3T-e x _-e _ sinx _e x x
Z sin x _ e x sin x E sin z -2 ,13x Zx sinx 1_x sinx
EX -2 EeXx -2 Z X -2 sill X ZX -a XX'/3 X-2








= _. y sin x
Ex-2y
E x _/3 Y
Eq. 14
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At this point_ it is pointed out, the normal equations can be easily written
for any equation form which is linear in the "a" coefficients. Observe
that the first equation in Equation Set 14 is formed by summing on
both sides of Equation 13, i.e. :
I/3
x -2 _.x Eqo 15Zy = aoN +a, 7..e +a2F sinx +a 3 Y.x +a 4
The second equation is formed by first multiplying both sides of Equation
13 by the variable whose coefficient is a l , namely e x, and then
summing. The third equation is formed similarly, this time multiplying
first by sin x. Note that this is not a derivation of the equations but
simply a means for remembering them.
Thus far only problems which are two dimensional in nature have been
considered. The approach to multi-dimensional problems is an extension
of the approach to the two dimensional case.
2.1.2 Multi-Dimensional
Data consisting of more than two variables also lends itself
to least squares curve fitting, through extension of the concepts discussed
above.
2.1.2.1 Linear in the Independent Variables
variable s.
Assume a set of data consisting of N consistent sets of n
The linear equation relating these variables would be:
y = ao+alx I +a2x2+az, x3+... +anX n . Eq. 16
E-12
The simultaneous equations which yield the least squares values for the
"a" coefficients are as follows:
N Y.x, Y-x 2 ... Y.x,
Y.x, Xx, 2 Xx Ix 2... Xx, x
2
Xx2 Zx, x2 Xxz ... Y.x2x.
Xx 3 Xx, x3 Xxax3..- Zx3x.
o • • •
2















Solving these equations for the a's gives the least squares coefficients
for Equation 16.
2.1.2.2 Cross Products and Functions of Independent Variables
Further generalization of the application of least squares
curve fitting for the multi-dimensional problem is possible. Assume
that the form of the equation relating the variables in a five-dimensional
set of data is as follows:
t/3 2 -3 t/4
y = ao+a I X I X 3 + a2x 2 x 4 +a3x3cosx I . Eq. 18
At this point, the term T, in general, is defined as a product of functions
of the independent variables under consideration. Referring to Equation
18 the following terms are thus defined:
t/3 2
T I = X I X 3
T2 = x2 -3 x4 '/4
T 3 = x 3 COS X I .
E-13
The terms T I , T 2 , and T 3 may now be thought of as the independent
variables while retaining y as the dependent variable. Equation 18
then may be written as:
y = a o+a I T I +a 2 T 2 +a 3T 3 Eq. 19
and the least squares fitting procedure as discussed in Section 2.1.2.1
may be carried out.
Thus far the flexibility of least squares curve fitting has been demon-
strated showing that a variety of problem types can be handled provided
that the equation form is known a priori. However, the practical
situation is often such that there exists very little information regarding
the form of the equation. The next logical step, then, towards
effectively using the computer to establish data relationships is to
have the computer generate the form of the equation as well as the
coefficients. This is accomplished by systematically constructing
the equation, term by term, until a suitable equation is obtained. Due
to the stepping process involved, this procedure is commonly referred
to as Stepwise Regression.
2.1.3 Stepwise Regression
A basic approach towards the computerized construction of
the form of a regression equation as well as its coefficients is discussed
in Reference 1. The equation desired is assumed to be linear in the
variables as well as in the coefficients. Thus, for data consisting of
N sets of n independent variables, x_, x2, ..., x,, and one dependent
variable, y, the form of the equation including all of the variables
would be:
y = a o +a I x I +a2x 2 +... +anX n . Eq. 20
In general, the contribution of each one of the variables x t through x n
towards explaining the dependent variable y varies considerably. In
fact some of the independent variables may not be related to y at all.
It is desirable, then, to have only those variables in the equation which
are truly significant. This is accomplished by inserting variables
one at a time, each time selecting for insertion that variable which
would make the greatest contribution to the (as yet, ) unexplained
portion of the dependent variable. Now follows a discussion of the
manner in which these contributions are calculated.
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Prior to insertion of any of the variables into the regression equation,
the linear correlation coefficients relating each of the independent
variables to the dependent variable are calculated. The linear
correlation coefficient for the ith variable, x i , paired with the
dependent variable y is given by:
Y.x i Y Zx i Zy
2N N
r (xi, y) = Eq. 21
O'xi O'y
where o- denotes the standard deviation of the variable appearing as
its subscript. The linear correlation coefficient is a measure of how
well a straight line explains the relationship between the two variables,
x i and y. Scatter diagrams showing the location of points (x i , y)
on a rectangular coordinate system for various types of correlation
are shown in Figure E-2. If all points in this scatter diagram seem
to lie near a line, as in (a) and (b) of Figure E-2, the correlation is
called linear and the magnitude of r as given by Equation 21 will
approach unity. If y tends to increase as x_ increases, as in Figure
E-2a, the correlation is called positive or direct correlation and r
will assume a positive value. If y tends to decrease as x_ increases,
as in Figure E-2b, the correlation is called negative or inverse
correlation, and r will assume a negative value. If there is no
relationship indicated between the variables as in Figure E-2c, there
is no linear correlation between them and r will assume a value of
zero.
The first step in constructing a regression equation consists of finding
the best single predictor of y from among the x variables. This is
done by scanning the list of linear correlation coefficients between
each variable in turn and y. That variable having the greatest (in
absolute value) correlation with y is selected to form the first predicting
equation. Should this variable be x3, the first predicting equation
would be:
















































The ao and a3 values are computed using the least squares criterion
as discussed previously.
Once a predicting equation is formed, subsequent steps are of a slightly
different form. First, an importance factor, or F-level, is calculated
for each variable in the equation. These F-levels measure the relative
importance of each variable in the equation to the prediction of the
dependent variable. The smallest of these F-levels is then isolated
and if it is less than some specified critical F-level for removing
variables, that variable is removed from the equation. This process
is desirable since the contribution of a particular variable may become
insignificant if a combination of other variables in the equation explains
the dependent variable better than the single variable. The F-level
for removing the variable x i , Fr(xi} , is computed as:
2 2
Fr (xl) : [ Y'(Y-Ye) - Y'(Y-Y'e )
y_(y_ye)2 t x_b Eq. 23
where
Ye the estimated value of y using the regression
equation excluding the variable x_
yl e the estimated value of y using the regression
equation including the variable x_
the number of degrees of freedom, which
equals the number of data sets minus the
number of variables in the regression
equation minus one.
If all the F-levels for removing variables in the equation are greater
than the specified critical value, the next step is to select a variable
not in the equation for possible insertion into the equation. For each of
these variables, a potential importance factor or F-level for entering
is computed. These F-levels measure the relative contribution each
variable not in the equation would make towards explaining the dependent
variable if it were put into the equation. The largest of these is
isolated, thereby selecting the best variable for entering into the
equation at that point. The corresponding F-level is then compared
with a specified critical F-level for entering variables. If the F-level
exceeds this value, the variable is inserted into the equation. The F-level
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for entering a variable x i , Fe (xi) , is computed as:
E(y-y_) 2
Eq. 24
This process of inserting and removing variables is continued until
there is no variable not in the equation whose F-level is greater
than the level for entering, and also there is no variable in the
equation whose F-level is less than the level for removing.
In order to clarify the above procedure, an example is used. Assume
a data set consisting of five independent variables x I , x2, x 3 , x 4 ,
and x 5 and a dependent variable y.
The first step consists of finding the best single predictor of y from
the five independent variables. For the first step, this corresponds
to picking that variable having the greatest (in absolute value) linear
correlation coefficient when paired with y. This variable will also be
the variable having the highest F-level for entering. If this F-level
value exceeds the specified critical level, the variable will be entered
into the equation. If this variable were x 3 , the first predicting
equation would be."
y = a o + a 3 x 3 Eq. 25
where the values for a o and a 3 are computed using the method of
least squares.
The F-level for entering variable x 3 is computed according to
Equation 24 as:
F e (x 3)
Z(y__) 2_ Z(y- ao - a3x3) 2
=[ Ix _. Eq. 26
_(Y - ao- a3x3) 2
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Note that y or the mean value of the dependent variable is substituted
for Ye as given in Equation 24. This is done for the first step only,
since prior to entry of any of the independent variables into the
equation, y is the best estimate of the dependent variable. Also, for
the first step, _b is equal to N-2, where N is the number of data sets.
The next step involves computation of F-levels for entering for each of
the remaining variables not in the equation, i.e. ; x I , x 2, x 4, and
x 5 . That variable having the highest value for Fe is then isolated
and its Fe value compared to the critical F-level for entry as pre-
scribed by the user. Assume this variable to be x4 • The regression
equation then becomes:
y = a_ + a_x 3 + a 4x 4 . Eq. 27
Note the primes on a o and a 3 . These coefficients no longer have the
same value after adding x 4 as they had in Equation 25. As before,
these coefficients are all computed using the method of least squares.
The F-level for entering variable x 4 is computed according to
EmlnHnn 9..4 _.
t 2
Fe (x4) =[ Y(Y-a°-a3x3)a - _:(Y-ao-a_x3-a 4x 4)
- Y(Y _ a'o- a_x3 _ a4 x4) a ] xqb
Eq. 28
In this case, _b is equal to N-3 since the number of degrees of freedom
decreases by 1 for each succeeding step in the equation building process.
At this point an F-level for removing variables is computed for each
variable in the equation. This is desirable since the contribution of
a particular variable may decrease considerably as other variables
are inserted into the equation.
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Suppose that for the third step no variables were removed and variable
x I was added. The regression equation is then:
" + a x + "x 3+ 'x 4 Eq. 29Y ---- ao I I a3 a4 "
Assume that the combination of x I and x¢ makes the contribution of x 3
negligible. This will be apparent by examining the F-level for removing
variables as given by Equation 23. The estimated value for y using
the current equation excluding x 3 would be:
ttYe = -o""' + a' Ix I + a 4x 4 . Eq. 30
Equation 23 then becomes
F, (x3)= [
T.(y-a_' -a_x t-a_'x4 )a _ X(y_a o,,_atxt_a3x3_a_x_),,
_t - aX(y-a o - x 3 x41i xl a3 - a4tt t
Eq. 31
A value for F r ( x 3) less than the critical value as prescribed by the user
indicates that the contribution of x 3 is less than that required in order
to retain a variable in the regression equation. Equation 30 then becomes
the current regression equation.
The next step may indicate that x
The equation then becomes:
should be in the regression equation.2
n,,, x Eq. 32Y = -0_"" + a'l txl + azX2 + -4 4 •
If, on the following step, it is concluded that no variables can be removed
or inserted, the final equation would be as shown by Equation 32. A
more rigorous and technical discussion of this process may be found
in Reference 3.
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3 THE SCORE PROGRAM
The word "SCORE" is an acronym for the expression "_Systematic
Construction of an Optimum Regression Equation". The SCORE
program herein described has been constructed around the concepts
already discussed in Section 2.
3.1 PHILOSOPHY
Basically, the approach used is that discussed in Section 2.1.3
with the added flexibility of considering terms which are cross products
and functions of the independent variables rather than simply the
independent variables themselves. Since the number of possible terms
which can be constructed in this manner soon approaches infinity, the
bulk of the problem is involved in constructing and choosing terms and
"learning" as various terms are accepted or rejected for use in the
regression equation.
3.1.1 Term Characteristics
Typical terms in a regression equation involving the four












The interaction order of a term is defined to be the number of distinct
independent variables involved in the term. Thus a term such as
x_ x_/3 has an interaction order of two, since two independent
variables ( x I and x 3) are involved.
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The variables involved in a term are those independent variables which
make up the term. Thus, for the above example x_ xa/3 , the
independent variables are xl and xs • The number o_ variables
which must be defined for a particular term is equal to the interaction
order specified for that term.
The functions of the variables involved define the power or exponent
assigned to each variable in the term. Thus, the functions for the
term x_ x_3 are x2 and xl/S for variables x I and x3
respectively. Thus, the number of functions which must be defined
for a particular term is also equal to the interaction order specified
for that term.
Term construction involves a weighted random selection of each of
these characteristics.
3.1.2 Weighted Random Selection
Implementation of a random selection procedure on the
digital computer is facilitated through use of a random number generator.
The procedure used for generating random numbers between 0 and 1
on the present IBM 1620 computer involves use of a modified
Fibonacci sequence. Details on this approach and its implementation
on the computer may be found in the LSI Technical Note AAT-TN-64-001. *
Random selection of one item from a collection of n discrete items using
a random number generator is illustrated in Figure E-3.
Dividing the abscissa into n equally spaced intervals and using a linear
ordinate scale between 0 and 1, a one-to-one correspondence may be
established between any random number from 0 to 1 and a specific
item number. A straight line OA constructed through the origin (O)
and the point on the upper boundary of both axes (A) establishes this
relationship. Thus, for a random number RN I , entering the graph
shown in Figure E-3 with the value of RNI on the ordinate axis and
going straight across parallel to the abscissa axis gives an intersection
of OA in the Item Number 5 region. Thus RN I indicates Item Number
5 be selected from the n possible candidates. Similarly, a random
number equal to RN 2 selects Item Number n, and RN: s selects
Item Number 3.
* AAT-TN-64-001 -- "A Random Number Generator Based on Truncated


















Figure E-3. Random Selection of Items From a Collection of
n Discrete Items Using a Random Number Generator
Using this process and assuming a number generator which is truly
random between 0 and 1, a truly random selection of items is obtained.
It is often desirable to weight the selection process so that some items
are more apt to be selected than others. This may be implemented
in a manner very similar to that discussed above. Figure E-3 may
be thought of as the integral of an item weighting function as shown
in Figure E-4 which has been normalized to give a total area of 1.
Adjusting these weights so that each weight is proportional to the
desired probability of selection might yield a weighting function as
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Figure E-4. Item Selection Weights Such That the














Figure E-5. Item Selection Weights Such That the
Selection of All Items Is Not Equally Likely
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Figure E-6. Weighted Random Selection of Items From a Collection
of n Discrete Items Using a Random Number Generator
Entering Figure E-6 with a random number as described above will
result in a weighted random selected of the candidate items.
3.1.3 Term Construction
The first step in constructing a term is the weighted random
selection of an interaction order. One of the inputs to the SCORE program
is the maximum interaction order to be considered in the construction
of terms. Selection weights to be assigned to each interaction order
may also be entered as inputs, if desired. If no weights are entered,
each interaction order will be assigned the same weighting value initially.
A process simulating the use of a graph such as shown in Figure E-6
is then carried out by the computer.
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Once an interaction order for a term has been established, the variables
to be used in that term are selected on a weighted random basis. The
number of variables which must be selected is equal to the interaction
order selected for the term. Selection weights for each of the inde-
pendent variables may be entered as inputs. If they are not entered
they will initially be considered equal for each variable. After
selection of a variable for a particular term, the selection weight
for that variable is set to zero temporarily to insure against selecting
that same variable again for the same term. After all the variables
for a term are selected, the selection weights are restored to the
values existing just prior to term construction.
The final step involves assigning a function to each of the variables
involved in the term being constructed. A set of function selection
weights is maintained for each of the independent variables. The
number of functions to be considered for each independent variable
is an input to the SCORE program. The functions currently available
are shown in Table E-I.
Specification of six functions to be considered means function Numbers 1
through 6 as shown in Table E-I would be considered. Function selection
weights may also be specified as inputs to the SCORE program. If no
weights are specified all of the functions to be considered are initially
weighted equally.
Additional functions such as cos x, e _ and others will be made
available in the SCORE program in the future.
In summary, the initial step in the SCORE program is construction of
a set of terms from which a regression equation will be constructed
according to the procedure described in Section 2.1.3, Stepwise
Regression. The independent variables designated by x's in that
section are now replaced by terms as described in this section. The
number of terms from which an equation is constructed is specified as
an input variable to the program. Due to the random nature of selecting
terms, the possibility exists that two or more terms might be identical
in a given set. Since this would be a waste of computer time, a check
is made during term construction to insure against this occurrence.
Once a regression equation has been constructed, the terms which did
not become part of the equation are abandoned and new terms are con-
structed to replace them. The equation building process then starts
over again using the terms which were successful in the previous
equation plus the terms which were constructed to replace the pre-
viously abandoned terms. The old equation is not retained as such.
This process continues until a previously established accuracy require-
ment is met or until manual intervention is made.
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Table E-I. Variable Functions Currently



































Each time a new regression equation has been constructed
from a given set of terms, the learning process may be implemented.
Of the set of terms available, a certain number have successfully
entered the equation and the remainder of them were not successful. It
would then be desirable to direct the future selection process toward
those terms which are similar to the terms which were successful and
away from those similar to the unsuccessful terms. This is done by
adjusting the selection weights associated with the successful and un-
successful terms.
Each time a particular interaction order is successful, the corresponding
selection weight is increased. The present SCORE program increases
the weight by 25%. Each time a particular interaction order is not
successful, the corresponding selection weight is decreased. The current
decrease is 20%. The same procedure is followed for the independent
variables themselves. Each time a particular variable is used, its
corresponding selection weight is increased by 25% and each time it
is rejected, its selection weight is decreased by 20%. Finally, this
adjustment is applied to the set of function selection weights existing
for each variable.
After these adjustments have been made, the weights are renormalized
so as to give a total of 1.0 for their sum.
3.1.5 Equation Characteristics
After construction of an equation, the standard error, the
coefficient of determination, and the multiple correlation coefficient
for the dependent variable are computed.







the dependent variable in the set of data
the estimated value of the dependent variable
using the regression equation
the number of degrees of freedom which
equals the number of data sets minus the
number of variables in the regression
equation minus one.
The coefficient of determination is given by:
:E:(y- yo)22
ry = 1. - Eq. 34
:E:Cv- •
The coefficient of multiple correlation is simply the square root of
the coefficient of determination, or:
1 E(Y - Ye)2ry = + . - Eq. 35
E (y - _)2 "
A discussion of the significance of these parameters is given in
Reference 2.
The least squares coefficients of the terms in the regression equation
are also computed along with the standard error of each of these
coefficients. The standard error of a coefficient is a measure of the
statistical error existing in the coefficient. If the interval described
by the coefficient value plus and minus its standard error is formed,
this interval can be expected to include the correct value of the
coefficient in about 68% of all cases.
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The program continues to construct equations until an equation is
found which meets the previously specified criterion for accuracy of
fit or until manual intervention is made. The criterion currently
used for accuracy is the magnitude of the standard error of the
dependent variable as given by Equation 33.
3.1.6 Selection of Critical F-Levels for Entering and Removing
Variables
Previously mentioned in this report were the critical values
of F-level for entering or for removing a variable of the equation.
Both of these critical values are inputs to the SCORE program. There-
fore, they will be discussed here in greater detail.
Consider first the F-level for entering and the specified critical value
for the F-level. These are used in making the decision of whether
or not to enter a variable into the regression equation. The computed
F-level for entering x_ as given by Equation 24 is proportional to
the ratio of the additional amount of variation in the y variable which
could be explained or predicted by x _ if it were entered in the regression
equation,to the as yet unexplained variation in y. If this ratio is small,
there is some question as to whether the apparent potential contribution
of that variable is real or if it is due to noise or extraneous information
on the data values. Therefore, it is possible that a variable will be
entered into the regression equation when it should not really be there.
The use of F-levels is an attempt at controlling the likelihood of
committing such an error. The method of choosing a critical F-level




Choose a maximum allowable likelihood of committing
the error. Call this p (p = o corresponds to never in
error, p = 0.05 corresponds to 1 chance in 20 of
committing the error).
Compute _b = N-K-l, where N is the number of data
sets involved, and K is the number of variables
expected in the regression equation (_b = degrees
of freedom).
Using Table E-II, find the entry under the column
headed by p and opposite the row labeled n. This
entry is the proper critical value of F-level for
entering. Interpolation of the values in this table
may be used.
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Table E-II. F-Levels for Various Error Probabilities
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•667 8.53 18.5 38.5 98.5 998
.585 5.54 IO.i 17.4 34•1 167
.549 4.54 7.71 12.2 21.2 74.1
•528 4.06 6.61 io.o 16.3 47.2
.515 3.78 5.99 8.81 13.7 35.5
.506 3.59 5.59 8.07 12.2 29.2
.499 3.46 5.32 7.57 11.3 25.4
.494 3.36 5.12 7.21 lO.6 22.9
.490 3.28 4.96 6.94 io.o 21.o
.486 3.23 4.84 6.72 9.65 19.7
•484 3.18 4.75 6.55 9.33 18.6
.478 3.07 4.54 6.20 8.68 16.6
.472 2.97 4.35 5.87 8.10 14.8
.469 2.93 4.26 5.72 7.82 14.0
.466 2.88 4.17 5.57 7.56 13.3
.463 2.84 4.08 5.42 7.31 12.6
•461 2.79 4.00 5.29 7.08 12.0
.458 2.?5 3._2 5.15 6.85 11.4
•455 2•71 3.84 5.02 6.63 10.8
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It should be noted here that as the number of data sets becomes large,
(i. e. > 20) these values remain essentially constant for a given p.
Typical values for p for entering are 0.05 to 0.10. Therefore,
for N > 20, values of the critical F-level for entering will range
between 2 and 5. It is further possible to commit the error of retaining
a variable in the regression equation when it should have been removed.
The same discussion as given above applies here. However, the
restriction imposed is that the critical F-level for entering variables
be at least as great as the F-level for removing WV_hl,_ Th,_,_n,-,_,
for N > 20, values of the critical F-level for removing will usually
range between 1 and 4.
3.2 OPERATION
A step by step description of how the SCORE program may be
used, along with Input Data Transmittal forms for data preparation,
will now be given.
The program is designed to handle N sets of data (essentially no limit
on N), each consisting of one observation on each of n independent
variables x I , x 2 , ..., x n and a single dependent variable y
which is coded as x
m4-1 "
The first part of the input deck consists of a set of comment cards
headed by a card indicating the number of comment cards in the set.
Any number of cards may be used for comments. The cards are
read and punched directly so that comments will precede the program
output when listed on the printer. This gives the user the opportunity
to document the pertinent characteristics of each run. Comments
may appear anywhere on the card. Blank cards for spacing purposes
must also be counted. The count is punched in fixed point format
in columns 1-5, and must be right justified.
Following the comment cards is a card containing the following
(cf Section 3.3 for discussion of forms and procedures):
1. Columns 1-10, Format F10.5;
Critical F-level for entering a term into the regression
equation.
2. Columns 11-20, Format F10.5;
Critical F-level for removing a term currently
in the regression equation.
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3. Columns 21-30, Format F10.5;
Value of standard error desired for the dependent
variable. This accuracy value is used to determine
when to terminate the computation. If no '_eel"
exists for this value, zero may be used in which
case the computation must be terminated manually
by use of Sense Switch 2 on the IBM 1620 console.
4. Columns 31-40, Format F10.5;
Constant term indicator. A "1" punch in column 32
indicates that a constant term should not be used
in the regression equation. A "0" punch in column
32 indicates that a constant term should be used in
the regression equation.
The next card contains the following information:
1. Columns 1-10, Format F10.0;
Number of terms to be considered per pass during the
regression equation construction. (Maximum of 30.)
2. Columns 11-20, Format F10.0;
Maximum interaction order to be considered during
term construction. (Must not be greater than the
number of input variables less one. )
3. Columns 21-30, Format F10.0;
Interaction order weight indicator. A "1." indicates
that all interaction order selection weights are
initially equal. A "0." indicates that each interaction
order has an associated selection weight to be read
in as part of the input data.
4. Columns 31-40, Format F10.0;
Variable weight indicator. A "1. " indicates that all
variable selection weights are initially equal. A "0. "
indicates that each variable has an associated
selection weight to be read in as part of the input
data.
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5. Columns 41-50, Format FI0.0;
Number of functions to be considered for each
input variable during term construction.
(Maximum of 20. )
6. Columns 51-60, Format F10.0;
Function weight indicator. A "I. " indicates that
all function selection weights are initially equal.
A "0. " indicates that a set of function selection
weights for each variable are to be used as part
of the input data.
The next set of cards contains the data point information. The first
card contains an ID number, the dependent variable,and up to six
independent variables. The format used is 8F10.0. Additional
independent variables are punched on succeeding cards in Columns
21-80. The last card of each data set need not be filled up.
If the interaction order weight indicator (see item 3 above) has been
set to 0., the next set of cards contains the initial interaction order
selection weights, up to eight per card, using the format 8F10.0.
There must be as many weights as there are possible interaction
orders as given by item 2 above. If the interaction order weight
indicator has been set to 1., the initial selection weights will be set
equal to each other automatically, obviating the interaction order
weighting deck.
If the variable weight indicator (see item 4 above) has been set to 0.,
the next set of cards contains the initial variable selection weights,
up to eight per card, using the format 8F10.0. There must be as
many weights as there are input variables less 1, since the dependent
variable is not weighted. If the variable weight indicator has been set
to 1., the initial variable selection weights will be set equal to each
other automatically, obviating the variable weighting deck.
If the function weight indicator (see item 6 above) has been set to 0.,
the next set of cards contains the initial function selection weights
for each variable, up to eight per card, using the format 8F10.0.
A set of initial function selection weights must be supplied for each of
the independent variables. Sets must be arranged according to the
order of the independent variables on the input data cards. The first
card in each set contains the variable number in columns 1-10.
(Format F10.0. ) Each set must contain as many weights as there are
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possible functions specified (see item 5 above). If the function weight
indicator has been set to 1., the initial selection weights will be set
equal to each other automatically_ obviating the function weighting deck.
The initial selection weights as discussed above need not be normalized
by the user. This is done automatically. Setting any selection weight
initially to zero completely rules out selection of that particular item
for the duration of the analysis.
Should the user wish to terminate a SCORE run at any time, he may
do so by turning Sense Switch 2 on. The current selector weights
may be punched out by turning Sense Switch 1 on. Turning both
switches on simultaneously will result in punching the selector weights
and then terminating the run. These selector weights are punched
in a format suitable for reading by the computer, should the user desire
to continue the run at a latter time. Adjustment of the selector weight
indicators as described above will allow for reading in these weights
when beginning a subsequent run as a continuation of the same problem.
3.3 COMPUTER INPUT DATA TRANSMITTAL FORMS
Input Data Transmittal forms used to prepare data for a
SCORE run on the computer are illustrated and explained in the
following pages.
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A. SCORE Data Transmittal Form I (DTF-I) (Figure E-7)
First Card
NO. OF COMMENTS The NO. OF COMMENTS card
indicates the number of cards used
for comments including blank cards
to be read in and punched out at
execution time.
Other Cards
COMMENT CARDS The COMMENT CARDS contain
any information which the user
desires to have punched out at the
beginning of the program ouput
listing. Such information as the
name of the user, the date, and a
description of the problem being
submitted should be punched on
these cards. Any legitimate
alpha-numeric characters may be
entered anywhere in columns 1-80.
Output comment cards will have


















































The F-LEVEL IN is the critical
value of the F-level for entering
a term into the regression equation.
The F-LEVEL OUT is the critical
value of the F-level for removing
a term from the regression equation.
This value must be less than, or
equal to the F-LEVEL IN value.
The STD. DEVIATION is the
accuracy factor desired for the
regression equation. When the
standard error of the dependent
variable becomes less than this
critical value, the run is
terminated.
The CONSTANT entry is used to
indicate whether or not a constant
term should beused in the regression
equation. A value of 0. indicates
that a constant term should be used.
A value of 1. indicates that a
constant term should not be used.
The NO. VARIABLES entry is the
total number of input variables in
the data set including the dependent
variable.
The NO. DATA entry is the total




















The NO. TERMS entry is the
number of terms to be considered
per pass during the regression
equation construction.
The INTERACTION ORDER entry
is the maximum interaction order
to be considered during term
construction. This value must not
be greater than the number of
input variables less one.
The INTERACTION WEIGHT
entry is used to indicate whether
or not interaction order selection
weights will be supplied by the
user. A value of 0. indicates that
selection weights are to be read
in as part of the input data. A
value of 1. indicates that all
interaction order selection weights
are initially equal.
The VARIABLE WEIGHT entry is
used to indicate whether or not
variable selection weights will be
supplied by the user. A value
of 0. indicates that selection
weights are to be read in as part
of the input data. A value of 1.
indicates that all variable selection
weights are initially equal.
The NO. FUNCTIONS entry is the
maximum number of functions to
be considered for each input
variable during term construction.
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FUNCTION WEIGHT The FUNCTION WEIGHT entry is
used to indicate whether or not
function selection weights will be
supplied by the user. A value of
0. indicates that selection weights
are to be read in as part of the
input data. A value of 1. indicates







The IDENTIFICATION entry is an
identification number assigned to
each data point. This number is
used for reference only. Any
numbering sequence may be used.
The DEPENDENT VAR. entry is
the value of the dependent variable
for each data point.
The INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
area is reserved for the independent
variables for each data point. As
many cards as n_ecessary may be
used. Six variables per card are
permitted.
C. SCORE Data Transmittal Form III (DTF-III) (Figure E-9)
Input Variable Card
This form is to be used for the data point variables in the
data format described on DTF-II. Only as many cards









































If the Interaction Order Weight
Indicator has been set to 0. (see
DTF II, Second Card), the
INTERACTION ORDER SELECTION
WEIGHTS are entered in this area.
There must be as many weights as
there are possible interaction
orders (see DTF II, Second Card).
If the Variable Weight Indicator
has been set to 0. (see DTF II,
Second Card), the VARIABLE
SELECTION WEIGHTS are
entered in this area. There
must be as many weights as
there are independent variables.




If the Function Weight Indicator
has been set to 0. (see DTF II,
Second Card), the FUNCTION
SELECTION WEIGHTS for each
variable are entered here. After
the variable number is entered, it
is followed by the selection weights.
There must be as many selection
weights for each variable as there
are possible functions (see DTF II,
Second Card).
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3.4 LOGIC FLOW DIAGRAMS AND CORRESPONDING FORTRAN
PROGRAM LISTINGS
This section contains a series of paired logic flow diagrams
and FORTRAN program listings for the eight individual SCORE
subprograms.
Figure E-12 shows a flow diagram of the SCORE mainline program
logic. The program is composed almost entirely of interconnected
subprograms (blocks labeled with the word SCORE and an accompanying
number). A flow diagram of each of these eight subprograms is also
included (see even numbered Figures E-14 through E-28).
)
3.4.1 SCORE Mainline Program
In addition to controlling the subprograms, the SCORE
mainline program performs the following functions.
Upon the completion of each pass, information which consists of the
actual value of the dependent variable, the predicted value of the
dependent variable using the current regression equation, the deviation,
or difference between these two values and the percent deviation, is
punched out for each input data set.
The SCORE mainline program also checks to see whether the desired
accuracy factor has been attained after each pass is completed. If so,
the run is terminated.
The FORTRAN program listing for the SCORE mainline program is
given in Figure E-13.
3.4.2 SCORE-1 Subprogram
Figure E-14 is a flow diagram for the SCORE-1 subprogram.
This subprogram serves to read in the controlling variables for the
equation generation and the input data sets along with their weights,
if required, and punches these out for run documentation purposes.
It can also read in the selection weights and normalizes them. Selection
weights are stored on the magnetic disks.
The actual FORTRAN program listing for the SCORE -1 subprogram is
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SCORE MAINLINE PROGRAM LISTING









































































_ DEFINITION OF VARIABLES _i_
STANDARD ERROR DESIRED FOR A _ATI_FACTORY REGRESSION RUN
CONSTANT TERM VALUE FOR REGRESSION EQUATION
REGRESSION EQUATION COEFFICIENT ARRAY
TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAY OF DATA FOR EVALUATED TERNS
DEVIATION BETWEEN PREDICTED VALUE AND DATA VALUE OF DEPEND_NT
VARIABLE
CRITICAL F-LEVEL FOR ENTERING A TERM
CRITICAL F-LEVEL FOR REMOVING A TERM
ARRAY OF FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE FOR EACH VARIABLE
BRANCH INDICATOR
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING NEXT AVAILABLE AREAo
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING FUNCTION WEIGHTS
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING INTERACTION ORDER WEIGHT_e
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING VARIABLE WEIGHTSo
CONSTANT TERM INDICATOR. t IMPLIES NO CONSTANT TERNo
0 IMPLIES A CONSTANT TERM=
ARRAY OF TERM NUMBERS IN THE REGRESSION EQUATION
NUMBER OF INPUT VARIABLES INCLUDING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE=
NUMBER OF INPUT VARIABLES NUT INCLUDING THE DEPENDENT VARIA_L_
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS CONSIDERED
MAXIMUM INTERACTION ORDER CONSIDEREDo
NUMBER OF COMMENT CARDS TO BE READ AND PRINTED AT BEGINNING OF
RUN
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING DATA FOR EVAULATED TERMS
NUMBER OF DATA SETS,
NUMBER OF TERNS IN THE REGRESSION EQUATIONS
NUMBER OF PA_ES ALREADY EXECUTED
NUMBER OF TERNS CONSIDERED PER PASS PLUS ONE
NUMBER OF TERNS CONSIdEReD PER PASS INCLUDING THE DEPEN_NT
VARIABLE
DEVIATION BETWEEN PREDICTED VALUE AND DATA VALUE OF DEPENDENT
VARIABLE IN PERCENT
READ AND PRINT AREA FOR COMMENTS
DATA SET IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
STANDARD ERROR FOR CURRENT R_GRE_SION _OUATION
REGRESSION MATRIX
VALUE OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE USING REGRESSION EQUATION
Figure E-13. SCORE Mainline Program -- FORTRAN Program Listing (1 of 3)
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FIGURE E-IJ












106 FORMATI28H F LEVEL TO ENTER VARIABLE =.FIO.6/)
107 FORMAT(ZgH F LEVEL TO REMOVE VAR|AULL =.FIOi&/I









LO0 READ 5,EFINqEFOUTQACCFAC, IFCNST,INVAR,NODATA
5 FORMAT(8FIO.O}











CALL SCORE3(NOIN_NOTERIIDIOW, IDVARW,IDFN, IDAVA|,|VMI,MAX|ORtM
IAXFUN,IDTER}
CALL SCORE4( IDTER, IDAVAI,FUNoNUTER,INVAR,NODATAoNDATID_NOPA_S)
NOIN=O
NOENT=O
llO DO 120 I=I,NOTEPI
130 DO 120 J=I,NOTEPI
120 V(I,J)=Oe
ND=NDATID
|50 DO 170 N=I,NODATA
160 FETCHIND} RUN_IDATA(L)IL=IINOTER}
IBO DO 190 I=I,NOTER
200 V(IeNOTEP1}=V(IoNOTEPl)+DATA(!)
210 DO 220 J=IoNOTER
220 V(ItJ)=V(I.J)+DATA(I)_DATA(J)
190 CONTINUE
Figure E-13. SCORE Mainline Program -- FORTRAN Program Listing (2 of 3)
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FIGURE E-13 PAGE 3 OF 3



















FORMAT(//o 9X,36H PREDICTED VS ACTUAL RESULTS //64H RUN NOe



































SENSE SWITCH 1 ON - DUMP CURRENT SELECTOR WEIGHT ARRAYS










IN CONTROL CARD,PRObLEM TERMINATED )
Figure E-13.





























































































































































*** DEFINITION OF VAR|A_L_S ***
TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAY FO_ INPUT DATA=
FLOATING POINT FORM OF THE NUMBER UF INPUT VARIA_L_3 NOT
INCLUDING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE
FLOATING POINT FORM OF THE MAXIMUM INTERACTION ORD_
FLOATING POINT FORM OF THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS _EING
CONSIDERED,
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING NEXT AVAILABLE AREA,
DISC INDEX FUR LOCATING FUNCTION WEIGHT_
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING INTERACTION ORDER WE|GHTS,
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING VARIABLE WEIGHTS,
FUNCTION WEIGHT INDICATOR, 1 IMPLIES WEIGHTS READ INe
0 IMPLIES WEIGHTS INITIALLY EQUAL,
INTERACTION ORDER WEIGHT INDICATORo ! I_IPLIES WEIGHTS READ IN,
0 IMPLIES WEIGHTS INITIALLY EQUAL
VARIABLE WEIGHT INDICATOR, 1 IMPLIES WEIGHTS READ IN,
0 IMPLIES WEIGHTS INITIALLY EQUAL
NUMBER OF INPUT VARIABLES NUT INCLUDING THE DEPENDENT VAR|A_L_
VARIABLE NUMBER
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS CONSIDERED
MAXIMUM INTERACTION ORDER CONSIDERED,
NUMBER OF TERMS CONSIDERED PER PASS NOT INCLUDING THE DEPENUENT
VARIABLE
NUMBER OF DATA SETS,
NUMBER OF TERMS CONSIDERED PER PASS INCLUDING THE U_PENDENT
VARIABLE
DATA SET IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
SUMMATION OF THE SELECTION WEIGHTS
TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAY FOR SELECTION WEIGHTS
i** PROGRAM ***







I00 FORMAT(2OX, IOHINPUT DATA)
I01 FORMAT(gH DATA SETtF6,0)













PAGE 2 UF 3
DO 1 I=IINODATA
3 IF(INVAR-7)2,2,30




2 READ IO,RUN,DI (INVAR),(DI(L).L=I,IVM])









40 FORMAT(42H ERROR IN CONTROL CARD, PROBLEM
28 READ IO,(WGT(1).I=I.MAXlOR)





























20 DO 29 J=l, IVMI
READ IO,K
READ IO.(WGT(1).I=I,MAXFUN)
C READ FUNCTION WEIGHTS.
SUMW=O.
TERMINATED)


















24 DO 26 J=l iIVMl





Figure E-15. SCORE-1 Subprogram -- FORTRAN Program Listing (3 of 3)
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3.4.3 SCORE-2 Subprogram
Figure E-16 is a flow diagram for the SCORE-2 subprogram.
This subprogram sets up the functions of the input variables which are
to be considered during term construction. The FORTRAN program
listing for SCORE-2 is given in Figure E-17.
3.4.4 SCORE-3 Subprogram
Figure E-18 is a flow diagram for the SCORE-3 subprogram.
This subprogram constructs the terms to be considered in the stepwise
regression process. This construction is based on a weighted random
selection as discussed in the preceding text. Each new term is checked
to make sure it does not duplicate another term previously constructed.
The FORTRAN program listing for SCORE-3 is given in Figure E-19.
3.4.5 SCORE-4 Subprogram
Figure E-20 is a flow diagram for the SCORE-4 subprogram.
This subprogram, evaluating the terms constructed in the SCORE-3
subprogram at each of the data sets, effectively forms a new data set.
This data is then stored on the magnetic disks. The FORTRAN program
listing for SCORE-4 is given in Figure E-21.
3o 4.6 SCORE-5 Subprogram
Fi__,re F.-22 is a flow diagram for the SCORE-5 subprogram.
This subprogram is used to adjust the selector weights on the basis of
those terms which successfully entered the regression equation and
those terms which were available but were not successful in entering
the regression equation. After all adjustments are made according to
success and failure, the selection weights are normalized. The
FORTRAN program listing for SCORE-5 is given in Figure E-23.
3.4.7 SCORE-6 Subprogram
Figure E-24 is a flow diagram for the SCORE-6 subprogram.
This subprogram is used to rearrange the successful terms of the
previous pass so that they are retained as available terms for the
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DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING NEXT AVAILABLE AREAo
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING FUNCTION WLIGHTb
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING INTERACTION ORDER WE1GHT_o
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING TERM DESCRIPTIONS
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING VArIAbLE WEIGHTS,
FUNCTION NUMBER ARRAY
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF FUNCTION NUMBER
TEMPORARY STORAG_ OF FUNCTION NUI_ER
INTERACTION ORDER ARRAY OF CURRtNT AVAILA_L_ T_RMS
CURRENT INTERACTION ORDER MINUS ONE
WORKING VALUE OF THE INTERACTION ORDER
VARIABLE NUMBER ARRAY FOR CURRENT AVAILABLE TERMS
NUMBER OF INPUT VARIABLES NOT INCLUDING TH_ DEP_NDLNT VARIA_L_
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF VARIABLE NUMBER
TEMPORARY STORAGE OF VARIABLE NUMBER
WORKING VALUE OF VARIA_L_ NUMb_k
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS CONSIDERED
MAXIMUM INTERACTION ORDER CONSIDERED,
NUMBER OF TERMS IN THE REGRESSION EQUATION
NUMBER OF TERMS IN THE REGRESSION EQUATION PLUS ONE
NUMBER OF TERMS CONSIDERED PER PASS MINUS ONE
NUMBER OF TERMS CONSIDERED PER PASS INCLUDING TH_ U_P_NU_NT
VARIABLE
RANDOM NUMBER _ETWEEN 0 AN_ I=
SUMMATION OF SELECTION WEIGHTSe
TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAY FOR SELECTION WEIGHTS
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*** DEFINITION OF VARIABLES ***
TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAY OF DATA FOR EVALUATED TE_MS
TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAY FOR INPUT DATA,
ARRAY OF FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE FO_ EACH VARIABLE
WORKING VALUE OF FUNCTION BEING APPLIED TU VARIABLE
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING NEXT AVAILABLE AREA,
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING TERM DESCRIPTIONS
FUNCTION NUMBER ARRAY
FIXED POINT FORM OF THE WORKING VALUE OF THE FUNCTION
WORKING VALUE OF FUNCTION NUMBER
NUMBER OF INPUT VARIABLES INCLUDING THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE,
INTERACTION ORDER ARRAY OF CURRENT AVAILABLE TERMS
WORKING VALUE OF THE INTERACTION ORDER
VARIABLE NUMBER ARRAY FOR CURRENT AVAILABLE TERM_
WORKING VALUE OF VARIABLE NUMBER
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING DATA FOR EVAULATED TERMS
NUMBER OF DATA SETS,
NUMBER OF PASSES ALREADY EXECUTED
NUMBER OF TERMS CONSIDERED PER PASS MINUS ONE
NUMBER OF TERMS CONSIdeRED PER PASS INCLUDING TH_ U_P_NULNT
VARIABLE
DATA SET IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
*** PROGRAM ***
EVALUATION OF TERMS




I00 FORMAT(/IX,SHTERM(,12,_SH} = INTERACTION OF ORDER ,I_,bH WITH,}
101 FORMAT(IIX,IOHCOMPONENT(,I_,bH) = X(,12,4H)**(,FB,3,1H))

















Figure E-21. SCORE-4 Subprogram -- FORTRAN Program Listing (1 of 2)
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Figure E-21. SCORE-4 SubprogrRm -- FORTRAN ProgrRm Listing (2 of 2)
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1 f
[INCREASE INTERACTION I _
ORDER SELECTION <0
_1WE,G.TP R.W I'--YES'<_'C'_X_J,'_\>">O<%O'N"_"
I IWTZ (ZOW), / _ / _ / _ II _'.zs] "_ "T"
i NO "O NORMALIZE INTERACTIONI lOB'SELECT'ON
SELECTION WEIGHTS JK._'_,,K.I [ _ I WTI (I)-WT (I)/WT
FOR K' TH VARIABLE
OF Z' TH TERM
WTF (t) ........ I !S- _ DECREASE INTERACTION
\WTF ( MAXFUN| \ NO YES ORDER SELECTION t
T WE,GHTFORIOWSEL+_CTI WT,_IOW). tSUMMAT'ONOFUN-
w,rT t,_ a NORMALIZED VARIABLE
INCREASE FUNCTION K'TN VARIABLE " " I"'" _'_"_'_/
SELECTION WEIGHT OF I* TH TERM NO YES SELECTION WEIGHTS
OF K' TH FUNCTION IVW" IV(K) _ WT=WT4" WTV {I)
OFwTF(IFW)=I'TH TERM J_ L_ I ' '
] WTF (IFW) * 1.25 J //STORE FUNCTION / K=K't'_//_K =1
INCREASE ' / /SELECTION WTS. / I / _ I I
_ OFIiTHTERM , WTF (I) ...... , NO YES SELECTION WEIGHTS
OBTAIN FUNCTION 'WTV(IVW)" \WTF MAXFUN) \ / WTV(I}=WTV(_}/WT
SELECTION WEIGHTS WTV (]VW)'1.25 •




\" WTF ( 1) .... DECREASE FUNCTION
\ WTF (MAXFUN} J SE ECT I SELECTION WEIGHT
l K'TH FUNCTION OF K'TH FUNCTION
OF I*TH TERM OF I'TH TERM
WTF (IFW) "_ .8 DECREASE
P OF Z' TH TERM
WTV (IVW),








W OBTAIN INTERACTION f INDEX
ORDER WEIGHTS NOIN
TI ( I).... WTZ (MAXTOR) ZNVAR
_ND VARIABLE SELECTION
WEIGHTS MAXFUN
WT ( t ) . . .WTV( I VMI} MAXIOR
NOTER
ORDER, I OW,(VARIABLES, T V{,) .... I
SUMMATION OF UN-|lV(ZOW) AND
NORMALIZED INTERACTION
_FUNCTIONS IF t.. IF(IOW WT_V/T+WT_ (I}
ORDER SELECTION WTS.
FOR i TH TERM
F_O YtS














\WT! (1)... WTI (MAXIOR)










OF Z' TN TERM
IFW_ IF(K)
• I










Figure E-22. SCORE-5 Subprogram -- Logic Flow Diagram
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*** DEFINITION OF VARIABLES ***
IDFN DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING FUNCTION WEIGHTS
IDIOW DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING INTERACTION ORDER WEIGHTSo
IDTER DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING TERM DESCRIPTIONS
IDVARW DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING VARIABLE WEIGHT_e
IFW WORKING VALUE OF FUNCTION NUMBER
INDEX ARRAY OF TERM NUMBERS IN THE REGRESSION _UATION
INVAR NUMBER OF INPUT VArIAbLES INCLUUING TH_ DEPENUENT
INVM1 NUMBER OF INPUT VARIABLES NUT INCLUDING THE DEPEND_NT
IVW WORKING VALUE OF VARIABLE NUMBER
MAXFUN MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS CONSIDERED
MAXlOR MAXIMUM INTERACTION ORDER CONSIDERED.
NOIN NUMBER OF TERMS IN THE REGR_3SION EQUATION
NOTEM| NUMBER OF T_RMS CONSIU_RBU PER PA_3 MINU_ ONE
NOTER NUMBER OF TERMS CONSIDeReD PER PA_S INCLUUING TH_ U_P_NU_NT
VARIABLE
WT SUMMATION OF SELECTION WEIGHTS
WTF FUNCTION SELECTION WEIGHT ARRAY
WTI INTERACTION ORDER WEIGHT ARRAYI































Figure E-23. SCORE-5 Subprogram -- FORTRAN Program Listing (1 of 2)
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F I GURE E-23


























































TERM AS rTH AVAILABLE
TERM FOR NEXT PASS
T








R ET UR N_















F I GORE E-25
SCORE.-@ SUI3PROGRAM LI_T ING








li_ DEFINITION OF VARIABLES ttl
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING T_RM DESCRIPTIONS
FUNCTION NUMBER ARRAY
TEMPORARY VALUE OF TERM NUMBER
ARRAY OF TERM NUIVIBER_ IN THE REGRESSION EUUATIUN
WORKING VALU_ OF THE INTLRACTION QRU_W
VARIABLE. NUMBER ARRAY FUR CURN_NT AVAILA_L_ TENM_

















Figure E-25. SCORE-6 Subprogram -- FORTRAN Program Listing
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3.4.8 SCORE-7 Subprogram
Figure E-26 is a flow diagram for the SCORE-7 subprogram.
This subprogram punches out the selector weights in a format suitable
for inputting them again later if desired. This subprogram is activated
from the SCORE mainline program by turning the IBM 1620 Sense Switch 1
on. The FORTRAN program listing for SCORE-7 is given in Figure E-27.
3.4.9 SCORE-8 Subprogram
Figure E-28 is a flow diagram for the SCORE-8 subprogram.
This subprogram comprises the "meat" of the entire network of SCORE
subprograms. Actual construction of the regression equation takes
place here along with the computation of the standard error of y, the
coefficient of multiple correlation and the coefficient of determination
as described previously in this report. In addition, the least squares
coefficients of each term in the regression equation and the standard
error of these coefficients are computed. The step-by-step process
of equation construction is punched out in this subprogram. The
FORTRAN program listing for SCORE-8 is given in Figure E-29.
For those interested in investigating the program operation further,
a list of variable names used in the FORTRAN programs along with































VA R I ABLE
/ PUNCH [VARIABLE,SELECTION













































w.+ DEFINITION OF VARIABLES w_
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING FUNCTION WEIGHTS
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING INTERACTION ORDER WEIGHTSo
DISC INDEX FOR LOCATING VARIABLE WEIGHTS.
NUMBER OF INPUT VARIAbLeS NUT INCLUDING TH_ DEPLNO_NT VARIADL_
MAXIMUI_ NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS CONSIDERE_
MAXIMUM INTERACTION ORDER CONSIDEREDt
NUMBER OF TERMS CONSIOERED PER PASS INCLUDING THE DEPENO_NT
VARIABLE
TEMPORARY STORAGE ARRAY FOR SELECTION WEIGHTS
*** PROGRAM ***
SENSE SWITCH 1 ON - SELECTOR ARRAY WEIGHTS DUMPED

















Figure E-27. SCORE-7 Subprogram -- FORTRAN Program Listing
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• O <O
EOMPQTE STANDARD ERROR OP DEPENSENT
VARIABLE COEFE_C ENT OF OETERMINATION
MULTDPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, '
>O DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
SZGY • SIGMA (NOTER) RJV(NOTER, NOTER)/DEFR
............. _S_,NDTER,NOTER,]]" _ I DEFR "DEFR-I,O i
"Y SQUARED NON-
POSITIVE TERMINAT
STEP NSTPM t' "
"NO MORE DEGREES
OF FREEDOM STEP DE FR
'NOSTELd _
,vM,,=o,' I ............"I"ERROR, NOZNVMJ _°O





-- COEN (NOINI-VII, NOTERlff
VAR-VMAX SIGMA{NOTER /S_GMA(1)
SIGMCO (NOZN), (SIGY/SIGMA (1))_
>O <O >O
3EN (J),
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STANDARD ERROR DESIRED FOR A SATISFACTORY REGRES3ION RUN
AVERAGE VALUE ARRAY FOR AVAILABLE TERMS
CONSTANT TERM VALUE FOR REGRESSION EQUATION
REGRESSION EQUATION COEFFICIENT ARRAY
NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM
CRITICAL F-LEVEL FOR ENTERING A TERM
CRITICAL F-LEVEL FOR REMOVING A TERM
COMPUTED F-LEVEL FUR REMOVING LEAST SIGNIFICANT TERM OR
INSERTING MOST SIGNIFICANT TERM,
BRANCH INDICATOR
CONSTANT TERM INDICATOR, I IMPLIES NO CONSTANT TERM,
0 IMPLIES A CONSTANT TERM,
ARRAY OF TERM NUMBERS IN THE REGRESSION EQUATION
NUMBER OF TERMS IN THE REGRESSION EQUATION
INDEX NUMBER OF MOST SIGNIFICANT T_RM NOT CURRENTLY IN THE
REGRESSION EQUATION
INDEX NUMBER OF LEAST SIGNIFICANT TERM CURRENTLY IN THE
REGRESSION EQUATION
STEP NUMBER FOR CURRENT PASS
NUMBER OF TERMS CONSIDERED PER PASS MINUS ONE
NUMBER OF TERMS CONSIDERED PER PASS PLUS ONE
NUMBER OF TERMS CONSIDERED PER PASS INCLUDING THE OEPEN_NT
VARIABLE
STEP NUMBER FOR CURRENT PASS MINUS ONE
MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT FOR THE CURRENT R_GRES_ION
EQUATION
COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION FOR THE CURRENT REQRESSiON
EQUATION
ARRAY CONTAINING THE SQUARE ROOT OF THE RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES
FOR EACH AVAILABLE TERM
ARRAY CONTAINING THE STANOARD ERRORS OF THE COEFFICI_NT_ OF THE
REGRESSION EQUATION
STANDARD ERROR FOR CURRENT REGRESSION EQUATION
REGRESSION MATRIX
ARRAY CONTAINING VARIANCE CONTRIBUTION OF EACH AVAILABLE TERM
VALUE OF VARIANCE CONTRIBUTION FOR MOST SIGNIFICANT TERM NOT
CURRENTLY IN THE REGRESSION EQUATION
VALUE OF VARIANCE CONTRIBUTION FOR LEAST SIGNIFICANT TERM










Figure E-9.9. SCORE-8 Subprogram -- FORTRAN Program Listing (1 of 4)
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FORMAT(3(IX,2HT(,Ia, IlH} VS Y =,EIO,3))
FORMAT (IX,15H Y VS Y =,E10,3)

















































Figure E-9.9. SCORE-8 Subprogram -- FORTRAN Program Listing (2 of 4)
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FORMAT(27H ERROR, NOIN MINUSe SO LONG)
GO TO 910
PRINT 651SIGY











FORMAT(//9H STEP NO oI5,/3XoI3HTERM REMOVED I I8)
GO TO 1314
PRINT 921NOSTEPoK
FORMAT(//9H STEP NO ,IS,/3X,I_HTERM ENTERING i18)
PRINT 70,FLEVEL,SIGY,RS_*RICNST*(INDEX(J)*COEN(J)*_iGMCO(J) *J=IINO
IIN)
FORMAT(I2H F LEVEL =,EI2.5/24H STANDARD ERROR OF Y =tEI2ob/27H







CONSTANT TERN =_EI2oS/SBH TERM NO. COEFFIC
























































































Figure E-29. SCORE-8 Subprogram -- FORTRAN Program Listing (4 of 4)
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4 SCORE APPLICATION TO A SAMPLE PROBLEM
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the SCORE program in
constructing an equation from a set of data, the following sample problem
was run.
Starting with the equation
2 2
y = 2X l -4Xl -3X2 +12X 2 -I0 +E
a set of twenty-five data points was generated for various values of X I
and X 2 . A noise factor (E in the above equation) was added to more
closely simulate a set of laboratory measurements. This noise factor
was selected at random from a normal distribution having a mean of
zero and a standard deviation of 0.1.
Data Transmittal Form I as filled out for this problem is shown in
Figure E-30. Counting the blank cards separating the comments, a
total of nine cards are used as comment cards. Therefore, a 9 is
entered on Card 1 as shown. Following this card are the comment cards.
Data Transmittal Form II is shown in Figure E-31. Assuming a maximum
allowable probability of committing the error of entering a variable into
the regression equation when it should not be entered to be . 05, (p =. 05)
and entering the F-level chart given as Table E-II on Page E-31 for
25 variables (n = 25), gives a value of F-level for entering approximately
equal to 4. This value is inserted as F-LEVEL IN on Control Card 1.
Assuming a maximum allowable probability of committing the error of
removing a variable from the regression equation when it should not
have been removed to be . 25 (p =. 25), and entering the F-level chart,
gives a value of F-level for removing (using interpolation) approximately
equal to 1. This value is inserted as F-LEVEL OUT on Control Card 1.
Assuming a desired standard deviation for the errors in the regression
equation to be . 01, this value is entered as STD. DEVIATION on
Control Card 1. Since a constant term is expected for the regression
equation, the CONSTANT indicator is set to 0. The number of variables
is two independent and one dependent for a total of 3. Therefore, NO.
VARIABLES is set to 3. There are 25 data points for this particular


































































































A reasonable number of terms to be considered per pass for a three
variable problem is 10. Therefore, NO. TERMS on Control Card 2
is set to 10.
The maximum desired interaction order must be limited to 2 since
there are only 2 independent variables. Also products of X j and X 2
were to be considered in order to complicate the problem. Therefore,
INTERACTION ORDER is set to 2. Since no a prior information was to
be given the program, all initial selection weights were set equal.
Therefore, INTERACTION WEIGHT, VARIABLE WEIGHT, and FUNCTION
WEIGHT indicators are all set to 1. The number of functions to be con-
sidered for each independent variable was set to 6. This allows the
powers 1, -1, 2, -2, 1/2 and -1/2 to be applied tothe independent
variables. Therefore, NO. FUNCTIONS was set to 6. (See Table E-I
for a definition of the allowable functions).
The next set of cards to be prepared contains the actual data point values
for the two independent variables and the dependent variable along with
an identification number for each data point. These entries are shown
on Data Transmittal Forms II and III. (Figures E-31 and E-32. ) Sub-
mitting these data cards to the SCORE program results in the computer
output sheets as shown in Figure E-33.
Initial output consists of the comment cards prepared as inputs, the
control values of F-level for entering and F-level for removing, and
the desired value for the standard error of the regression equation.
Following this is a print-out of the input data points.
Pass number 1 is then begun. The ten available terms as randomly
constructed for this pass are then listed. Following this is a step-by-
step record of the actual equation construction along with other pertinent
information about the quality of the fit at each step. After Step 4 of
the first pass, there are no more terms available which meet the
requirements for entry into the equation and there are no terms in the
equation which do not meet the requirements for remaining.
A listing of the predicted values for the dependent variable using the
regression equation constructed during Pass 1 along with the actual
input values is then given for each data point.
Pass number 2 is then begun. Those terms which successfully entered
the regression equation during Pass 1 (namely T (1), T(8), T(9),
and T(10)) are now included in the set of 10 available terms for Pass 2.
The remaining six terms are again randomly constructed, this time
taking advantage of what was learned during Pass 1 (see previous text
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FIGURE E-33 PAGE I OF 9
COMPUTER OUTPUT SHEETS FOR SAMPL_ PROBLEM
SCORE SAMPLE PROGRAM
REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE EQUATION
Y=2e_X(1)_t2-4o_X(1)-3o_X(2)t_2+12etX(2)-lOe
WITH WHITE NOI3E HAVING A N_AN OF Oe AND A 31GMA OF OeI
DATE 8/25/65
F LEVEL TO ENTER VARIABLE = 4o000000
F LEVEL TO REMOVE VARIABLE = loO00000
DESIRED VALUE OF STANDARD ERROR = o010000
DATA SET le
X( I) = 4eOOOE-O] X( 2) = le4OOE-O0
Y =-5o215E-01
DATA SET 2o
X( 1) = 4eOOOE-Ol X( 2) = loBOOE-O0
Y = 7.362E-0!
DATA SET 3e
X( !) = _=O00E-O! X( 2) = 2_ _nn_-nn
Y : 7t834E-01
DATA SET 4e
X( I) = 4eOOOE-OI X( 2) = 2o600E-00
Y =-2e424E-O!
DATA SET 5e
X( 1) = 4oO00E-01 X( 2) = 3oO00E-O0
Y =-2e177E-O0
DATA SET 6e
X( I ) = 8eOOOE-Ol X( 2) = le4OOE-O0
Y =-9o396E-01
DATA SET 7e
X( 1) = BeOOOE-O! X( 2) = leBOOE-O0
Y =-2e146E-02
DATA SET 8o
X( I ) = 8eOOOE-Oi X( 2) = 2o200E-00
Y =-ge224E-02
Figure E-33.
Sample Problem Computer Output Sheets (1 of 9)
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FIGURE E-33 PAGE 2 OF 9
COMPUTER OUTPUT SHEETS FUR SAMPLE PROBLEM
DATA SET 9e
X( 1) = 8eOOOE-O! X( 2) = 2,600E-00
Y =-8,853E-0!
DATA SET 10,
X( 1) : 8,000E-O! X( 2) = 3,000E-O0
Y =-3,013E-00
DATA SET 1|,
X( 1) = |,200E-O0 X( 2) = I,400E-O0
Y =-1,)65E-00
DATA SET 12o
X( 1) = I,200E-O0 X( 2) = leSOOE-O0
Y =-1,159E-0|
DATA SET 13e
X( 1) : 1,200E-O0 X( 2) : 2e200E-00
Y :-loO04E-O!
DATA SET |4=
X( 1) = 1,200E-O0 X( 2) = 2,600E-00
y =-t,OOOE-O0
DATA SET 15,
X( !) = 1,200E-O0 X( 2) = 3,O00E-O0
Y =-2.846E-00
DATA SET !6=
X( l} = |e6OOE-O0 X( 2) = Io400E-O0
Y =-4,228E-0!
DATA SET 17 •
X( !) = I•600E-O0 X( 2) = !=800E-O0
Y : 4•!67E-01
DATA SET 18•
X( 1) = !,600E-O0 X( 2) = 2•200E-00
Y = 5,470E-0!
DATA SET 19=
X( l) = |,600E-O0 X( 2) = 2=600E-00
Y =-4eO34E-O!
DATA SET 20o
X( t) = !,600E-O0 X( 2) = 3•O00E-O0
Y =-2=246E-00
Figure E-33.
Sample Problem Computer Output Sheets (2 of 9)
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DATA SET 21.
X( I) = 2,O00E-O0 X( 2] = 1.400E-O0
Y = I,097E-00
DATA SET 22,
X( 1) = 2,000E-O0 X( 2) = 1,800E-O0
Y = 1.903E-00
DATA SET E3m
X( 1) = 2=O00E-O0 X( 2] = 2e200E-O0
Y = 1,893E-00
DATA SET E4=
X( t) = 2,000E-O0 X( 2) = 2=600E-00
Y = B,141E-OI
DATA SET 25e
X( l) = 2.000E-O0 X( 2) = 3oO00E-O0
Y =-9,48lE-0l
Figure E-33.
Sample Problem Computer Output Sheets (3 of 9)
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COMPUTER OUTPUT SHEETS FUR SAMPLE PROBLEM
PASS NUMBER
TERM DESCRIPTIONS
TERM( I ) : INTERACTION OF ORDER I WITH,
COMPONENT( I ) = X( I }I_(-2o000)
TERM( 2) = INTERACTION OF ORDER I WITH,
COMPONENT( I) = X( 2)_(-I,000)
TERM( 3) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 2 WITH,
COMPONENT( I) = X( I)_(-I,000)
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 2)_W(-2,000)
TERM( 4) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 2 WITH,
COMPONENT( l) = X( 1 }_( -,500)
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 2)_( leO00)
TERM( 5) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 1 WITH,
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 2)tW( -eSO0)
TERM( 6) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 1 WITH,
COMPONENT( I) = X( 2)t_(-2e000)
TERM( ?) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 2 WITH,
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 1)_t( leO00)
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 2)t_(-2e000)
TERM( 8) = INTERACTION OF ORDER I WITH,
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 2)_( 2eO00)
TERM( 9) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 1 WITH,
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 1)_( 2o000)
TERM(IO) = INTERACTION OF ORDER ! WITH,
COMPONENT( 1 ) = X( 2)_( |eO00)
STANDARD ERROR OF Y : Ie29263E-O0
Figure E-33.
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COMPUTER OUTPUT SHEETS FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
STEP NO 1
TERM ENTERING 8
F LEVEL = 1.18408E+01
STANDARD ERROR OF Y = 1.07284E-00
COEFF OF DETERMINATION = ,33985582
MULTIPLE CORLTN COEFF = e58297164
CONSTANT TERM = Ie|6374E-O0
TERM NOD COEFFICIENT
T( 8) -2e94939E-Ol




F LEVEL = 2e21918E+OI
STANDARD ERROR OF Y = 7e73979E-Oi
COEFF OF DETERMINATION = e67136098










F LEVEL = 2,47186E+01
STANDARD ERROR OF Y = 5e36900E-Ol
COEFF OF DETERMINATION = e84904594












F LEVEL = leO5332E+02
STANDARD ERROR OF Y = 2, I9772E-OI
COEFF OF DETERMINATION = e97591133













4 STEPS OF REGRESSION
Figure E-33.
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FIGURE E-33 PAGE 8 OF 9
COMPUTER OUTPUT SHEETS FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
PREDICTED VS ACTUAL RESULTS
_UN NO=, ACTUAL PREDICTED DEVIATION PERCENT DEVo
Io -5o21510E-Ol -2,793hOE-Of 2,42149E-01 4o64323E+01
2e 7e3O2bOE-Ol 6e98135E-Ol -3eSl_4_E-O_ -5e17817E-O0
3e 7e83400E-Ol 7o14668E-01 -6o87312E-02 -8o77345E-00
4o -2e42430E-Ol -2o29759E-01 le26703E-02 5e22640E-O0
5, -2,17773E-00 -2,13515E-00 4,25799E-02 1,95524E-00
6, -9,39690E-01 -I,26821E-00 -3,28523E-01 -3,49608E+01
7, -2,14600E-02 -2,90717E-01 -2,69257E-01 -1,25_69E+03
Be -9,22400E-02 -2,74184E-01 -1,81944E-0! -1,97_50E+02
9, -8e85350E-Ol -1,218blE-O0 -3,33262E-Ol -3,76419E+01
I0, -3,01356E-00 -3,12400E-00 -I.I04_3E-01 -3.66487E-00
11, -I.16559E-00 -9,42691E-01 2,22898E-01 1,91232E+01
12, -I,15970E-01 3,48045E-02 1,50774E-01 1,30011E+02
13. -I.00480E-01 5.13381E-02 1.51818E-01 1.5109_E+02
14, -I.00096E-00 -8,93090E-01 1.07869E-OI 1,07766E+01
15, -2,84658E-00 -2,79848E-00 _,80993E-02 1,68972E-00
16, -4,22820E-01 -2,27923E-01 le9489OE-Ol 4,609_5E+01
17, 4,16720E-01 7,49572E-01 3,3285_E-01 7,98743E+01
18, 5.47090E-01 7,66106E-01 2,19016E-01 4,00329E+01
19. -4,03470E-01 -I,7832_E-01 2,25147E-01 5.58028E+01
20, -2,24687E-00 -2,08371E-00 1,63157E-01 7,26153E-00
21, 1,09706E-00 7,62114E-01 -3,34945E-01 -3.05312E+01
22, 1,90312E-00 1,73960E-00 -I,63510E-01 -8,59169E-00
23. I,89336E-00 1,7561_E-00 -I,37_16E-01 -7,24725E-00
24, 8,14130E-01 8,I171_E-01 -2,4151_E-03 -2,gbbSOE-Ol
25o -9o48120E-01 -Io09367E-00 -Io45555E-01 -le535_OE+Ol
Figure E-33.
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COMPUTER OUTPUT SHEETS FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM
PASS NUMBER 2
TERM DESCRIPTIONS
TERM( l) = INTERACTION OF ORDER l WITH,
COMPONENT( 1) = X( l)**(-2o000)
TERM( 2) : INTERACTION OF ORDER I WITH,
COMPONENT( I} : X( 2)**( 2,000)
TERM( 3} = INTERACTION OF ORDER I WITH,
COMPONENT( |) = X( I)_i( _eO00)
TERM( 4) = INTERACTION OF ORDER I WlTHi
COMPONENT( I) = X( 2}_( 1,000)
TERM( 5) = INTERACTION OF ORDER I WITH,
COMPONENT( I) = X( I )@i( 1.000)
TERM( 6) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 2 WITH,
COMPONENT( I ) = X( | )_( 2,000)
COMPONENT( 2) = X( 2)t_( le000)
TERM( ?) = INTERACTION OF ORDER I WITH,
COMPONENT( I } = X( 2)I_( .500)
TERM( 8) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 1 WITH,
COMPONENT( l) : X( 2)_*(-!=000}
TERM( 9) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 1 WITH,
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 2)_( -,500)
TERM(10) = INTERACTION OF ORDER 2 WITH,
COMPONENT( 1) = X( 1 )**( 2,000)
COMPONENT( 2} = X( 2)*_( e500}
STANDARD ERROR OF Y : le29263E-00
Figure E-33.
Sample Problem Computer Output Sheets (7 of 9)
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FIGURE E-3J PAGE _ OF 9
COMPUTER OUTPUT SHEETS FUR SAMPLE PRObLeM
STEP NO !
TERM ENTERING 2
F LEVEL = |o18408E+0!
STANDARD ERROR OF Y = Io07284E-00
COEFF OF DETERMINATION = o339_bbB2
MULTIPLE CORLTN COEFF = ,58297154
CONSTANT TERM = 1o16374E-00
TERM NO, COEFFICIENT
T( 2) -2o94939E-0!




F LEVEL = 2o21918E+01
STANDARD ERROR OF Y = 7,73979E-01
COEFF OF DETERMINATION = o67136098










F LEVEL = 2e47186E+O!
STANDARD ERROR OF Y = 5o36900E-0!
COEFF OF DETERMINATION = o8490_594












F LEVEL = 6o13745E+02
STANDARD ERROR OF Y = 9o77340E-02
COEFF OF DETERMINATION = e99523613













4 STEPS OF REGRESSION
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COMPUTER UUTPUT SHFI-TS FUI_ bAMPLI-- PR(Jl_Ll--Ivi
RUN NO+
PREDICTED VS ACTUAL RESULTS
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Now a new regression equation is constructed. This time the terms of
the original equation used to construct the input data2are all included in
the 10 available terms (namely T(2) which is the X 2 term, T(3) which
is the X i2 term, T(4) which is the X 2 term, and T(5) which is the
X_ term). These four terms are selected by the program and Pass 2
is terminated. Note the value of standard error for the dependent
variable after Step 4 to be . 0977. This is to be expected, since the
noise superimposed on the input data has a standard deviation of. 1.
The final equation for Pass 2 is
y = 2.16 X 2 - 4.424 X - 3.003 2l l X2 +12"05 X 2 - 9.8728




I. Dallemand, James E., Stepwise Regression Program on the IBM
704, General Motors Corporation, 1958.
. Spiegel, Murray B., Ph.D., Theory and Problems of Statistics,
Schaum Publishing Co., 1961.
o Ralston and Will, Mathematical Methods for Digital Computers,
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Data Transmittal Form 1






In recent years considerable time and money have been expended on the
development of techniques for system optimization. This interest can
generally be attributed to the complexity of modern systems, to the high
cost of these systems, and to the extreme performance and reliability
characteristics demanded of these systems. The interest in system
optimization at LSI led eventually to the development of the PRESTO*
COi_C_pt.
The role of optimization in the PRESTO methodology is that of determining
a combination of the system parameters which yield an optimum system.
Mathematically, this is equivalent to maximizing or minimizing a function
of the system parameters. Unfortunately, the functions which describe
modern complex systems, such as the Launch Vehicle System, are not well
behaved. That is, the functions are either highly non-linear, non-linearly
constrained, or they or their derivatives do not satisfy certain conditions
of continuity and differentiability. For this class of problems, a closed-
form analytical solution cannot be obtained. In these cases the use of a
high-speed digital computer is required in the determination of the optimal
solution.
The technique developed to determine the optimal system configuration
within which the constraints on the system parameters are satisfied is a
Generalized Random E_xtremum Analysis Technique. GREAT can perhaps
best be described as a combination of the direct search and gradient
techniques to which has been added a learning capability.




When considered within the framework of the PRESTO concept, the objective
function (the function to be optimized) can be either one or a combination of
three models: the Economics model, the Reliability model, and the Perfor-
mance model. A possible strategy might be to minimize the cost of a system
while maintaining a reliability limit and various performance specifications.
Another possibility might be to maximize the system reliability subject to
a cost constraint. However, for the sake of generality the reference will be
to only an objective function and to constraining functions.
2.1 OBJECTIVE AND CONSTRAINING FUNCTIONS
The objective function may be thought of as the functional relation-
ship of the system parameters which describe a particular system charac-
teristic presented for optimization. The constraining functions are functional
relationships of the constituent system parameters by which these system
parameters are restricted.
Yhe dependentvariabie Y i_ a function f of N indupundun_ variabiu_ Xi,
X2, X3, ... , X N. The function is defined in a domain given by
Xn(min} _ X n _ Xn(max )
n = i, 2, 3, ... , N.
The quantities Xn(min} and Xn(max} are the minimum and maximum values,
respectively, of the N independent variables.
Each constraint G i is a function g] of all, or part of, the same
N independent variables X_, X2, X3, ..., XN (j = 1, 2, ... p; where p
• is the number of constraining functions). These functions are defined in the
same domain as given above.
The objective function is restricted only in that it must exist everywhere
in the N space. The constraining functions are subjected to an additional
restriction in that these functions must be inequality functions of the form
G i = gj (Xl, Xa, X3, ... , X N) > 0.
F-5
The intervals
IX n(min) _ X n(mox)]




Xn(I) -- X n(min)
and
Xn(Mn) -" Xn(mox).





The Generalized _Random _Extremum Analysis Technique (GREAT) is a
procedure for locating the extrema of an objective function by a systematic
evaluation of the objective and constraining functions. (See Figure F-1. )
The search for the extremum originates at a probabilistic starting point in
the N dimensional feasible space. The search is initiated and continued
in the direction of steepest descent until a local extremum* on the search
direction has been located or until a boundary or a constraint is encountered.
If the conditions for optimality are not satisfied at the local extremum (the
boundary or constraint point), a new direction of search is computed by the
steepest descent or auxiliary methods. The procedure is iterated until a
relative extremum t has been found. At each iteration a learning scheme
is utilized which affords a means of profiting from the previous investiga-
tions. After a suitable number of investigations, the global extremum* is
selected from the group of relative extrema.
3.1 PROBABILISTIC STARTING POINT SELECTION
A Starting Point is selected by a probabilistic selection procedure
which, by the multiplicity oi taese starting points, tends to assure a com-
plete investigation of the objective function. The degree of confidence which
can be assumed in the obtained solution being the global extremum is
proportional to the completeness of this investigation.
3.1.1 Weighting Function
The task of generating the probabilistic points is accomplished
by the utilization of a Weighting Density Function and its integral, the
Weighting Distribution Function.
The weighting density function (Figure F-2) is defined by
w(x.)
0 for X.< Xn(min)
Wn(m) for Xn(rn)_ Xn_ Xn(m+l)
0 for X.> Xn(mox}
*The local extremum is the extremum on a particular search direction.
tA relative extremum is that point from which no further optimization
can be made.














































































































































where L Xn(m_, Xn(m+l)] is the m _ subinterval and Wn(m_iS some constant
in the m th subinterval and where
',-G:_ /xXn(mox)W (Xn) d Xn = W (Xn) d Xn = I.
-(:X:) n(min)
The integral of the weighting density function
X
n
V(X.) = fx W (Xa)dXn
n(min)
is the weighting distribution function (Figure F-2).
Initially, the weighting density function is chosen uniformly with
Wn(i) = Wn(2) = , ... , = Wn(Mn_l) *
The selection of subsequent starting points is weighted to reduce the
probability of selecting points in the neighborhood of previously investigated
points.




V (Xn(m)) = / W (Xn) d X n
Xn(mln)
is the value of the weighting distribution function at the mth subdivision.
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Then let qn be the maximum value of m such that
R. > V
The initial value for the n th independent variable is given by
Xn, 0 = Xn(min) + q. D Xn
R. - V (X. (g.))
+
W (Xn(0n)) DX n
The weighted random starting point is then given by
(Xl,o , X2,o , X3,0, ... , XN,0).
3. 1.2 Adjustment of Weights
Prior to the selection of the first starting point, the probabilities
wltn aaL points are xu_**t,_=_. ..uw=v=., _._. a
_.p_./J.a & t,,
has been selected, the weight associated with the subinterval in which the
point lies is reduced by a factor C, where C > i. Hence, the probability
of selecting subsequent points within the particular subinterval is reduced.
The weight adjustment is given by
Wn(m )
-.D Wntm); n = 1, 2, 3, ... , N ;
C
where m is such that
Xn(m) <_ Xn, o ----.Xn(m_-l).
3.1.3 Normalization of Weights
To effect the proper correspondence between the random number
and the weighting distribution function in the generation of the probabilistic
F-11
starting points, the weights of the density function must be normalized.
To accomplish the normalization, the weight attached to each subinterval
is divided by the product of the interval size (DX n) and the summation of





for m = 1, 2, 3, ... , Mn-1 and








f W(Xn)dXn = 1.
Xn(min)
3.1.4 Region of Feasibility
The point from which the search for an extremum orginates must
be in the feasible region. The feasible region (Figure F-I) may be defined
as the N dimensional space which violates no boundaries of the independent
variables nor any functional constraints imposed upon the variables. The
boundaries of the independent variables are the minimum and maximum
values imposed upon the variables. However, portions of the domain defined
F-12
by the boundaries on the variables are often outside the feasible region.
This condition can occur because of the functional constraints which
restrict the independent variables.
The generation of a feasible starting point utilizes the previously described
weighting procedure. A probabilitic starting point is generated and tested
for feasibility. If the point is a feasible one, it becomes the base point
from which the search for an extremum emanates. If the probabilistic
starting point is not feasible, the weights associated with this point are
adjusted to reduce the probability of selecting another point in this neighbor-
hood. The weights are normalized and another probabilistic starting point
is generated. The procedure is iterated until a feasible starting point (base
point) is generated.
3.2 SEARCH DIRECTION
In considering the determination of the optimal direction of search
for the local extremum (the extremum in a particular search direction),
four situations must be investigated. The situations are the following:
Type 1 Search The feasible base point is in no danger of violating
boundaries or constraints (Figure F-3a).
( r_h_ AAA_,_
given by




where A, is the accuracy (%) desired on the n th
independent variable. )
The feasible base point is within a Axn of violating
a constraint but from which a direction of search
which minimizes the function can be computed by
utilizing a procedure similar to the Type 1 Search
(Figure F-3b).
The feasible base point is within a ;% Xn of violating
a convex constraint and Type 1 and Type 2 Searches
fail (Figure F-3c).
The feasible base point is within a A Xn of violating
a concave constraint and Type 1, Type 2, and Type
3 Searches fail (Figure F-3d).
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X 2
I / ,_<,-J, \\
I .' / A ", _\ I
' ',', /.--,"q.., _1'
;/i ,' i !"q. I
/ _, \_ _ _. ,
_ _ / / I
/
i _/_ ' X I
(_E) BASE POINT
• _+ AX n FROM BASE POINT







• -+ AXn FROM BASE POINT






• 4" AX n FROM BASE POINT





• + L_X n FROM BASE POINT
Figure F-3d. Type 4 Search Situation
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The Search Vector is a vector emanating from the feasible base point in
the direction in which the function approaches its extrenum in an optimal
fashion, that is, in the direction along which the extrenum is approached
most rapidly, but in which the constraints are satisfied for at least a unit
step. The selection of the search vector reduces the search from a
N-dimensional one to a one dimensional search along the search vector.
Thus on the search vector, the dependent variable Y becomes an explicit
function of only one independent variable k, i.e.
Y = H(X).
3.2.1 Type 1 Search
In the Type 1 Search the search vector is constructed by incre-
menting and decrementing each independent variable by a AXnwhile main-
talning the other independent variables constant at the base point. (See
Figure F-4a). By evaluating the objective function at these points the
search vector is determined as follows:
Yo. = f (X,,o ' X2,o' "'" ' XN,o)
(function evaluated at base point)
Y+ f (X + A X, ..t = i,O ' X2,o' " ' XN,O)
YI- = f (X,,o - AX, , X 2,o, "'" ' XN,0 )
Y_ = f (Xl,o, X2,o, ... , XN,0 + AX N)
= f,tx, . .... x - nx )
- - ,,,., • ,.,v , ' N,O N
and calculate the following for each n = 1, 2, ..., N
Ay+ +n = YO- Yn
AY; = Yo - Y_




















Figure F-4a. Type 1 Search Direction
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Since the point which defines the maximum of the objective function f (XI ,
X2, ... , X_) is identical to that which defines the minimum of -f (Xl,
Xz, ... , X N), the location of the direction of steepest descent is only
considered.
If Aye< 0 and AY: _< 0 then AYn = 0.
[ ]Otherwise let AY, = maximum AY[ , AY2 ,
then if Ay_ = Ay:, set AYn = - I AY_ I
or if AY. = AY , set AYn = AYn .





where DY n is a factor between -1 and 1 which is proportional to the rate
at which the function approaches the extremum along the X, axis at the
base point.
The search vector is specified by a line from point PA through point Pe
where PA is the base point and Pe is a point formed by incrementing
each independent variable proportionately to the DY, as follows:
PA = (X,, O, X2,0, ''" , XN,O)
and
PB = [(X,,o + DY, • X)), (Xa,o + DY a" AXz),..
(XN.o + DY N" AXe) ] .
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3.2.1.1 Test for Optimality
If PA = PB, the search vector is null, and consequently a
relative extremum has been located. When this situation occurs, the
search process is transferred to the weight normalization procedure, and
another feasible base point is generated. However, if the search vector
is not null, an arbitrary point on the search vector is given by
(Xl, o + k. DY, • AX,), (X2, o + >, • Dy 2 . AXe) , ...,
(X N,o + k • D YN " A XN) ] .
Hence, the dependent variable Y becomes an explicit function of only one
independent variable k.
3.2.2 Type 2 Search
If the Type 1 Search fails, that is, a constraint is violated
when a s_m_aU step i_n_the direction of steepest descent is taken, the Type
2 Search procedure is applied.
This procedure is similar to the Type 1 Search procedure. (See Figure
_-4h). A search direction is computed by f,_,_n_ction ev_h,_firm._ _f pninf._
formed by incrementing and decrementing each independent variable while
maintaining the remaining variables constant at the feasible base point.
By evaluating the objective function and the constraining functions at these
points the search direction is determined as follows:
Yo and Go, j are computed at the base point
Yo = f (X,,0, X2,o, "'" , XN,O)
GO, j = g} (X,,o , X2,o, ... , XN,O)-
The function values at the adjusted points are
Y+ = f (x,,o +AX,, X2,o, ... , XN,O)
































f (Xl, o - /kX,, Xz,o, ... , XN,O)
gi (X',o - AXl, X2,o, ... , X_,o)
f (Xl, o , X2,o, ... , XN,O
g] (X,,o , X2,o, ... , XN,O
+ Ax N)
+ Ax N)
Y_ = f (X,, 0 , Xz, o, ... , XN, o - /k XN)
GN,3 = gj (X,,o , X2,0, "'" , XN,O - AXN)
Then calculate the following for each n = 1, 2, ... , N
A Y: = Yo - Y:
if G_,I>0 for j = 1, 2, ..o , p; or
A Y. = 0
if G_,i< 0 at any j = 1, 2, ... , p (constraint violation). G i






G.,)_)0 for all j; or




G,,I< 0 for any j (constraint violation; Section 2.1).
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Let A Yn = maximum A Y:, A °
Ay_ set AY. tAY_I .If A y. = , = =
If AY,_ = AYe, set AY. = I AY.+I "




whereDYn is a factor between -land 1. If DY, =0forall n = 1, 2, ...,
N, the Type 2 Search procedure falls. If DY, _ 0 for all n = 1, 2, . .., N,
and no constraint is violated at a small step in the direction determined by
the DY,, a search vector is defined, and a search is made along this vector.
3.2.3 Type 3 Search
In the event that the previously described search directions are
not valid (failures), the Type 3 Search* is used. (See Figure F-4c). In
this case pt of the p constraints are violated when a unit step in the direction
of steepest descent is taken.
As determined previously,
Y0 = f (X',0' X2,0' "°" ' XN, 0)
G0, i = gl (X,,0' X2,0, "°" , XN,O)
*H. Glass and L. Cooper, Sequential Search: A method for Solving







Figure F-4c. Type 3 Search Direction
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WY_" = f (X X2, o X + AX., XN, o)
n ilO, , • o • , n • o o ,
+
Gn,) = g) (Xj, o , X2,o, ... , Xn + AXn, ... , XN,O)
where n=l, 2, ... , N
• . pVand j = 1, 2, . , .
Then let
+
Yn = Yn -Yo
and
hn, 1 = G:,| - Go, |
Suppose at the base point, some amount d n is added to each variable.
Considering a Taylor Series expansion of the objective function, where the
second and higher degree terms are discarded, the value of the objective
function at a new point is
N Of
f (X.,o) + 7 .do.


















Then a measure of the change in the value of the objective function is
N yn dn
n = 1 AXn
In like manner for the constraining functions, a measure of the changes
in the G} may be expressed as
N hn,j d n
n = 1 AX n
for j = I, 2, ..., p' (p'constraints are violated if a unit step is taken in the
direction determined by Type 1 Search). Since it is desired to minimize
the objective function subject to p constraints, the search direction deter-
mined by d, must be one in which the change in the objective function is
negative and in which the changes in the constraining functions are greater







h.,j dn _> 0
n=l
and
-I<_ d, < 1
where
J : 1, 2, !eee , p
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However, the linear programming problem demands that d, > 0. Thus let













j = 1, 2, ... , p'.
The solution vector t, may be found by utilizing the Simplex Method. * The
vector t n -1 is the direction vector in which the search is performed.
3.2.4 Type 4 Search
In some cases where the base point is very near a concave con-
straint, all three previously described procedures for determining a search
direction fail. In this situation the technique described in the following dis-
cussion is applied. (See Figure F-4d. )
The direction vector (d,)tcomputed in the Type 3 Search procedure is retained.
The p constraints are investigated to determine which constraints are violated
at a small move in the direction given by the d,.
*Saul I. Gass,"Linear Programming Methods and Applications"; McGraw-
Hill; 1964










Figure F-4d. Type 4 Search Direction
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G'1 = g} [(X,,o + >, • AX, • d,), (X2,o +>,• AX_ • d2),
..., (XN,o + ), • A X N • clN)]
0<),<1
j = I, 2, ... , p.
The violating constraints are then compared in order to determine the one
which is most negative at the small step;
G* = minimum [G'j]
j = I, 2, . , p'
Then determine the direction which maximizes G* using the Type 1 Search
procedure. Let DG. be the direction vector determined by the Type 1
Search. A new base point is determined by moving a unit step ( X = 1) in
the direction along the vector determined by the DGn • The new base point
is
(X,, o k • • +k • AX 2. DG2) ,+ Axi DGI), (X2,0
..., (XN,0 + X " AX N • DGN)
where
X = 1.
The search is then resumed from the new base point in the direction determined
by the retained d n vector.
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3.3 DETERMINATION OF THE LOCAL EXTREMUM ALONG THE
SEARCH VECTOR





The Expanding Search (Figure F-5) determines the approximate
location of the objective function extremum along the search vector by
evaluating the function at successive points along the search vector. These
points are specified in the following manner:
where
Yk = f J,0 +k k AXj DY,), (X2, o +k k AX 2 DY2) ,
... , (XN, 0 "t" k k " AXN° DYN) ]
k-I
A k _- ! -JL_
k = 1, 2, .°. , u;
)'>1;
and u is the value of k when the expanding search is terminated•
The expanding search is terminated, and the search process is transferred
to the contracting search along the same search vector when
AY' = YK - Yz-t _> 0
or when the constraint evaluated at the k_ step











Figure F-5. Expanding Search
0




k+ = k(u ) •
If neither of the above conditions for termination is satisfied before a
boundary is exceeded, the value of kbo.ndory iS calculated at the
boundary.
A new feasible base point is then given by
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Xn,0 = [ (Xi,0 + Xbou.do,y " AX, • DY,), (X2, o + Xbou.doTy • AX 2. Dy2),
(x • • yN)].• "" _ N,O + _'bOundOry /_XN D
3.3.2 Contracting: Search
The Contracting Search (Figure F-6) further confines the location
of the local extremum along the search vector within the range defined by
the expanding search and in the feasible region.
The technique utilized is a simple halving procedure. Two additional points
are determined by halving the span between the points determined by k-, ko,






The objective function and constraining functions are evaluated at the
additional points along with the k°point.
Y (TX-) = f [(X,, 0 +Tk- • AX, • DYI),(X2,o +Tk-.
...., (XN,0+T k- • AX N • DYN) ]
AX 2" DY2),
Y (k °) = f [(X,,o+ k°'AX, " DY,), (X2, 0 + k°" AX 2
• )]• '':P (XN, 0 + _0 o /_XN Dy N
• DY2) ,
Y (Tk +)
= f [(Xl, 0 +T k + .AX, o DY,), (X2.o+ Tk +
• o., (XN,0+T_k+ • AX N • DYN)].























Figure F-6. Contracting Search
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Similarly
G} (T_-) = gi [(X,,o +TX-
••o , (XN,o+Tk-
AX, • DY,), (X2. 0
A X N • DYN) ]
+Tk- DY2),
Gi(k°) = gj[(X,,o+ k°. AX,. DY,), (X2,o +k ° o AX 2
•.. , (XN.0 + k0 . ,%X N- DYN) ]
• DY2) ,
G i (TX +) = gl[(X,,o +TX + • AX,. DY,), (Xz,0 +TX + • AX
... , (XN,0 +Tk + " A X N" DYN) 1
for j = 1, 2, ... , p.
2" DY2),
The minimum of Y(T X-), Y()_), Y(Tk +) redefines a new k°if a constraint
i_ nnf ,rlnl_f,_H _f _nxT nf fh_.Q_ fh_ nninf_ If n enn._f_'_inf is violated at
any of the three points, the minimum of Y(TX-), Y(_), Y(Tk +) which does
not violate a constraint defines the new k ° . The point adjacent to the new
k ° in the negative direction is redefined k- and likewise the positive ad-
jacent point is k +.
These new k's define a reduced range on the search vector• This halving





where n = 1, 2, ... , N.
This insures the confinement on each of the independent variables to be less
than A X,. Since the increment on the independent variables corresponding




BX, (k+_ >,o). DY, • AX.
where
1
)'_- k°<l DY, [
then
BX. <_ AX,.
Since the local extremum is now located within the required accuracy (A X.),
the contracting search is completed and a new feasible base point is defined.
The new feasible base point is
X,, 0 = [(X,.0+ k°" AX,. DY,), (Xz,0 + k°" AX z" DY2),
•.. , (XN,0 + k0. AX s. DYN) ].
Having located the local extremum on the search vector, the weights associ-
ated with the point are adjusted (Section 3.1.2) and a new search direction
is determined (Section 3.2). The entire procedure is iterated until the re-
quired number of relative extrema have been located. From these relative
extrema the global extremum is selected.
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4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Isolating that combination of system parameter values which extremize
some system characteristic (cost, reliability, performance, etc. ) is
recognized as system optimization*. Mathematically, this operation is
equivalent to maximizing or minimizing a function of the system parameters
which describe the system characteristic being considered. Unfortunately,
the complexity of modern systems often prohibits the utilization of analytical
methods. In these cases the use of a high-speed digital computer is required.
The computer technique developed at LSI to determine the optimal system
configuration within the constraints imposed on the system is the _Generalized
_l_l_l_ndomExtremum Analysis Technique. GREAT, as the routine is called,
can perhaps best be described as an iterative scheme based upon a combi-
nation of the direct search and gradient techniques to which has been added
a learning capability.
The search for the extrema of the function to be optimized originates at a
point chosen probabilistically in the N dimensional feasible space determined
by the N system parameters. The direction of steepest descent at the starting
point is computed by utilizing the function values at positive and negative
increments along each of the independent variable axes.
The sub-optimal point along the direction of steepest descent is determined
1.. ......... .it.:^ 1 .t_.... J.: ...... 1..^_L.: " " 4.l_ .]'_^."i_-4f'h._ _,'_ o{-nn_r_d:_'_- r]_r_4- T_
_y _l::L_tl_::lltl_L,£ ItlILL_L, IUll _V4:U.tlt:_I, IUllO ill txl_:; _._11 _:;bL_.ui* U*
the condition for optimality is not satisfied at the sub-optimum, a new
direction for search is determined as above. The procedure is iterated until
the condition for optimality is met and a relative extremum is found. The
iteration of the technique to generate a number of relative extrema coupled
with the learning scheme provide a statistical confidence of selecting the
true global extremum from the relative extrema.
4.1 MODULARITY
It is quite well known in the field of optimization that no single
technique developed thus far is able to solve efficently a broad class of
optimization problems. As new and better techniques for solving the
problem are developed, an efficient means for the transition from the
technique stage to the working program stage is desirable. With this
* The non-linear optimization problem may be thought of as the extremizing
of a non-linear objective function which can be constrained by inequality
functions which can be linear, non-linear, or a combination of the two
types.
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thought in mind, the GREAT program was organized in a modular manner.
Hence, the facility for the insertion of new techniques and for the inter-
change of existing techniques is apparent. See Figure F-7.
4.2 DISCRETE VALUED VARIABLES
Since the independent variables in many physical systems are not
continuous, that is they can assume only discrete values on a range, the
objective functions describing these systems, though continuous analytically,
exist physically only at discrete points in the N dimensional space. If
the number of variables and the number of discrete values which each
variable can assume are small, the optimal solution can be obtained quite
easily by an exhaustive evaluation of the function at all points defined by
the combination of discrete variables. However, if these numbers become
large, the solution becomes very time consuming. For example, a ten-
variable problem with each variable possessing ten discrete values would
require 10 '° function evaluations and 10 ,o comparisons to determine the
optimal solution.
A method has been proposed_ the merits of which are not fully known, which
should accomplish this end of discrete optimization. Very briefly this
method of discrete optimization can be described in the following manner.
A constrained optimal solution of the N independent variable problem is
found using some continuous variable technique. The values of the in-
dependent variables obtained in the continuous treatment are compared to
the array of allowed discrete values. The discrete value of the variable
which matches its corresponding continuous variable from the optimal set
most closely without a constraint violation is selected as the variable to
be inserted as a constant in the objective and constraining functions for
further computation. Thus the N dimensional problem becomes an N-1
dimensional one. This procedure is repeated until the optimization problem
becomes unidimensional at which time the problem is solved.
The procedure possesses the capacity for utilization in cases in which both
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Figure F-7. Modulator Construction
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OPERATION
Considerable effort was directed toward the development of a user-
oriented program. In the area of input, Data _Transmittal Forms were
developed on which the data required for analysis are listed and from
which the data are directly prepared for computer utilization. Section 5.1
describes these forms in detail.
The GREAT output is also in a form which is easily interpreted. The
output consists mainly of a listing of the input information and the solution
to the optimization problem. Section 5.2 presents an example problem
with its output.
The subroutine (FUNCY), which evaluates the objective function and which
tests the constraining functions, must be written and compiled each time
a different problem is optimized. The writing of the subroutine requires
some knowledge of FORTRAN II.
5.1 DATA TRANSMITTAL INSTRUCTIONS (See Figure F-8 and
Table F-I)
Data Transmittal Forms have been developed on which the required
data for obtaining an analysis are listed and fromwhich the data are directly
prepared for computer utilization. The utilization of these forms requires
only a familiarity with the GREAT methodology. These Data _Transmittal
Forms (DTF) are identified by a GREAT DTF number located in the title
block of each form.
Explicit instructions are presented here for utilization of these forms. It
might be well to note that these forms consist of blocks which are 80
columns wide. These columns are representative of an eighty-column
punch card. Each row on the DTF represents a card. It also might be
well to define four terminologies that are used in the instructions with
which the reader may not be familiar. These are: (1) floating point
number, (2)left justification, (3) right justification, (4) alpha-numeric
characters. A floating point number may be defined as onewith a decimal
point at the beginning, at the end, or between any two digits of the number.
Left justification is the positioning of the left-most alpha-numeric character
in the left-most position of the field. Similarly, right justification is the
positioning of the right-most alpha-numeric character in the right-most
position of the field. Alpha-numeric characters consist of all the alphabetic
characters (A through Z), all the numeric characters (0 through 9), and the





































2 thru 15 Alpha-numeric Left Justified
21 thru 60 Alpha-numeric No Restrictions
71 and 72 Integer / Right Justified









Name of person who requested the
analysis






6 thru 12 EXTREMUM
18 thru 22 GAMMA
































Type of extremum desired
L
Controls rate of expansion in the
Expanding Search; Typical values are
1.5 and 2.0
Number of independent variables
Number of constraining functions
Number of Relative Extremums desired
Number of Secondary Searches; Typical
values 10 to 90
Weighting Factor: Typicalvalues 2 to 5
Indicator of intermediate output
(0 indicates no intermediate output)
(1 indicates intermediate output)
Indicator of read-in starting point
(0 indicates random points)








Integer Right Justified Number of cards required to describe
............... the problem
3 Pre-assigned Control Number




HEADING CHARACT] RS FORMAT DESCI_IPTION
Function Analyzed Alpha-numeric Not Restricted Description of the problem in con-
ventinnal symbols or in Fortran Code
Table F-I. Data Transmittal Form I
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5. i. 1 Data Transmittal Form I
Data Transmittal Form I describes the optimization problem
to GREAT. The problem description includes the following information:
First Card












The NAME OF ORIGINATOR is the
name of the person who requested
the analysis.
The PROBLEM NAME is the name
associated with the problem under
consideration•
The DATE represents the time at
which the analysis was performed.
The EXTREMUM represents the
type of extremum sought, either
a MINIMUM or MAXIMUM.
The GAMMA represents the expan-
sion factor in the Expanding Search.
The X represents the number of
independent variables•
The C represents the number of
constraints to the optimization pro-
blem.
The E represents the number of
Relative Extremums desired.
The S represents the number of
secondary searches allowed
(number of search directions).
The WEIGHT represents the
weighting factor. (Ref. 3.1.2. )
The I indicates whether inter-
mediate output is desired (0, No;
1, Yes).
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R: The R indicates whether the starting
point is to be read in (0, No; 1, Yes).
Third Card: Function Analyzed Block
NS : The NS represents the number of
cards required to describe the
A.w. _, i. bQ.4.6,L L,
FUNCTION ANALYZED : The FUNCTION ANALYZED repre-
sents the function to be analyzed in
conventional symbols or in FORTRAN
CODE.
5.1.2 Data Transmittal Forms II, HA, and IIB (See Figure F-9 and
Table F-II)
Data Transmittal Forms II, HA, and IIB describe the independent










The VN represents an Independent
Variable Number which corresponds
to a particular independent variable
in the analysis.
The NAME represents the name
assigned to the particular inde-
pendent variable.
The MINIMUM represents the lower
bound of the independent variable
value.
The MAXIMUM represents the upper
bound of the independent variable
value.
The INITIAL VALUE represents
the starting value of the independent



















































































































The PERCENT ERROR represents
the percent of the range error
allowed.
The DIV represents the number of
intervals into which the independent
variable is divided. This infor-
mation is used both by the feasible
base point selection routine and
by learning routines.
5.2 EXAMPLE
The example problem selected for presentation in this appendix is
a four independent variable problem constrained by three functional in-
equalities. The particular problem was formulated by J.B. Rosen and
S. Suzuki and appeared in the February, 1965 issue of "Communications
of the ACM". It was chosen because it is constrained by concave functions




f (Xn) = -Xl 2 -X22 - 2X 3 -X42+5X I +5Xa+21X 3- 7X 4




2 2 2 2
-X i -X 2 -X 3 -X 4 -X l +X 2-x 3 +X 4 +8 > 0
- Xl 2 - 2 X2 2 - X3 2 - 2 X: +X i +X 4 + i0 > 0
- 2X_ z -X22 -X:-2X i +X 2+x 4+5 > 0
*The problem in the "Communications of the ACM" reads "minimize"
the function. However, it is felt that this is a result of an oversight
on the part of the authors or a misinterpretation by the reader.
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The optimal solution vector is
X i = 0
X 2 = 1
X 3 = 2
X_ = -1
yielding an objective function value of 44.
The Data Transmittal Forms on which the required information is listed
are included together with a listing of the user written subroutine FUNCY
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Figure F-11. Subroutine FUNCY for Example Problem
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GREAT-M5 *** FUNCTION EXTREMU_ ANALYSIS *_* PAGE I OF 3
NASA NASW-93B ROSEN - SUZUKI EXAI_PLE PROBLEM DATE 9/ 9/65
MAXIMUM
* _ _ * * * * _ * * * * _ * * * * -,--,--,--,--,-----'----
** RELATIVE EXTREMUMS **
NUMBER DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT SYMBOL
VARIABLE VARIABLES
2 Y: o4387E 02
X( 1)=-*3bOgE-Ol
X( 2}= *IOI2E Ol
X( 3)= *19BOE 01
X( 4)=-*g918E O0
X( 1)=-.9970E-01
X( 2)= .1023E Ol










GREAT-M5 *** FUNCTION EXTREMUM ANALYSIS *** PAGE 2 OF 3
NASA NASW-938 ROSEN - SUZUKI EXAMPLE PROBLEM DATE 9/ 9/65
MAXIMUM
,__,__,__.----,----,----,----,----.----,----.----.----.----.----,----,----,----,----'----'----'----'----'----'----'----"








GREAT-M5 *** FUNCTION EXTREMUM ANALYSIS *** PAGE 3 OF 3
NASA NASW-938 ROSEN - SUZUKI EXAMPLE PROBLEM DATE 9/ 9/65
MAXIMUM
,----,----,----,----,---,----,----,----,----,----,----'----,----'----,----,----,----,----'----'----'----'----'----'----'----"
** INDEPENDENT VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS **
VARIABLE SYMBOL RANGE ......... PERCENT
NAME MINIMUM MAXIMUM ERROR
VAR= I X( I) -*3000E 01 .3000E 01 I=00
VAR* 2 X( 2) -*3000E 01 *3000E 01 I=00
VARo 3 X( 3) -53000E 01 =3000E 01 1.00
VAR, 4 X( 4) -*3000E 01 =3000E Ol 1500
Figure F-12. Output for Example Problem
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PROGRAM
This section contains a complete set of logic diagrams (Figure F-13) along
with listings of the GREAT program (Figure F-14). The logic diagrams
serve as an interface between the text and the program listings. Hence,
the reader ought to be able to understand basically the mechanism of
GREAT.
These diagrams present the logic of the program by statements enclosed by
symbols. The five symbols used are"
1) the process symbol
compute / ;x(i)
2) the decision symbol
no
yes ;
3) the iteration symbol
/ process
t i Tyes no
I
4) the direction symbol ; and
5) the terminal symbol START)
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The GREAT program has been written in the FORTRAN II language. The
particular version listed in this appendix is an IBM 7090 version using
the University of Michigan Executive System. The library subroutines
used in the program are described in the University of Michigan Execu-
tive System Manual. As an additional aid comment cards have been


































Data Input (DATA) Subroutine
Figure F-13. Optimization Logic Diagrams (2 of 21)
COMPUTE THE INCREMENT_
AX(1) FOR ALL N
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES//
I COMPUTE THE INTERVAL
SIZE(DX(I))FOR ALL N


















Figure F-13. Optimization Logic Diagrams (3 of 21)
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ITEST SECOND CHARACTER
OF THE ARRAY INTO WHICH\
HAVE BEEN STORED THE
w /
_"_Y ES _ NO----_





Extremum Type (EXTREM) Subroutine

















Probabilistic Point Generating (NPOINT) Subroutine


























































































I \ BASE POINT /
1 \ VALUE /
EVALUATE OBJECTIVE _ _ _'_ /DECREMENT\
FUNCTION AND _BOUNDARY'_.a_/ INDEPENDENT
TEST CONSTRAINTS _ _VlOLATEDj/_ _ VARIABLE p'
AT DECREMENTED









oN _ /DETERMNETHCHANGE\ _ ,
. /THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AT \ / "_ /SET Ay "I' -\ /
T IF / INCREMENTED AND \ 1,'_r_l.__ _F_',,.YES./I_HE NEG/_TIVE\ .//J'_
DECREMENTED VALUES OF THE ..... m I
I_'I_D',NDEPE NDENT VAR,A BL E By' E/LK_ _"Z_ _AT .__'_: _A O_ A'N_ _ /
_ARE ALL'YES \ COMPARISON WITH FUNCTION/ _ ..... _ \ / I
V_ _ VALUE AT BASE POINT / _ ' ' I
JL. / MAX,MUMNEGAT,VE\ I
/ IS _ NO / CHANGE IS AT THE \ .
/ COMPUTE (RMSDY)\ [ _" THERF NO ">--I_( INCREMENI hi" I /)--'iP_ i }
_ _J'.Y (I) = THE CHANGE/ y
/THE SQUARE ROOT\
_OF THE SUM OF THE) AT THE INCREMENT
\ SQUARES OF ALL /
\ THE Ay (I) /
/ THE DIRECTION \ PROGRAM " AY (I) : O
NUMBERS DY(I) BY:) DIRECTION
,_Y (I)
DY(i) : R__.M_E._ / INDEX : ,, (OPTIMUM)
_1' PROGRAM ARGUMENTS
sTEST FOR CONSTRAINT\
VIOLATION AT A SMALL\ DIRECTION INDEX INPUT OUTPUT
TEP FROM BASE POINT ) I OPTIMUM N MAX DY
IN THE DIRECTION / OBTAINED X iNDIC
DETERMINED BY DY(I)/
i 2 GOOD SEARCH DX YO
( EXIT ) VECTOR OBTAINED IEXT YN
_--_ [_.1_ _ :5 BASE POINT AT GAMMA YP
SET CONSTRA,NT XMAXCO
PROGRAM
DIRECTION X MIN CN







:NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Type 1 Search (STEEP) Subroutine





CHANGE IN THE \
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION \
AT INCREMENTED AND ]
DECREMENTED VALUES /
OF THE INDEPENDENT /
VARIABLES /
/- RESET\ I IYES -I I / RESET
CHANGE AT _ _ CHANGE AT
INCREMENT / "_ DECREMENT
,oo / \ TOo
,
/ I:N _
/_'H2NGE_'_ NO _/_,. IS .,_....NO / CHANGE IS AT THE
< ......ST" -TI'_F...... _ 'N S_t,_U _ INCREMENT SET
DEC'REME-NT / _._Nby \ Z_Y (I)= THE CHANGE
_ _S \ AT THE INCREMENT
/SET Ay (1):\ I / SET \
/THE NEGATIVE\ I k/ \ L/
\ OF THIS / "\ AY (I)=O / "_
\ CHANGE / \ /
I
)
A/_RE" / \ / DETERMINE \ // TEST FOR CONSTRAINT \
NO /COMPUTE (RMSDY)\ / THE DIRECTION \ / VIOLATION AT SMALL \
ALL THE SUM OF THE/ ARE ALL NU"_._NU_.____ _NUMBERS DY(I) BY _',-----'--_ STEP FROM BASE POINT
-_y_=o/ -\ SOUA_OFT.E/ -\ ,,Y(_)/ -\ ,ND,RECT,ONDETERM,NED/\
PROGRAM DIRECTION ARGUMENTS
_L _ / 1 INDEX INPUT OUTPUT
• _ _'YES _ , CONSTRAINT YO DY
SET \ _ _ ' VIOLATED YN INDIC
PROGRAM \ _ YES / __
DIRECTION ) ( ,_ "--<. VIOLATION,> _ GOOD SEARCH YP
iNDEX :3 / "_ _ / " VECTOR OBTAINED ICP
(OPTIMUM) / I _r_NO ICN
I ' _ _'_ :3OPTIMUM XMAX
/ SET \ / SET \
(/ PROGRAM % (/ PROGRAM % NeON
\ DIRECTION / \ DIRECTION / DX




( EXIT ") N= NUMBEROF INDEPENDENTVARIABLES
Type 2 Search (STEEI)I) Subroutine






ENERATE THE CONSTRAINTS X






THE LINEAR X /GENERATE THE LINEAR X
;TIVE FUNCTION \ / CONSTRAINING FUNCTION \
COEFFICIENTS FOR THE LINEARk___I_COEFFICIENTS FOR THE LINEAR \
PROBLEM (Y(X([)+AX(I))-Y / - \PROBLEM (Gj(X(T.)-t-AX(Z))--GJ /*'-
BASE POINT)}/ _X {I) / X(BASE POINT))/AX(I) FOR /
/ XALL CONSTRAINTS /
/ EVALUATEOBOEOT,VE\
/ AND CONSTRAINING \
/ FUNCTIONS AT A SMALL \
\ STEP ALONG THE /
\ DIRECTION DETERMINED/
\ BY DY(I) /







































Type 3 Search (TANHYP) Subroutine









SET PROGRAM DIRECTION INDEX=2 /
\
STORE BASE POINT AND \
/OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE1
DETERMINE THE CONSTRAINT /
WHICH IS MOST VIOLATED
BY A SMALL STEP IN THE
DIRECTION DETERMINED
BY THE DY (I) OF TANHYP
1
MAKE A UNIT STEP IN THE \
,t,
/DIRECTION WHICH MAXIMIZESTHIS CONSTRAINT
r
/THENEWSEARCHVECTOR\
/IS THE VECTOR DETERMINED
i/ BY TANHYP EMANATING FROM THE
\POINT DETERMINED BY THE UNIT/
\STEP NORMAL TO THE MOST /
\VIOLATED CONSTRAINT /

































Type 4 Search (TANP1) Subroutine






SELECT PIVOT ELEMENT WHICH /
DEFINES THE BASIC VARIABLE
TO BE REMOVED AND THE VARIABLE
TO BE INSERTED INTO THE BASIS
ELIMINATE NON-PIVOT ELEMENTS /
OF THE PIVOT ELEMENT COLUMN
WHILE MAKING THE PIVOT COLUMN
UNITY
r
i TEST FOR OPTIMALITY\
BY CHECKING THE \
SIGN OF THE OPER- /













Linear Programming (LPSUB) Subroutine
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<O,STANCES,T  T +  BETWEEN THE POINTSETERMINED BY THE THREEOINTS WITHIN WHICH THE
OCAL OPTIMUM LIES
TEST FOR LOCAL OPTIMUM \
(TX + _<t/DY(I) FOR ALL )
N INDEPENDENT VARIABLES)/
RESET BASE POINT TO ) \/EVALUATE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION}LOCAL OPTIMUM POIN AND TEST CONSTRAINTS A TX.-
RESET BASE POINT \
TO POINT DETERMINED _,41-YES---._ L;UN,51_AIN1 _,_
BY SMALLEST EXPANSION/ x--.,VIOLATED/
FACTOR /
Ng
PROGRAM DIRECTION_ _EVALUATE OBJECTIVE _
INDEX=t FUNCTION AND TEST






























/POINTS WITHIN WHICH \ f
YES--II_ THE LOCAL OPTIMUM LIES
\(AT LEAST 2 POINTS MUST / "_
\SATISFY THE CONSTRAINTS)/
NO
I /DETERMINE THE THREE /
_'. POINTS WITHIN WHICH
_THE LOCAL OPTIMUM LIES
Contracting Search (NARROW) Subroutine
Figure F-13. Optimization Logic Diagrams (13 of 21)
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LOCATE INTERVALS OF EACH OF THE N_
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES IN WHICH
THE LOCAL OPTIMUM POINT LIES

















Interval Location (LOCINT) Subroutine
Figure F-13. Optimization Logic Diagrams (14 of 21)
ENTRY )
I






Weight Adj ustment (ADJUST) Subroutine





























Termination Test (END) Subroutine
Figure F-13. Optimization Logic Diagrams (16 of 21)
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Weight Normalization (NORMAL) Subroutine
Figure F-13. Optimiation Logic Diagrams (17 of 21)
WR,TEXTREMU_'_ _ /
ONT,PE / _ \ J I















Optimal Solution Storage (STORAG) Subroutine







IN ASCENDING OR )
DESCENDING ORDER/
rCENTE TH PROBLEM NAME
DETERMINE NUMBER_
F PAGES IN OUTPUT/
/
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COMPARE THE PROPER ELEMENT OF THE\
ROWS TO THE REMAINING ROWS TO \
DETERMINE THE HIGHEST OR LOWEST /
ELEMENT /
REMOVE THIS ROW AND /
REDUCE THE NUMBER
OF ROWS BY ONE
TH, IN A TEMPORARY
ARR AY
= NUMBER OF ROWS 1
/QUATE THE TEMPORARY_




Information Centering (CENTRE) Subroutine
Figure F-13. Optimization Logic Diagrams (20 of 21)
F-70
/(_ ENTRY ._
I COUNTBLANKS TOTHE \
LEFT AND R_GHT OF \






FIELD X POSITIONS \
AND STORE IN TEMP-
/
ORARY ARRAY WHERE
X= SUM BLANKS -
2
NUMBER _FT BLANKS
































_tt PROGRAM DIRECTION INDICATOR _et
INDIC(I)=0 NO PRINT
INDIC(l)=| PRINT
INDIC(2)=0 RANDOM POINT GENERATION
INDIC(2)=I READ STARTING POINT
INDIC(3)=I UNABLE TO GENERATE FEASIBLE STARTING POINT
INDIC(3)=2 FEASIBLE
INDIC(3)=3 NOT FEASIBLE
INDIC(4)=I VALID SEARCH VECTOR
INDIC(4)=2 OPTIMUM POINT
INDIC(4)=3 CONSTRAINT VIOLATION
INDIC(5)=! VALID EXPANDING SEARCH
INDIC(5)=2














_ TYPE EXTREMUM _
3 CALL EXTREM(ITYPEoIEXT)
_ INITIAL POINT SELECTION IN N-SPACE _t_
4 CALL NPOINT(INOICoNMAXtNWtWGT,XIPTtDDX_XMINtJI)
KONCAV:O
5 CALL FEASBL(MARYoLAMBoIEXT_XIPTt IC,Z, IFRT_NCONINMAX_WGT_=FAC,JI _IN
|DIC_NW_DDX)
ttW FEASIBILITY TEST Wit
IND=INDlC(3}
GO TO(99_6_4)_IND




















C _ SEARCH _




1 ! CALL NARROW(BLDAO_BLDANiBLDAP,YYOIYYN,YYPeNMAX,IEXT,TXeXIPTiDY,DXo
IINDICiNCON,IC,Z,IFRT)
C _ INTERVAL LOCATION _
12 CALL LOCINT(NWoNMAX,XMINiXMAX,DOX,XIPT,TX_JI,IFRT_INDIC_ IC_Z,IEXTI
INCON)





C _ WEIGHT NORMALIZATION _
13 CALL NORMAL(NMAX,NW,WGT,DDX)




C _ OUTPUT _w_
|7 CALL OUTPUT(NMAX,LP, IEXT)
CALL SYSTEM
99 W_ITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,200
200 FORMAT (IH ,I3HPROGRAM ERROR)
CALL SYSTEM
END





























































PERCENT ACCURACY REQUIRED ON EACH INDEPENU_NT
EXPANSION RATE FACTOR
ALPHANUMERIC DESCRIPTION OF THE FUNCTION
TYPE EXTREMUM ( MINIMUM OR MAXIMUM )
NUMBER OF RELATIVE EXTREMA DESIRED
NUMBER OF SEARCHES DESIRED
NAME OF ORIGINATOR
NUMBER OF FUNCTION DESCRIPTION CAQOS
NUMBER OF CONSTRAINTS
DATE MO,/DAY/YEAR
NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
CARD SEQUENCE NUMBER
NAME ASSIGNED TO THE PROBLEM
NAME ASSIGNED TO EACH INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
NUMBER OF SU_INTLRVALS ( USED IN
MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE INDEPENDENT

























FORMAT(21HERROR IN INPUT FORMAT)



















































I • WGT )
W_ DEFINITION UF VARIAbL_ ***
DDX SUBINTERVAL SIZE
DX INCREMENT OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
FM SUBSTITUTION
FNW SUBSTITUTION
IFRT FEASIBILITY STATUS INDICATOR
LAMB TERMINATION INDEX
LP CURRENT EXTREMUM COUNT
LS CURRENT SEARCH COUNT
MARY STARTING POINT COUNT
NMAX NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
NW NUMBER OF SUBINTERVALS OF VARIABLE RANGE
NWl SUBSTITUTION
WGT WEIGHT OF SUBINTERVAL UF INDEPLi_DLNT VA_IAbL_
XD RANGE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
XMAX MAXIMUM VALUE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE













































*** DEFINITION OF VA_IAULE5 ***
DDX SUBINTERVAL SIZE
DS AREA OF SUBINTERVAL
FJ SUBSTITUTION
INDIC PROGRAM DIRECTION INDICATOR
JI SUBINTERVAL NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
NMAX NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES




WGT WEIGHT OF SUBINTERVAL OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
XIPT CURRENT INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUE




I01 FORMAT(IH tl4H INITIAL POINT/(3H X(_I_q3H )=tElOe4))
IF(INDIC(2)-I)Io4ol
















8 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,101,(I,XIPT(1), I=I,NMAX)
? RETURN
END




















_W_ DEFINITION OF VARIAbLLS _
IFRT FEASIBILITY STATU_ INDICATOR
INDIC PROGRAM DIRECTION INDICATOR
LAMB TERMINATION INDEX
















WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6.100
FORMAT(IH ,12HERROR FEASBL)
END











_ DEFINITION OF VARIABLES e_
ATYPE EXTREMUM TYPE INDICATOR












































SUBROUTINE STEEP(NMAXeX,IDXe IEXTqDYeGAM|vtAeXMAXeXMIN,_NCUI_e II_U|CeYUQY
IN,YPtCOeCN,Ct ICP, leNt IFRTQ ICoZ,TX)



























CONSTRAINING FUNCTION VALUE AT INCRLMbI_T
CONSTRAINT VALUE AT NEGATIVb INCREMLNT
CHANGL IN OUJECTIVE FUNCTION IN U_CkLASING UIR_CTIUN
CHANGE IN OBJLCTIVE FUNCTION AT NEGATIV_ INCREMENT
CHANGE IN OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AT POSITIVE INC_EMENT
INCREMENT OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
DIRECTION NUMBER INDICATING DIRECTION UF STELPE_T DL3C_NT
EXPANSION RATE FACTOR
CONSTRAINT STATUS INDICATOR
CONSTAINT STATUS AT NEGATIV_ INCR_NLNT








SUM OF CHANGES IN OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
SUBSTITUTION
CURRENT INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUE
MAXIMUM VALUE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
MINIMUM VALUE OF INDEPLNDENT VARIA_L_
VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AT bAS_ POINT
OBJECTIVL FUNCTION VALUE AT NtGATIVc INCR_I_i_NT
v_Lv_ ur THE vu_''I, .....-_ ,"'_'_TI_''_,-_ _,- . , _-,. I-- !
CURRENT CONSTRAINING FUNCTION VALU_
_ PROGRAM _*
DIMENSION TX(50),X(50),DX(50),XMAX(50),XMIN(50) _YP(50),C(bO, 5),C0
1( 5)olCP(50, 5)









3 CALL FUNCY(IEXT*TX_YilC_Z, IFRT*NCON)
YP(1)=Y
IF(NCON)2B,2?_ZB
















































































SUBROUTINE STEEPI (YO,YN.YPQICP, ICN,X,Nt_AXoNCUNqDYtlNDICoDX,GAIVINAol
IEXTIICIZI IFRTITX)





















CHANGE IN OBJECTIV_ FUNCTION IN UECk_A3|NG DIkECTION
CHANGE IN OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AI N_GATIVL INCREI_LNT
CHANGE IN O_J_CTIV_ FUNCTION AT PO_ITIV_ INC_LNT
DIRECTION NUMBE_ INDICATING DIRECTION OF ST_LP_ST DESCENT
EXPANSION RATE FACTOR
CONSTAINT STATUS AT NEGATIVE INCREMENT








SUM OF CHANGES IN O_JECTIVE FUNCTION
SUBSTITUTION
CURRENT INDEPENDENT VARIAbL_ VALU_
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE AT N_GATIV_ INCREMENT
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE AT BASE POINT
VALUE OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AT POSITIVE INC_E_LNT
*** PROGRAM ***
DIMENSION YP(SO).YN(50). ICP(50, _),ICN(_Ot b)tD_LY(bO),INUIC(b)ITX






























IF(NMAX-NULL} 13• 14• ]3






DO 17 I=l ,NMAX
17 SUMDY=SUMDY+DELY ( I )*DELY ( ! )
RMSDY=SQRT (SUMDY)
DO 18 I=I ,NMAX
18 DY( I )=DELY( I )/RMSDY
IF( INDIC( I)-I)20• 19•20
19 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,101• ( I •DY(1) • I=I,NMAX)
101 FORMAT(IH ,4HDYI(oI2,ZH)=•EIOe4)
20 R=GAMMA-I •
DO 21 I=I •NMAX
21 TX( I )=X( I )+R*DY(I }*DX( I )












































































CONSTRAINT VALUE AT BASE POINT
CONSTRAINT VALUE
INCREMENT OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
DIRECTION NUM_LR INDICATING UIRLCTIUN UF STLEPL_T DE_C_NT
LINEAR PROGRA_ MATRIX ELEMENT
EXPANSION RATE FACTOR
CONSTRAINT STATUS INDICATOR
CONSTAINT STATUS AT NEGATIVE INCREMENT







NULL SEARCH VECTOR INDICATOR
LINEAR PROGRAM VALIDITY INDICATOR




NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
NUMBER OF ROWS 1N MATRIX (LP)
SUBSTITUTION
SUBSTITUTION
CURRENT INDEPENDENT VAR!A_LE VALUE
CURRENT VALUE OF THE O_JECTIVE FUNCTION
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE AT BASE POINT
























7 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,100,(JIIC(J),J=I,NCON)































|7 O0 19 I=I,KMI
19 OY(1)=DY(1)-I,
IF(INDIC(1)--1)20,21,20


















Figure F-14. Program Listings (13 of 31)
F-84
RETURN
33 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6+102


















































INCREMENT OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE




M_T _lthl ^T.h,_ CO_,ST_-INT
CONCAVE CONSTRAINT INDICATOR
NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
SUBSTITUTION
SUBSTITUTION
CURRENT INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUE
SUBSTITUTION
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE AT BASE POINT
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE AT PREVIOUS CONCAVE CONDITION











































WPITE OUTPUT TAPE 61100
FORMAT( IH ,24HCHECK CONCAVE
INDIC(4)=3
RETURN
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,101


























_e_ DEFINITION OF VARIABLES tt_
A LINEAR PROGRAM MATRIX ELEMENT
DY DIRECTION NUMBER INDICATING DIRECTION OF
II NUMBER OF MATRIX ROWS
JJ NUMBER OF MATRIX COLUMNS
L BASIS VECTOR
LSUB LINEAR PROGRAMMING VALIDITY INDICATOR
W SOLUTION VECTOR



























































DO 59 I=l ,IJ
































































*** DEFINITION OF VARIABLE5 ***
BLAMDA EXPANSION FACTOR
BLDAN LOWER CONFINEMENT OF LOCAL EXTREMUM
BLDAO LAMBDA VALUE AT ONE STEP BEFORE TERMINATION
BLDAP UPPER CONFINEMENT OF LOCAL EXTREMUM
CLAMDA LAMBDA VALUE AT BOUNDARY
DX INCREMENT OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
DY DIRECTION NUMBER INDICATING DIRECTION UF
GAMMA EXPANS|ON RAIE FACTOR
IFRT FEASIBILITY STATUS INDICATOR
INDIC PROGRAM DIRECTION INDICATOR
LIP BOUNDARY VIOLATION INDICATOR
NMAX NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
SLAMDA MINIMUM LAMBOA VALUE AT BOUNDARY
TX SUBSTITUTION
XlPT CURRENT INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUE
XMAX MAXIMUM VALUE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
XMIN MINIMUM VALUE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
Y OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE AT N-TH STEP
YN OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE AT N--2
YO OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE AT N--!









! WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 61100
100 FORMAT(IH t|6HEXPANDING SEARCH)




















13 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,101,SLAMDA
INDIC(5),XMAX(50)oXMIN(50)oXIPT(50),DY(57)oDX(50)'Y(IO0)
5)*Z( 5)
Figure F-14. Program Listings (19 of 31)
F-90
|0! FORMAI(IH ,7HSLAMDA=,EIO,4)
W_II_ OUTPUT TAPE 6,102,(I,XIPT(I), I=I,NNAX)
102 FORMAT( 1H ,2HX(, |2,2H):ok!O,4)
14 CALL FUNCY( IEXT,TXtYNeICeZ, |F_T,NCUN)
IF(IFRT-3) 15Q16,33
i6 IF(N-3)IT,18,18














33 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,104
I04 FORMAT(IH ,12HERROR EXPAND)
CALL SYSTEM
17 D0 28 I=IiNMAX




































































LOWER CONFINEMENT OF LOCAL EXTREMUM
LAMBDA 0 VALUE
UPPER CONFINEMENT OF LOCAL EXTNEMUM
SPAN BETWEEN LAMBDA 0 AND LAMBDA ÷




NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
LAMBDA 0 + LAMBDA - /2
LAMBDA 0 + LAMBDA ÷ /2
CONTRACTING SEARCH TERMINATION VARIABLE
SUBSTITUTION
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUE AT HALF
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE AT LAMBDA -
OBJECTIVE FUMCTION VALUE AT LAMBDA 0
OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE AT LAMBDA +
CURREUT OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE AT NEGATIVE HALF


































I0 DO 18 I=],NMAX




20 DO 21 I=I,NMAX



















25 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,100,(I,XIPT(I ),I=I,NMAX)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,101oYO
24 RETURN
7 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,102
CALL SYSTEM
100 FORMAT(IH ,2HXI,12,2H)=,EIOe5)
I01 FORMAT(IH ,27HY OUTPUT CONTRACTING SEARCHQEI2e6)
102 FORMAT(IH ,12HERROR NARROW)
END






















SUBROUTINE LOCINTINWeNMAXtXMINeXMAXeIJL)XeXIPI oTXIJI e IFRTe INDICe ICe,
1 e IEXTeNCON)
*** DEFINITION OF VARIABLES ***
DDX SUBINTERVAL SIZE
DS SUBSTITUTION
DX INCREMENT OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
IFRT FEASIBILITY STATUS INDICATOR
INDIC PROGRAM DIRECTION INDICATOR
Jl SUBINTERVAL NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
NMAX NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES




XlPT CURRENT INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUE
XMAX MAXIMUM VALUE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE






















9 DO IC I=IINMAX
10 XlPT(I)=TX(I)
IF(INDIC(I)-I)SeIIe8
lI WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6, IOO,(IeXIPT(I)iI=IeNMAX)
100 FORMAT(IH t2HX(*I2o2H)=_EIOe5)
8 RETURN























SUBINTERVAL NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
SUBSTITUTION
NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
WEIGHTING FACTOR
WEIGHT OF SUBINTERVAL OF INDEPENDENT VAR|AbL_
_ PROGRAM w_
DIMENSION WGT(50,20),JI (50)































NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
NUMBER OF SUBINTERVALS OF VARIABLE RANGE
SUBSTITUTION
SUMMING VARIABLE






























*** DEFINITION OF VARIABLES ***
IEXT EXTREMUM TYPE INDICATOR (MAXIMUM UR MINIMUM)
INDIC PROGRAM DIRECTION INDICATOR
LP CURRENT EXTREMUM COUNT
LPMAX MAXIMUM NUMBER OF _XTREMA
XIPT _PTIMAL INDEPENDENT VAR1A_L_ VALUL





















WRITE OUTPUT TAPE6,1OO,(I,XlPT(I),I=I +NMAX)



























*** DEFINITION OF VARIABLES ***
INDIC PROGRAM DIRECTION INDICATOR
LS CURRENT SEARCH COUNT
LSMAX MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SEARCHES































































ACCURACY DESIRED IN THE INDEPENDENT VARIAULE (PERCENT)
DATE MOo/DAY/YEAR
EXTREMUM TYPE INUICATUR (MAXIJ_UM UR MINIMUM)
THE PROBLEM DESCRIPTION IN ALPHAMERIC FORMAT
EXTREMU_I TYPE llvtAXIMUN UR MINIJvlU_I) IN ALPHAME_IC FORMAT
NU_ULR OF SOLUTION_ PHR PAGE
MINIMUM NUMBER OF LINES REQUIRED
NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS REQUESTED
NAME OF ORIGINATOR
TEST VARIABLE
NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
DEPENDENT VARIABLE POSITION IN THE ARRAY
CURRENT PAGE NUMBER
TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES
NAME GIVEN TO THE PROBLEM
NUMBER OF CARDS REQUIRED TO DESCRIBE THE PROoLEM
SPACING VARIABLE
SYMBOL ATTACHED TO THE ]NDEPENUENT VARIABLE
RANKED (RELATIVE EXTREMUMWISE) INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUE AT THE RELATIVE EXTREMUM
MAXIMUM VALUE OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIAULE





















128 FORMAT(28X_23H** FUNCTION ANALYZED i*)
130 FORMAT(/20X.39H** INDEPENDENT VARIABLE D_SCRIPTIONS **/gX_BHVARIAB
ILE_6X_6HSYMBOL,6X_23H- RANGE ......... _TX_THPERCENT/IIX_4HNA
2ME_21X,THMININUM_TX_?HMAXIMUM_gX_SHERROR/)
133 FORMAT(IOX_3A2_TX_2HX(_I2_IH) _6X_EIO.4_3X_EIO_TX_F6e2)
13_ FORMAT(28X,24H** RELATIVE EXTREMUMS **/I_X,6HNUMBER_4X_9HDEPENDENT
I_I6X, IIHINDEPENDENT._X,bHSYMBOL/_3X,_HVARIABLE_ITX.gHVARIABLE_/)








































| ! DO 13 I=!tNSPACE
|3 PUNCH ! 19
|2 DO |4 NC=IQNCARDS
!4 PUNCH !54t(IFUNC(NCol) eI=|t36)
IF(NSPACF)ISe16o|5










18 PUNCH !33o(NSYM(I eJ)tJ=|o3) oI IXMIN(|) IXMAX( | )lACE(| )
RETURN
END












































































Figure F-14. Program Listings (31 of 31)
F-102
